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Preface

In 1989, I began working on the assembly line at a transplant manufacturing facility owned by Mazda. At first it was exciting as I finally had a “real” job at the age of 30, even though I was hired in as a temporary worker, the promise of a permanent position made it seem solid.¹ But I had never worked in a factory before and had no clue how demanding the job was. The first night – afternoon shift ran from 7 pm until 3:30 a.m. when the line wasn’t running overtime – was such an eye-opener. I stepped onto a moving platform and rode down the line with the car I was working on and stepped off again after spending my time bent over, attaching straps into the trunks of Ford Probes and Mazda 6s, and then run - and I do mean run - back to the parts rack to grab more parts and step up to repeat the process on the next car.² It was hot, sweaty, and frustrating because it was so difficult to keep up with the pace of the line. The other new hire, a man about my age, left at lunch and never returned (another eye-opener!). As I battled to complete each car, electric wagons with visitors would ride down the aisle and observe me and my coworkers as we labored on the line. The line workers would yell insults at the visitors, an indication of how much they disliked being watched while performing their everyday work activities.

¹ What I mean by “a real job” is one with wages high enough for my family of four to no longer have to struggle to pay our rent but we would also have a small amount of disposable income.
² I don’t remember how much time I had per car, but what I do remember is that we worked 10 hours that first night and made just over 600 vehicles per shift.
By 2004, I had left that job and had just begun my first semester of graduate school. Working at an academic conference, I was responsible for taking a group of conference attendees to the newly opened Ford Rouge Factory Tour. Imagine my shock and outrage at the permanent tour set-up where museum patrons could, at their leisure, gawk from a raised walkway at the workers below. I knew from my experience working on the line that those people had to be uncomfortable being on display. I also knew from my experience that they likely believed they had no choice but to comply with this performance as the threat of losing their reasonably compensated factory jobs to other states or other countries had become a daily reality of their working lives.

What probably bothered me most about the 2004 tour were comments from visitors up on the catwalk. Many noted that the line did not look like it was moving very fast and workers did not appear to be rushed or struggling to perform their respective operations. To me, these comments were all part of the rhetoric of what I saw as a war against unionized automotive workers. These experiences lead me to an intensive examination of factory tours and their meanings to corporations, the American public, and American labor.
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Abstract

This dissertation examines twentieth and early twenty-first century American industry’s use of factory tours and exhibitions to construct the U.S. as a postindustrial nation, to frame labor as resistant to forward progress, to celebrate deindustrialization as the ultimate form of progress, to portray labor as always robust and immune to the consequences of deindustrialization at the very moment that it restructured production processes in the United States and the world at a very high cost to American labor.

Drawing on scholarship in American studies, Museum studies and Labor studies, this dissertation analyzes the representation of labor by American corporations, such as Ford Motor Company, at World’s Fair exhibitions and on factory tours. Scholarship on World’s Fairs, Museum displays, and factory tours interrogate the representation of race and gender in public exhibitions, however there is little work scrutinizing labor in these settings. An examination of the Ford Rotunda exhibit at the widely attended and wildly successful 1934 Chicago World Fair introduces the first case, where the deeply loved exhibit made a dramatic argument for technology as the solution to national and personal economic crises by representing industrial technology as glorious and labor as secondary. Ford worked to produce meanings to fashion a particular vision of progress that obscured labor and the specific tensions in employer/labor relationships.
Inspired by the success of the fair, Ford Motor Company decided to bring the Rotunda home from the fair in 1936 and dramatically redesign and expand its exhibits with beautiful visions of global Ford, while adding tours of the River Rouge Industrial Complex, which may well have been a useful way to deflect the public eye from the company’s seeming disregard for the thousands of workers it had thrown into poverty through Depression layoffs. The Rotunda and its tour emphasized traditional values and a doctrine of mass production as a beginning of the articulation of the logics that support deindustrialization and globalization.

In 2004, Ford Motor Company reinvented the Rouge factory tour in response to a dramatic acceleration of the movement of manufacturing jobs out of the United States with another polished celebration of technology that works to obscure deindustrialization, globalization and the disappearance of the laboring body it puts on display in sharp contrast to the rhetoric of globalization previous exhibits loudly declared. I use Ford tours and exhibits to examine historical moments in time when the industrial economy and the cultural experiences of working people collide, driven by the same conviction that culture is a vital part of the success of neoliberalism.
Chapter 1

Henry Ford’s Great American Production

Witness the celebration of the innovation of manufacturing in America - where history and the future merge. Experience this spectacular new attraction at The Henry Ford.

The Henry Ford Website
2004

In 2004, in a moment of radical change in the industrial economy in the U.S. and in the lives of working people, Ford Motor Company opened a shiny, animated factory tour that is part museum exhibit, part amusement park ride, and part performance art. In 1929, another challenging year for the industrial economy in the U.S., Henry Ford himself oversaw the dedication of the Edison Institute, which would eventually become the Henry Ford Museum and Greenfield Village, a museum dedicated to preserving the memory of the agrarian past which was transformed by the dramatic changes wrought by the Ford Motor Company and the cars it produced. Today, in Dearborn Michigan, the Ford Rouge Factory Tour begins at the gates of the Henry Ford museum - linking an idea about the future industrialization required to an idea about the future deindustrialization requires. The tour promises to take visitors to a place “where history and the future merge.”
Tickets to the tour must be purchased inside the museum – the ticket desk stands in a large airy hall with huge columns, kind of like what Roman ruins must have felt like before they became ruins, likely inspired in 1929 by a colonial fashion in architecture that aspired to emulate both early American and classical empires. After purchasing tickets, visitors wait outside for a bus to the Ford Rouge Complex. The bus stop faces the exterior of the museum building, a loving replica of Philadelphia’s Independence Hall. For Ford, there was a distinct connection between the ideals embodied in that iconic piece of eighteenth century architecture and the project of his museum. He was reinscribing old values in a new context, but this link is likely lost on the older couples and families with little kids who take the Rouge tour. When the bus pulls up – it is covered with a semi-transparent film with “Ford Rouge Factory Tour” in large letters on the side, along with images of industrial robots and workers who are dressed in 1930s style work attire, signaling a distinct change of mood that will accompany a coming change of venue. The covered windows on the bus work nicely as advertisements, but also make viewing out of the bus windows difficult and obscure the world (which includes shuttered industrial sites) to be seen between Ford Motor Company’s two visions.

Inside the bus, visitors are encouraged to watch one of the three or four televisions during the short journey they have embarked on. Once everyone boards, the doors close and the bus is on its way. The monitors turn on and a video begins. It narrates the journey, pointing out places here and there along the way that had some role to play in the making of Detroit as the Motor City. The TVs tell visitors, “Driving though the one and a quarter mile wide and three quarters of a mile long Factory complex you see a maze of buildings, large and small, connected
by roads and a waterway that feeds them with parts and raw materials.”³ When the bus arrives at the Rouge tour hospitality center visitors are emptied into a cramped entryway flanked by a gift shop and the colonial architecture of the museum is left behind. Visitors crowd together in front of double doors with the sign “Station 1” in bright blue neon. Here they wait below a Diego Rivera-style mural and a gigantic likeness of Henry Ford. A video begins on two monitors above. This video is an introduction to yet another video that marks the beginning of the factory tour.

Inside the Legacy Theater are three large movie screens broadcasting a montage of “rare” black and white images and film clips with a narrative of the story of Henry Ford, his automobiles, the Ford Motor Company and the Ford Rouge Complex. In the promise of the tour website, this film invites you to “witness the celebration of the innovation of manufacturing in America.”⁴ It also “gears” visitors up for the rest of the tour and leaves them with “a clearer understanding of the profound impact the Rouge has had – and continues to have – on the art of manufacturing.”⁵ Thus prepared, visitors are directed to Station 2, yet another theater, with another film showing.

The Art of Manufacturing Theater has “360 degree” screens surrounding swiveling chairs. The film demonstrates the process of creating a truck from raw materials to the finished product. Special effects include gusts of heat puffed against the audience when a blast furnace

pours melted steel from a red-hot cauldron. A mist sprays the audience when parts are shown being cooled. The theater shakes with loud thunderous claps when giant stamping machines press out door, fenders, and other parts. These special effects are intended to make the movie come alive and make the audience feel like a part of the production. After this film, visitors finally get closer to the factory as they move on to the next station.

Entering Station 3, the Observation Deck, tour visitors can see out across the Rouge complex at multiple buildings, both old and new. This station is the most museum-like so far. Lining the walls are museum style glass cases displaying information about the Rouge complex. Once visitors have examined the cases and taken in the view, they take an elevator down to the mezzanine; stop to watch a safety video; then cross a walkway over to Station 4, The Assembly Plant Walking Tour. At last visitors have the opportunity to see live assembly of Ford F 150 trucks.

The assembly line is down below the wide raised concrete catwalk that encircles it. The many skylights make it seem light and cheery, along with the brightly painted steel beams above and machinery beneath you. It is not nearly as loud as visitors might have expected, although it certainly is not quiet. Periodically along the catwalk are interactive kiosks giving a feel for the tools and machinery operating below. It is a bit uncomfortable when workers look up and see the visitors peering down at them while they work, but this is what they came here to see, so visitors continue watching. Also stationed around the catwalk are tour guides, some of whom are retired Rouge workers, there to answer any questions.
Finally, visitors leave the assembly line area to get a close look at “five historic vehicles made at the Rouge including the 20,000,000th Ford, hop in a new F-150,” and visit the “Factory Store.” In the gift shop – standing before Ford key chains, t-shirts, and baseball caps made in China, a couple of big questions might come to mind. Why did Ford Motor Company decide to create this tour now? What does this tour say (or not) about manufacturing and labor in an era of deindustrialization and globalization? What argument about industry now does the line make? In order to answer these questions, this dissertation begins with a short exploration of some key issues for twenty first century American manufacturing. How can we understand production now? Deindustrialization? Globalization? And labor? And how can we understand any of this in the context of liberal and neoliberal cultural and economic systems?

This tour matters because American corporations use rhetoric embracing change, where that change equals progress, although they continue to use the same old industrial practices, visibly moved to new places. This discussion of the Ford Rouge Factory Tour is in fact addressing the larger matter of how institutions, such as The Henry Ford and Ford Motor Company, influence public perceptions of their own place in the nation and in the world, through the exhibition of labor and technology. I argue that twentieth and early twenty-first century American industry used factory tours and exhibitions to construct the U.S. as a postindustrial nation, to frame labor as resistant to forward progress, to celebrate deindustrialization as the ultimate form of progress, to frame labor as always robust and immune to the consequences of

---


deindustrialization at the very moment that it restructured production processes in the United States and the world at a very high cost to American labor.

**Neoliberalism, Cultural Production and the Marginalization of Class**

We are in a moment of renewed scholarly interest in business and industry, rather than groups exploited by capitalism. A recent New York Times article declares,

> After decades of ‘history from below,’ focusing on women, minorities and other marginalized people seizing their destiny, a new generation of scholars is increasingly turning to what, strangely, risked becoming the most marginalized group of all: the bosses, bankers and brokers who run the economy.  

Although the need to examine the actions and histories of the “bosses, bankers and brokers,” seems quite clear, the conclusion that scholarship risked making these groups “the most marginalized” of all seems like something of a stretch. The risk was more one of keeping these groups and the power they wield invisible rather than one of marginalization. What this new trend in scholarship does very well is to expose the practices of these crucial groups. Some excellent examples of this new work are *Freaks of Fortune: The Emerging World of Capitalism and Risk in America* by Jonathan Levy; *To Serve God and Wal-Mart: The Making of Christian Free Enterprise* by Bethany Moreton; and *Debtor Nation: The History of America in Red Ink* by Louis Hyman. These important works tend to emphasize history from the perspective of those running industries while continuing to keep an eye on truly marginalized groups. The questions raised for me by the Rouge tour are important for this scholarly conversation because

---

answering them requires keeping the institutions and their decision-makers up front as they navigate at the center of thinking about the industrial economy in the United States, without losing sight of the workers, particularly workers who were unable to “seize their own destiny.”

Furthermore, this discussion of Ford factory tours (past and present) is in fact addressing the larger matter of the long historical development of liberalism in the United States. Social and cultural analyst Nikhil Pal Singh observes that liberalism contains an “insistent, quasi-naturalistic link between human and market ‘freedom’.” His insight on the “quasi-naturalistic link” is a point that needs emphasizing since even a little naturalization tends to obscure the constructed nature of liberalism. Additional problems associated with liberalism, as a cultural and economic system, according to Singh, are “political domination, exclusion, and inequality,” problems especially deep because as Singh understand them, they are always linked to racial practices. I would add the problem of class divides to Singh’s formation and will argue that the Ford Rouge Factory Tour looks to naturalize, and thus keep invisible, class divisions which hide many exclusions and inequalities in the U.S.

Singh also points out that liberalism, always in motion, is undergoing yet another “renovation.” Political historian Lisa Duggan analyzes the new iteration, called neoliberalism. Neoliberalism unfolded over the course of decades and, she argues, is “a mode of polemic” specifically “aimed at dismantling the limited U.S. welfare state in order to enhance corporate

9 Ibid.
11 Ibid.
12 Ibid.
profit rates.”

The New Deal consensus between business, government, and labor unions paved the way for visions of “an expansive, more equitable redistribution of the world’s resources.” Business, uneasy with the consensus, contested it from the start and worked over time toward dismantling it, shaping a different conception of national and world order than the one championed by the New Deal. Thus the conflict appeared to be over the shape of the nation—a cultural contest over meaning, not over resources. That struggle became manifest in concrete cultural productions, such as factory tours, where national histories and traditions play a role. But, as American Studies scholar George Lipsitz reminds us, “Struggles over meaning are inevitably struggles over resources.” In sum, neoliberalism hides its actual gist, the appropriation of resources, behind cultural productions of meaning.

According to Duggan, neoliberalism intensified in the early 1970s as the response of U.S. corporations to “global competition and falling profit rates.” In order to raise profit rates, money needed to be diverted from social uses. She continues,

And such diversions required a supporting political culture, compliant constituencies, and amenable social relations. Thus, pro-business activism in the 1970s was built on, and further developed, a wide-ranging political and cultural project— the reconstruction of the everyday life of capitalism, in ways supportive of upward redistribution of a range of resources, and tolerant of widening inequalities of many kinds.

---

14 Ibid.
18 Ibid. xi.
Cultural productions, especially those created by business, would assist in creating “compliant constituencies and amenable social relations.” Alongside cultural productions would be a detachment of the economic from the cultural through rhetoric defining the economic as neutral through terms of technical expertise.\(^{19}\) However, neither technology nor expertise is objective or, in other words, value neutral. Both are products of human decision making, therefore the contributions of experts as advanced by neoliberalism have human choices deeply embedded within them, but are invisible to the uncritical observer.\(^{20}\) Duggan points out that the strategic use of language obscures neoliberal politics’ reliance on identity and cultural politics.\(^{21}\) In the end, she defines neoliberalism as a “vision of competition, inequality, market discipline, public austerity, and law and order,” that uses rhetoric and cultural productions to create a submissive public, as resources are distributed upwards.\(^{22}\) I strongly agree and use Ford tours and exhibits to examine historical moments in time when the industrial economy and the cultural experiences of working people collide, driven by the same conviction that culture is a vital part of the success of neoliberalism.

In the last decades of the twentieth century and into the twenty-first, global competition diminished the U.S. position as the world’s largest manufacturing nation, vanquishing massive numbers of blue-collar jobs with middle-class wages to the dustbin of

\(^{19}\) Ibid. xiv.
\(^{22}\) Ibid. x.
history thus creating national anxiety over the state of the American middle-class.\textsuperscript{23} Ford Motor Company has responded, in part, with a beautiful shiny tour that offers a different vision of twenty first century labor and production. The Ford Rouge Factory Tour makes an argument about past transformation in the industry that purports to celebrate the workers.

The Ford Rouge Factory Tour demonstrates this argument of a transformation of American manufacturing with a rhetoric suggesting that the implementation of new technology benefits workers at a time of dramatic change. But in reality, the industry resists making significant changes, either technologically or ideologically, at U.S. production facilities that might celebrate workers while they move production around the globe and continue using tried and true production practices in different countries with new workers. The Rouge tour establishes Ford’s vision of the transformation of American manufacturing in which Ford Motor Company had always been and would continue to be the site, as they call it, of “Great American Production.”\textsuperscript{24}

The idea of “production” is quite slippery here. In this context it has multiple possible meanings. Production can be about manufacturing a product – material production; for example, the automobile (or to be exact, the Ford F 150 truck). Or, production can be about organizing and presenting entertainment, including displays and exhibitions. Alongside these

\textsuperscript{23} In terms of Gross Domestic Product, manufacturing’s share has continued to fall since the 1950s. See the Bureau of Economic Analysis charts here: http://www.nytimes.com/imagepages/2011/09/11/business/20110911_manufacture_graphic.html?scp=1&sq=manufacturings%20share%20of%20gdp&st=cse

first two meanings of production exists a third meaning: that of production as an analytical
concept.

Nineteenth century historian philosopher Karl Marx used the concept of production to
examine the growing industrialization and political-economics of his times, arguing that “a
distinction should always be made between the material transformation of the economic
conditions of production, which can be determined with the precision of natural science, and
the legal, political, religious, aesthetic or philosophic – in short, ideological forms.” Here he
describes the social relations of material production, exposing how production is not simply a
material manufacturing process existing separately from the social world. Writing on Marx,
cultural critic Terry Eagleton explains the social nature of production in this way:

> Production is carried on within specific forms of life, and is
thus suffused with social meaning. Because labour always signifies,
humans being significant (literally, sign-making) animals, it can never
be simply a technical or material affair.  

Thus, production, accomplished through labor, always represents a social act;
consequently, it cannot be separated from the social. In short, culture is produced; therefore
production can be used to analyze it. In this dissertation, I use all three types of production to
examine the Ford Rouge Factory Tour, along with past tours, former exhibits, and competitor’s
tours.

The Ford Rouge tour incorporates the first two meanings of production. It exhibits
material production as authentic automotive manufacturing while offering educational

25 Marx, Karl. “A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy.” The Portable Karl Marx. Translated by Eugene
entertainment for the public. Significantly, these two forms of production are part of the
cultural meaning-making that occurs on the tour, which makes an argument about
transformation in the past, but in reality the industry is resisting change. The tour is masking
the truth about deindustrialization and globalization in U.S. manufacturing. Additionally, in
contrast to Marx’s project, the Tour works, not to expose the social relations of production, but
rather to obscure them.

From the 1970s to the 1980s, historical scholarship expanded its view of social history
by including a greater emphasis on culture. Culture, as historian Michael Denning carefully
defines it is, “...a name for that habitus that forms, subjects, disciplines, entertains, and qualifies
labor power.”27 In other words, culture is synonymous with labor because forming, disciplining,
entertaining, and qualifying are all acts of labor. Thus, culture is the “product and result of
labor.” Yet culture conceals laboring. Denning deftly points out that as a culture, we do not
want to look at work. That is, we tend to represent consumption and leisure rather than
labor.28 Limited historical research exists on the representation of labor in exhibits, expositions,
and museums, resulting in a paucity of work on cultural meaning-making through displays of
labor, despite substantial past scholarly attention devoted to labor and production. A close
reading of the Ford Rouge Factory Tour brings the critical concepts of labor and production
back into the forefront of American cultural history.

This moment in historical scholarship included a move away from the social history
focus on institutions to a more nuanced cultural history. This scholarship considered not only

28 Ibid. 92.
how institutions disciplined populations, but also the many ways representations and assumptions determine the identities of different groups of people. This move in scholarship marginalized class, labor, and production as the critical analytical concepts, as Denning points out,

And it should be clear that this turn to culture was not a turn away from political economy or politics, but a dramatic reconceptualization of them. However, the cultural turn rarely reclaimed Marx’s analysis of the labor process, and it was a turn away from the classic Marxist concern with work and production.

What Denning argues here is that there were so many new avenues to pursue that older ideas were left behind – not because they did not have merit, but because a new door had suddenly opened wide. Although the space in academic scholarship for labor and class as categories has diminished over the last several decades, these two vital categories still hold as much value in social and cultural analysis today as they did in the past. The inclusion of additional cultural categories enriches intellectual discourses on class.

Two critical categories of the shift toward culture in historical scholarship opened space for in scholarly analysis are gender and race. Notably, these differentiating concepts pointed to the danger of class as a universalizing category, that is, class as an analytical concept so broad that additional differences between people in the same group may be overlooked. The backlash to this discovery pushed labor and production, essential determinants of class, into the back seat of scholarly investigations. Yet, to closely scrutinize labor and production does not mean

an exclusion of the particularizing categories of culture. Gender and race intertwine throughout class and therefore must necessarily be considered in scholarship on labor. In other words, gendered and raced individuals embody labor, so these categories are integral to examinations of labor, just as labor is fundamental to analysis of culture. However, there is also a danger in dividing class by race and gender as a fragmentation into disparate parts may obscure labor’s common interests. What happens to labor without a unified front? In the case of U.S. manufacturing, labor solidarity works to resist corporation’s powers to shift material production from place to place and pit labor against itself. In short, without a unified front by labor, corporations easily engage in the production of deindustrialization.

Even as cultural scholarship subsumed production, labor, and class, the concept of deindustrialization received a good deal of scholarly attention. Used to examine factory closings, along with communities and workers who lost jobs because of it, deindustrialization scholarship, as I will suggest, fails to adequately address how these changes impact American perceptions of industrial work, the people who continue to perform physical labor, the meanings constructed from them, and how labor continues to define U.S. national identity. At The Henry Ford, the inclusion of laboring people as a component of the museum exhibit


provides an unusual opportunity to look at how one major corporate force in U.S. industry wants to tell the story of deindustrialization, globalization, and its impact on the nation.

**Deindustrialization and the Need for Public Relations**

“There is a widespread belief in Canada and the United States that plant closings are inevitable – a natural by-product of corporate capitalism” and that resisting them is “futile.”

What is missing in this “belief” is an awareness of the human decisions regarding the choices that lead to the shuttering of factories. Contrary to popular belief, deindustrialization is not endemic to the final thirty years of the twentieth century but has been part of wage labor since the start of the Industrial Revolution. Historian Jefferson Cowie argues: “The seeds of deindustrialization were in every instance built into the engines of industrial growth itself.”

My examination of Ford exhibits in the 1930s will demonstrate that the initial stages of deindustrialization did indeed exist during the Great Depression. Contemporary factory tours demonstrate its continued presence, as my reading of the Bowling Green Assembly Plant Tour, the Toyota Motor Manufacturing, Kentucky, Inc. (TMMK), and the Ford Rouge Factory Tour establish. Clearly, to do this well, I need to critically interrogate deindustrialization as a concept.

I argue that deindustrialization is an uneven process including industrialization along with the movement of capital within and outside the nation, that is, movement regionally and globally. Such movement results in job attrition and loss, yet includes continuing labor in manufacturing. It is naturalized, which obscures the human element in the mobilization of

---

capital. Finally, its social components exist alongside economic ones. Together, these elements constitute deindustrialization in the U.S.

In the early 1980s, economists Barry Bluestone and Bennett Harrison produced some of the seminal thinking on deindustrialization. They defined it as “a widespread, systematic disinvestment in the nation’s basic productive capacity.”\textsuperscript{36} This definition falls short in acknowledging the pattern of moving manufacturing from region to region inside the U.S.\textsuperscript{37} When manufacturing facilities move from the North to the South, for example, investment remains within the nation even as it leaves particular communities. Therefore, Bluestone’s and Harrison’s definition does not include a regional element; it aims attention only at the global component of deindustrialization. Regional movement of manufacturing challenges their implication that deindustrialization is exclusively a disinvestment in the nation as a whole.

Disinvestment in U.S. productive manufacturing occurs as a result of capital mobility, which is the movement of capital by manufacturers away from a particular geographic location, such as closing a factory in Detroit to open a new one in Kentucky in order to produce the same product, usually with lower capital costs, such as reduced wages. Capital mobility also includes using production-produced capital for non-production investments in the financial industry and in foreign investment.\textsuperscript{38} In other words, capital mobility is the capacity of corporations to move investment out of production in one place, whether a factory or a community, or away from

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
production altogether. When corporations move money out of production and into financial sectors, production facilities begin to age without maintenance and the lack of reinvestment results in deterioration of factories. \(^3^9\) Such weakened facilities become uncompetitive. Rather than reinvesting in the adulterated plants, corporations simply relocate to new facilities, usually in a different state or outside the nation altogether.

Historians Jefferson Cowie and Joseph Heathcott observe the social impacts of deindustrialization and argue that it is a process consisting of two phases; industrialization and deindustrialization. \(^4^0\)

Only a small part of these meanings [of deindustrialization] emerges from the loss of manufacturing employment. The broader meanings emerge from the de-linking of investment and place, the deinstitutionalization of labor relations machinery, de-urbanization (and new forms of urbanization), and perhaps even the loosening of the connection between identity and work. A still broader view suggests that deindustrialization and industrialization are merely two ongoing aspects of the history of capitalism that describe continual and complicated patterns of investment and disinvestment. \(^4^1\)

Considering deindustrialization as a process sheds further light on the expanding and contracting nature of industry. As manufacturing moves from place to place, the abandonment produces decimated communities left behind through the removal of employment, while communities where corporations temporarily settle new production facilities begin reaping benefits lost by the former locations. Thus, there is an uneven pattern of growth and decline that repeatedly swells and falls with capital mobility, a pattern of deindustrialization and industrialization. Clearly, the process of deindustrialization is not simply about economics.

\(^3^9\) Ibid.
\(^4^1\) Ibid.
Bluestone and Harrison define deindustrialization largely in terms of jobs lost due to capitalist desire for increased profits made concrete through capital mobility. However, defining deindustrialization mainly as an expression of jobs lost misses some critical features of the social costs of deindustrialization such as its impact on “cultural politics, labor organization, the political and social burdens that plague former industrial communities, the environmental legacy, and changes in social identity.”42 In other words, as deindustrialization occurs, the outcomes appear in social constructs. Therefore, the discourse of deindustrialization consists of both economic and social aspects, including the production of manufacturing labor as a disappearing class within the U.S., as exhibited on the Ford Rouge Factory Tour. In this dissertation, I focus on the produced social aspects of deindustrialization.

The core of Bluestone and Harrison’s study throws a spotlight on industrial disinvestment resulting in “throwaway” workers and communities. What they mean by “throwaway” is that these workers become permanently unemployed or underemployed elsewhere – they are not “recycled” by employers into different positions.43 Like Bluestone and Harrison, historian Steven High argues the crux of deindustrialization is the experiences of the abandoned workers. He understands the empty and ruined factories as sites of memory, thus producing meaning in the abandoned factory structures themselves. He states, “These physical remains serve as reminders that workers who once stood at the centre

of local life are now relegated to the periphery.” To support his assertions, High illustrates the meaning-making of throwaway workers through oral histories and photography, where “The oral history interviews act as a crucial counterpoint to the nostalgia that the photographs may produce. By telling us how mills and factories came to be abandoned, these plant shutdown stories remind us that this was no natural disaster.” Human decisions produced the devastation.

Yet even as High works to define deindustrialization in terms of throwaway workers, he relates the story of a General Motors (GM) employee who continues to work as manufacturing labor:

A longtime employee of General Motors, Gabriel has experienced three separate plant closings in his lifetime. The closing of his “home plant,” Fisher Guide in southwest Detroit, had the most crushing effect on Gabriel and his family. He was never the same again. Until his death in 2005, he counted himself one of the “I-75 Gypsies” working in GM’s Pontiac plant. These are the folks who have closed out plants up and down Interstate 75. Not only were these plant-closing veterans alienated from the company, they felt let down by their union as well. In its broad outlines, then, Gabriel’s plant shutdown story was typical: an eloquent denunciation of capitalist greed and union indifference.

This account demonstrates that workers continue to labor, but in a changed environment where they must become mobile in ways similar to capital and manufacturing. In communicating this story of deindustrialization, High tells the tale of a worker who is continually re-purposed, becoming a mobile laborer in a mobile industry.

---

46 Ibid. 119.
47 I also found myself a mobile laborer as the auto companies moved workers from plant to plant, consuming their labor, rather than paying the costs of layoffs in unemployment wages. Ford Motor Company moved me from Auto
Similar to the itinerant workers in High’s account, those viewed on the tour continue to labor in manufacturing, although in a more fixed way. Since they work at a plant used by Ford Motor Company to produce a sense of stability, these workers’ jobs are less likely to fall prey to the mobile call of capital anytime soon - although it is always possible that the company will discard them in the future.

High’s analysis of ruins, workers, and memory, develops a definition of deindustrialization as abandonment, barely leaving space for those workers still engaged in American manufacturing. This dissertation shows Ford Motor Company reviving a factory to make a particular argument about deindustrialization. Contrary to finding meaning only in ruins, the tour produces meanings that are powerful tools in the maintenance of the idea of a corporation as a happy source of innovation at a renovated section of the River Rouge complex. The Henry Ford and Ford Motor Company replaced ruins with new buildings, used as part of the museum’s tour and as a fully operating factory. They are new buildings amid a deindustrialized mixture of dilapidated structures and functioning industry.

Despite the reality of deindustrialization through capital mobility, the tour displays stability by indicating that manufacturing continues and will continue in the iconic complex. In short, the tour elaborates its industry's position in the nation as stable since it continues within national borders and the implementation of “cutting-edge” technologies make assembly work less blue-collar-like and more white-collar-like. Thus, it illustrates increased technological

Alliance International to Woodhaven Stamping Plant. My husband moved from Auto Alliance to Michigan Truck to Dearborn Truck in his time working for Ford Motor Company. And most of the friends I have who are hourly workers have experienced this same mobility. Working at 2 or more auto factories is not unusual for today’s auto laborers.
innovation as positively affecting the nature of work. I will come back to this shift in perception of the type of citizen-worker constructed by technology on the tour later in this dissertation.

So here, rather than naturalizing plant closings, the tour naturalizes technological progress, which it implies is “good” for U.S. workers, that their jobs are less physical and more intellectual, while making no mention of the shifting of auto manufacturing facilities through capital mobility, resulting in fewer U.S. manufacturing jobs. The outcome is an unequal trade-off of quantities of jobs for quality jobs. The question becomes, which workers will remain in the workforce performing the technological jobs? Bluestone and Harrison point out that “newly introduced production techniques and skill requirements often mean that the higher-wage jobs created are not available to those who lose their jobs in more traditional lines of work.”48 In the case of future work, as produced on the tour, it is not only lack of the essential knowledge skills, but also need for fewer workers to perform technological labor that will put those who would traditionally hold the upgraded jobs out of work. So, deindustrialization puts manufacturing workers at risk of losing their jobs while imposing further costs on remaining laborers. Another cost paid by Ford Rouge workers is their commodification as museum objects while they labor at automobile assembly as part of an exhibit. Indeed, by turning the everyday process of vehicle assembly into a museum display commodified workers and their labor become a symbolic practice of nation building, namely, the significant performance of continuing industrial power.

Additionally, the contemporary Ford Rouge tour couches its meaning-making of deindustrialization in terms of investment in technological progress which clouds any

disinvestment in U.S. manufacturing. Here, the company points out to the public, it does not throw workers away, but rather improves them – Ford invests in its workforce. Now, according to the tour, they engage in undemanding, clean technological work instead of arduous, dirty physical labor as a result of company investment in technology. However, the addition of technology and technological work, as displayed on the tour, does not completely eliminate the need for physical labor in the production process. Furthermore, the rationalization of manufacturing through the implementation of new technologies frequently results in the elimination of workers over time since machinery undertakes much of the labor; hence fewer U.S. workers have the opportunity to gain employment in manufacturing. Job attrition as a result of manufacturers’ inclusion of technology in factories is thus another aspect of deindustrialization.

Always intricately intertwined with deindustrialization, is globalization, which began early in the process of industrialization, when inventors and innovators influenced, shared, and stole technological designs across empires and oceans. During the boom years of U.S. industrialization, global connections involved exploitation of foreign lands and labor for raw materials. Over time, in efforts to control labor, corporations leaned more heavily on deindustrialization and accordingly, global connections expanded.

**Producing Local, National, and Global**

A common assumption today is that most industrial manufacturing takes place outside the United States by technologically less advanced, gendered, and racialized “others.” Although much work has moved, significant manufacturing still occurs within the United States. Belying
the premises of deindustrialization is Ford’s Dearborn Truck Plant and its assembly line workers, whose displayed physical bodies on the Ford Rouge Factory Tour demonstrate the continued presence of manufacturing within the geographic boundaries of the nation. Like deindustrialization, globalization is a social process characterized by dynamic relations, fluidity, and motion. The process itself is not new, only the label: “globalization.”

Countries all across the globe have had interactions with each other for hundreds of years. But what exactly is globalization? In academic terms, it is a theoretical framework, but one whose exact nature has hardly been pinned down. What is clear is that globalization is a process that has cultural, economic, and technological aspects, just a few among many attributes. Global Studies scholar Manfred Steger agrees that globalization is always a process writing, “The term globalization applies to a set of social processes that appear to transform our present social condition of weakening nationality into one of globality.” Steger continues:

Indeed, any affirmation of globalization implies three assertions: first, we are slowly leaving behind the condition of modern nationality that gradually unfolded from the eighteenth century onwards; second, that we are moving towards the new condition of postmodern globality; and, third, we have not yet reached it.50

What Steger claims here is that the term globalization promotes ideas of “development” or progress and transformation tied to international connections.51

Cultural Studies scholar Arjun Appadurai asserts, “globalization is itself a deeply historical, uneven, and even localizing process.”52 What makes globalization so localizing is its
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undefined geographical breadth which contrasts against local boundaries, both geographical and social, thus bringing the local into greater focus. Where Appadurai and Steger differ is on the impact of the globalization process. The former sees it as highlighting the global, while the latter views it as emphasizing the local. But how does the process of globalization influence material production in the United States? Globally? And what about the local nature of labor?

Historians Charles Bright and Michael Geyer argue that what they call the “territories of production” created in the U.S. and organized into “regimes of mass production” were never contemporary with territorial boundaries.53 In other words, these territories of production, located locally within the U.S., have always been transnational, not bound within strict geographical national limits. They argue this was a result of corporations being tied up within lines of communication and transportation.54 According to Bright and Geyer, national boundaries have always been ephemeral for corporations. Many large corporations, once thought to be quintessentially American are now so large and globally active that it is increasingly difficult to call them simply “American.” Ford Motor Company, owner of the site of the Rouge tour, is one such multinational corporation. Boundaries are drawn and redrawn in countless ways on the tour. They are variously visible and invisible in the role of the corporation, the workers, the consumers, and their connections to others through the product and the process.
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In addition, Bright and Geyer also observe in their examination of the dynamic relation of the process, “Globalization takes shape through myriad overlapping channels and circuits, which certainly create connectivity, but a connectivity that often has the effect of lesser, not greater, awareness and concern.” These connections produce blurring and redrawing of boundaries between the local and global, as well as between domestic and foreign labor. The veiling aspect of global relations appears in tensions of job competition. Rather than recognizing their common interests, which should pull workers together in solidarity, global workers instead compete with each other for limited work opportunities.

Globalization, in this way, pits global workers against one another. Labor scholar Beverly Silver argues that globalization is a contradictory process that often opens up as well as closes down potential for labor’s strength and bargaining power, locally and globally. On the one hand, labor in newly industrializing countries, facing Fordist style mass production regimes find strength in solidarity and tend to rebel in ways similar to the automotive strikes of the 1930s and 1940s in the United States. On the other hand, labor on the deindustrializing side of the process, such as Ford Rouge tour workers, find their bargaining power weakened as a result of three actions implemented by globalizing corporations. They are: “process innovations,” such as the implementation of labor reducing technologies; the promotion of “responsible unionism and the institutionalization of collective bargaining,” to gain cooperation of union leaders; and the relocation of production. In short, U.S. manufacturers have a long history of global interactions and of taking advantage of the tensions between workers, whose ability to
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recognize the potential and actual connections afforded by globalization are limited. I will examine each of these actions in this dissertation. A comparison of Ford manufacturing displays of the 1930s - 1940s with contemporary tours unveils the impacts of these management responses, as part of the globalization process, on remaining U.S. automotive workers.

Naturalizing the Nation

Despite the globalization of Ford Motor Company’s operations and capital – the company is insistent that the story they are telling is an American story told by Americans to Americans for Americans. A characterization of national identity and the nation will give a clearer understanding of the cultural effects resulting from deindustrialization. The idea of “the nation” powerfully constructs those who live within nationally defined borders. It influences how people who live outside one nation perceive those inside another. Furthermore, the character of a nation shapes internal perceptions of those outside its own borders. How does an abstract entity such as “the Nation” do these things? Through compelling cultural meaning-making.\textsuperscript{57} Cultural meaning-making of a nation is a set of “symbolic practices” that define a politically bounded geographical space and produce selected inhabitants unified as citizens.\textsuperscript{58}

These symbolic practices can be as diverse as an oral pledge of loyalty given to a flag to the discarding of “Old World” clothing before emerging from a giant “melting pot” to a museum visit. Culture is a dynamic process, closely linked to expressions of “the Nation,” where


\textsuperscript{58} Ibid. 2.
membership rests on a presumed shared identity within the national community.\textsuperscript{59} Icons, metaphors, heroes, rituals and narrative, define nations.

A critical contributor to scholarship on nation and nationalism, Benedict Anderson, defines “the Nation” as an “imagined political community.” Importantly, he points out that this imagined community is “always conceived as a deep, horizontal comradeship” -- despite inequalities.\textsuperscript{60} This last notion puts concepts of class, race, and gender outside the imagined community’s recognition of its own unequal treatment of economic, political, or social difference.

From where does the power of this imagined community derive? Historian Eric Hobsbawm claims that invented traditions allow ideologies of nations to gain power either from an actual or fabricated past. He defines invented traditions as:

A set of practices, normally governed by overtly or tacitly accepted rules and of a ritual or symbolic nature, which seek to inculcate certain values and norms of behavior by repetition which automatically implies continuity with the past. [And] where possible, they normally attempt to establish continuity with a suitable historic past.\textsuperscript{61}

Invented traditions then, presume a common past, just as “the Nation” presumes a common identity. Historian Thomas Bender agrees, stating that “[a] common history, which involved both common memories and a tacit agreement to forget certain differences, was


intended to provide a basis for a shared national identity.” In other words, the geographically, politically, and culturally bounded nation creates a space for a common identity among those who belong as citizens through a perceived shared history.

Hobsbawm continues, demonstrating that the problem with deriving authority from a “historic past” is the problem of who recorded that past. What he aptly establishes is that those whose experiences form “historic events” are not often the ones who record such events, but rather, someone else; most often, people trained in archiving and chronicling. The difficulty here is that these “trained” recorders may come from different classed, raced, and/or gendered backgrounds than those whose experiences they record. Such differences influence how and what is chosen to document and save, particularly because recorders often have a stake in the shape of the hegemonic discourse. Consequently, Hobsbawm argues for the value of writing history “from below” as a way to offset the power claimed by past histories that exclude events and traditions of marginalized members of a nation. Indeed, inclusion in accounts and representations of the past are essential in claiming a voice in the building of a national identity.

In the field of American Studies, the category of the nation has recently become less compelling than the category of the transnational; I argue that in order to comprehend the transnational, it is essential to first understand the national, as the two are intricately
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64 Since I worked in the automotive industry for many years, my perspective is from below; I apprehend the autoworkers’ viewpoints, which often conflict with those of scholars, historians, and museum curators.
connected. Tom Nairn, nationalism theorist, locates the nation within a larger cosmopolitan sphere, allowing space for both the national and the global. He argues that nationalism is a global phenomenon that must necessarily be examined in a transnational context. In particular, he links the growth of nationalism with transnational industrialization. That is, as transnational and global ties increase through sharing industrial methods and processes, nations become more aware of their own borders and identities. By accepting industrial methods from “advanced” nations, “backwards” nations discover that “a sort of imperialism [is] built into ‘development’.” In other words, those who control industrial technology have power over those who desire it. This “imperialism” forces less developed nations to fight against technological advancement even though they aspire for the potential benefits from new technologies. Nairn’s theorization is useful in understanding why labor and the working-class would rail against the introduction of labor-saving technologies. The imperialism that nations struggle over is, on a different scale, found at the level of labor relations. But to develop his argument further, it must now address deindustrialization. I show that deindustrialization weakens links to nationalism, by disrupting the presumption of a shared identity. The effects of deindustrialization obscure the once stark lines between blue and white collar workers, creating a class anxiety, which is why multi-national corporations such as Ford Motor Company felt a need to persuade Americans of their good intentions – to improve the nature of labor in the nation through technology. This desire is not new, as my examination of past exhibits will demonstrate.

---
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Nationalism scholar Anthony Smith turns the argument concerning the category of the nation toward examining national origins and their mythic status. He argues that origin myths are not quite spiritual principals or imagined communities, but national sentiment. National sentiment acknowledges that the nation is an emotional construct and a historical social process. Smith states that national sentiment “appears more like the institutionalization of a ‘surrogate religion’ than a political ideology.” The essence of Smith’s argument is that nationalism takes the emotive sensibilities associated with religion and naturalizes them as a fundamental part of the national culture, which conceals their constructed nature. Indeed, the Ford Rouge Factory Tour exploits national sentiment through the inclusion of the Ford Rouge complex in a museum exhibit, where its history has become the history of the nation: its origins, like the nation’s revolution, were about achieving “total self-sufficiency by owning, operating, and coordinating all the resources...” and labor is just another “resource.” Its civil war was about the liberation of capital and its present is unfolding as America of the future. National sentiment on the tour achieves authenticity through its connections to The Henry Ford and its museum and their construction of what it means to be part of the nation of the United States of America.

As art historian Carol Duncan explains, “historically, the modern institution of the museum grew most directly out of sixteenth-, seventeenth-, and eighteenth-century princely collections.” Similar to religious spaces, museums are places of ritual that produce “potent
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symbolic meanings.” In his insightful essay on museums as institutions of power, cultural historian Tony Bennett elaborates:

For the emergence of the art museum was closely related to that of a wider range of institutions – history and natural science museums, dioramas and panoramas, national, and later, international exhibitions, arcades and department stores – which served as linked sites for the development and circulation of new disciplines (history, biology, art history, anthropology) and their discursive formations (the past, evolution, aesthetics, man) as well as for the development of new technologies of vision.

What Bennett describes above are “institutions of exhibition,” which make-up what he calls “the exhibitionary complex.” These institutions were:

...involved in the transfer of objects and bodies from the enclosed and private domains in which they had previously been displayed (but to a restricted public) into progressively more open and public arenas where, through the representations to which they were subjected, they formed vehicles for inscribing and broadcasting the messages of power (but of a different type) throughout society.

The Ford Rouge Factory Tour, as part of The Henry Ford, is linked to the meaning-making space of museums. Additionally, as a “public ceremonial space,” museums have the power to build new meanings in objects they display while distorting, downplaying, obscuring, and qualifying old meanings. Through the display of technology and labor on the tour and in the space of the iconic Ford Rouge complex, workers become “trophies of the past.”

__________
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machines, displayed workers are objects with "cultural-historical" value. From the tour’s perspective, the meaning ascribed to the workers is that of organized labor, whose historical radical and rebellious behavior lead to important victories for workers, now tamed by deindustrialization and its counter-part, globalization. The tour distorts the history of tension between labor and the corporation, sending a strong message: "Resistance is futile."  

**Bodies of Labor**

When Ford created its first major exhibition at the Chicago Century of Progress Exposition in 1934, the globalization of work meant using foreign labor to extract raw materials for export to the U.S. and its great manufacturing centers. By the time of the construction of the 2004 Ford Rouge Factory Tour, the meaning of the globalization of work changed to mean using foreign labor to not only extract raw materials, but to also produce the finished goods. Standard thinking is that the U.S. had moved into a postindustrial era – a nation developed beyond industries requiring physical labor and where work evolved into mental labor.

Historian Howard Brick writes, “Most generally, the term ‘postindustrial society’ suggests that mechanical industry has been displaced from its former role as a central and constitutive element of social, economic, or cultural affairs. And this postindustrial society aims to “idealize and preserve the present,” while at the same time, it seeks to “criticize and open prospects for surpassing the present.” To put it another way, a postindustrial society
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represents the present as a standard of excellence worth defending, yet it also could be enhanced. The supplanted mechanical industry encapsulates tangible production and requires technologies and, in many instances, physical human labor. Indeed, the idea that the U.S. has become a postindustrial society brings with it an understanding of a naturalized “decline in the old working class [of manual labor], and the rise of ‘white collar’ (or non-manual) classes.”

Yet manual labor continues to occur, as Cowie and Heathcott point out, “The industrial age is alive and well, even if the locations have changed, and even if the rules of investment have shifted.” Contemporary manual labor in the U.S. often has added mental elements. The compounding of manual and mental labor blurs the once stark class divide between the two types of labor and brings us to Michael Denning’s claim that, “The unity and division between mental and manual labor is ... the starting point of any labor theory of culture [and] a labor theory of culture matters because it reminds us that laborers in the culture industry are obscured.”

Exhibits normally focus on objects while hiding any labor associated with them. The Ford Rouge Factory Tour also puts objects, in the form of machines and technology, at the center but does not completely remove labor; it materializes workers but continues to highlight technology over bodies.

On Ford Factory tours and in Ford exhibits, workers interact with cutting-edge technologies in their production of vehicles, whether assembling the new 1934 Ford V8 engine at the World’s Fair, or using large computer consoles at the contemporary Ford Rouge Factory.

---

Tour. These types of displays blur distinctions between traditional manual and mental labor, or rather, between blue collar and white collar work. In both of the above examples manufacturing workers appear to perform labor that is closer to white collar (mental and middle-class) work than blue collar (manual and working-class) since they are working with innovative technologies, long associated with science and engineering, and therefore, intellectual labor. This association confuses divisions between the two types of labor and transforms the image of manual laborers into mental workers, while creating a new imaginary of unified workers who are nearly white collar and postindustrial. The exhibits and tours examined work to synthesize the two types of labor. Denning emphasizes that, “It is not surprising that many of the most powerful utopian images in the socialist tradition are images of the union of mental and manual labor...” 82 Hence corporate exhibits and tours show labor in a utopian context.

On the Rouge tour, the utopian image of blue collar work conflated with white collar work constructs a new imaginary in the eyes of the public. This reimagined worker, treated by the corporation as an interchangeable cog in the machinery, also appears homogenous on the tour - even though the workers exhibited are a mixture of men and women, of color and white - to tour visitors, they are just “workers.” Such a representation is problematic, not only because their differences as people are erased, but also because the contemporary exhibit constructs a visual narrative where nearly extinct unionized industrial workers are no longer a threat to corporations due to the utopian image of homogenized labor performing manual labor fused with mental labor.

But the reimagined tour workers are not representative of all manufacturing labor in the U.S., as most do not labor in a utopian context, that is, manual and mental labor continue to be largely separate functions of industrial work. Additionally, labor competes locally, regionally, and globally for scarce jobs thus generating “new racial enmities and antagonisms.” The historical make-up of the shrinking unionized industrial work in the United States is traditionally a white male stronghold. However, most global industrial workers are neither white nor male. By moving assembly production outside of the U.S., manufacturers have been able to break down this stronghold of white male skilled unionized workers, and participate in both a feminization and racialization of industrial work. As the Ford Rouge Factory Tour conceals the racial and feminine nature of global manufacturing labor, it also works to diminish the laboring bodies along the tour route.

Each tour component works to erase workers even though the physical setting features a conspicuous display of their bodies. I argue that workers on the Ford Rouge Factory Tour are re-presented as artifacts of a lost industrial age, part of the materialization of work, where bodies of individual workers are displayed and packaged as historical objects for public consumption, but are defined by others – the museum, their employer and their union. This materialization of work through displayed worker bodies illustrates a national notion that the nature of the American economy is changing from an industrial base to a largely technological platform, where American citizens perform white-collar, non-physical mental labor. This belief

This dissertation is written in four sections that examine different ways U.S. labor has been put on display in the seventy year period between 1934 and 2004, with a focus on Ford Motor Company representations of automotive assembly workers. Chapter One, the introduction, raises the questions driving this research. It sets out the key terms that will be explored throughout: production, deindustrialization, globalization, and the nation.

Chapter Two sets the stage for those that follow with an analysis of Ford’s exhibit at the 1934 Century of Progress Exposition in Chicago. It is about Ford’s conception of progress and its concealment of tensions in the representation of labor. But before heading to the fair, I begin with the Detroit Industry Murals painted by Diego Rivera. These murals convey a very different picture of what it meant to work in a place of mass production. I use a close reading of some of the panels and Rivera’s own thoughts to read against Ford’s idea of progress. Moving to the fair exhibit, I bring in brochures published by the Century of Progress Exposition for fairgoers and those put out by Ford Motor Company to promote its exhibit. Last, I explore public responses to the Century of Progress Exposition through the unrest of that particular moment in history, published commentary from *The Forum and Century*, and a film titled, *A Century of Progress*. These public reactions form a powerful critique against Ford’s vision of progress arguing that a vision of progress through increased corporate profits did not benefit the majority of the nation.
Chapter Three moves with the main exhibit building, the Ford Rotunda, from the Fair to Ford’s home of manufacturing, Dearborn, Michigan. Here, Ford began an optimistic new exhibit revealing his mighty River Rouge assembly operations as the way to national recovery, as well as demonstrating where and how laboring Americans should work. Through brochures, pamphlets and company newspapers, I analyze the Rotunda tour and its cultural meaning-making. But once again, the citizenry and labor did not necessarily agree with Ford’s vision for the future. The same year as the opening of the Rotunda tour, Charlie Chaplin’s film, *Modern Times* opened to the public, showing an alternate version of the meaning of mass production for labor. One year later, the novel, *The Flivver King*, written by Upton Sinclair, came out. The story it told of working on Ford’s assembly line also attached a more pessimistic meaning to mass assembly. Reading the film and novel against the Rotunda tour exposes what meanings the Rotunda tour made about globalization and controlling labor.

Chapter Four returns to the Ford Rouge Factory Tour. On the tour, visitors move through several stations before viewing the assembly line. A black and white film in the Legacy Theater narrates the historical past according to The Henry Ford and Ford Motor Company. After that, visitors experience a Disney-like production of automotive assembly in the Art of Manufacturing Theater. The last station before the Assembly Line Walking Tour is the Observation Deck, a museum style viewing area. A comparison of the 2004 Ford Rouge Factory tour and past tours one illuminates changes in the framing of workers on the assembly line. This is where I argue that the meaning-making of the tour produces a meaning of the nation while obscuring its global activities that resulting in the deindustrialization of the U.S. through a representation of labor and technology. Ultimately, the tour produces a narrative of change
equaling national progress, while concealing how corporate actions of deindustrialization and globalization combat change in the process of using mass production techniques to control labor.

**Conclusion**

As public anxiety over the curtailment of industrial manufacturing within U.S. borders heightened in the early twenty-first century, multi-national corporations looked for new ways to mitigate a potential backlash by American consumers. Appropriating established symbolic practices of exhibits and expositions in garnering public approval, Ford Motor Company, along with The Henry Ford, created a cultural meaning-making tour exhibiting auto workers on the job. This “Great American Production” obscures massive industrial job losses resulting from the continuous movement of capital by corporations as they perpetually look to increase profits through deindustrialization and globalization.

This dissertation focuses on the Ford Rouge Factory Tour, its distinctive elements, and its social and historical contexts. It also explores the Ford Exhibition at the 1934 Century of Progress World’s fair, late 1930s tours of the original factory complex, and contemporary factory tours run by rival automotive companies, General Motors and Toyota. It also examines opposing perspectives of the particular vision of national progress produced by the various tours. Each chapter examines the shifting significance of labor in national identity and the relevance of work in the United States during the twentieth and twenty-first centuries as part of cultural meaning-making due to deindustrialization and globalization. At the same time,
these chapters demonstrate a resistance exhibited by industrial manufacturing corporations to implement significant technological and ideological deviations from their Fordist practices.

A comparison of past exhibitions and tours with the contemporary tour illuminates differences in the framing of workers on the assembly line. Where preceding tours covered the working factory built for production, the contemporary tour shows visitors a functional assembly line built as part of a museum exhibit. This difference alters the experience of viewing workers and their manipulation of industrial machines from an up close and personal one to one that is virtually framed and distant, erasing all hints of the personal context of labor as well as any suggestions of the global, especially its effect on the shrinking number of manufacturing workers employed in America. Therefore, the master narrative produced by the museumization of the tour is of industrial power linked to national progress achieved through contemporary technological innovation. The tour creates an “American production” of shared national identity at a place of American power, the iconic Ford Rouge industrial manufacturing complex.

Driving toward the future with a utopian vision of technology, the Ford Rouge Factory Tour validates connections between history and the everyday lives of American industrial workers. It does so through visual representations, using a combination of historical video footage and photographs with the actual daily activities of the workers. Those connections contribute to the redrawing and blurring of boundaries between culture and labor. The muddy demarcation between white collar and blue collar work contributes to cultural confusion of the identity of the American worker, while at the same time; they strengthen the shared identity of
the museum attending public. The production of culture, place, and power flows in and around the tour.
Dear Mr. Ford:

... I am going to sacrifice so I can run one of the attractive V-8’s some day. I talk so much of your display that my neighbors say I must have fallen in love with your factory and I did ...

*****

Mrs. Corene Kopp wrote to Henry Ford in September of 1934, along with hundreds of others, to express the excitement and enthusiasm felt by many who visited the Chicago “A Century of Progress” International Exposition that summer. In the midst of the Great Depression, thirty-nine million visitors were able to scrape up enough money to pay the fifty cent entry fee. Attending the fair meant immersing oneself in a forward-looking dream, no doubt a pleasant respite from the realities of everyday life during the Depression, when skilled workers were lucky to work two or three days a week. Colorful lighting gave the fair an idealistic atmosphere aiding visitors in setting aside their worries while in attendance. So thoroughly did the fair achieve the goal of convincing visitors the best was yet to come, it eclipsed memories of previous world’s fairs. The Chicago Daily Tribune noted the response of

---

Clarence B. Douglas, special representative of the war department and veteran of three previous world fairs, including the Columbian Exposition of 1893, who called the Century of Progress fair “the greatest exposition in the nation’s history.” He also stated, “Chicago, through A Century of Progress, is leading the country out of the depression.”87 His comments reflected fairgoers’ enthusiasm about the fair and optimism about potential national recovery as well as his faith in the power of the fair to do the impossible. The forward-looking aspects of the Chicago fair forecast economic progress. Additionally, the fair indicated that the march of American national progress, deeply in question during the Depression, would stabilize. The fair promised a kind of progress that would renew faith in the economic system: the economically stricken middle-class would regain social status lost in the depression and poverty stricken white Americans would be able, once again, to set themselves apart from poor non-whites. Futuristic buildings sat side-by-side with robotic dinosaurs at the fair, further demonstrating the evolution of the American nation from its “crude” roots to the sophisticated, cosmopolitan people they had become. And finally, the fair vociferously presented technology as the redeeming quality that would advance the nation on every front.

This chapter examines the Ford exhibit at the widely attended and wildly successful 1934 World’s Fair, in which the deeply loved exhibit made a dramatic argument for technology as the solution to national and personal economic crises by representing industrial technology as glorious and labor as secondary. Ford worked to produce meanings to fashion a particular vision of progress that obscured labor and the specific tensions in employer/labor relationships, while illuminating his product.

87 “He’s Seen Four World’s Fairs; Call This Best.” Chicago Daily Tribune. July 4, 1933.
Of course, the problem of labor would have been difficult to obscure in 1934. A quick study of the newly complete *The Detroit Industry* murals at the Detroit Institute of Arts makes the terms of this challenge clear as do the impassioned responses of laborers and their supporters. Labor sympathizers produced films about the fair contrasting gay fairgoers with Depression-stricken workers. Journalists in national periodicals voiced concerns over the relationship with labor exhibited by manufacturers at the fair. Such depictions and commentary regarding corporate intentions ran contrary to Ford’s paternalistic vision of well-cared-for workers and a nation benefitting from the industrial technology highlighted in his exhibit at the exposition. This chapter starts with a reading of the murals, moves to Ford at the fair, and ends with a film titled: *A Century of Progress*.

Anxieties over employer/labor relationships were, of course, manifest in labor strikes and rallies by the newly unemployed in the early years of the Great Depression. Through the 1933 and 1934 summer seasons of the Chicago Exposition, those tensions were kept hidden in exposition exhibits. The fair’s organizers and financiers “read like a Who’s Who of Chicago power brokers,” with Charles and Rufus Dawes taking charge of planning the exposition. Both brothers were highly successful businessmen with lucrative interests in oil and banking. The older brother, Charles was Vice President of the United States under Calvin Coolidge and he used his business and political connections to collect guarantees of more than $12,000,000 towards the fairs construction by November 1929, no small sum just after the October stock market crash. The Dawes brothers and financier Julius Rosenwald owned a third of the note
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between them. In addition to the above, “major utilities, railroads and oil companies, along with leading mercantile establishments guaranteed the remaining issues.”

Along with their large role in financing the fair, the Dawes brothers were major decision makers in organizing the exposition. Rufus became the exposition president and Charles was chair of the finance committee, later to become a behind-the-scenes power. Lenox Lohn, a former military man who taught at West Point and was editor of a leading engineering journal agreed to serve as the fair’s general manager at Charles Dawes’ request. “Lohr was responsible only to the President and had direct control over all operating departments. He named all department heads, approved all expenditures, and signed all contracts.” Like previous world’s fairs, this was a project of industrialists who wanted to make an argument about corporate leadership and American progress.

The control by American elites of the fair lead to specific representations of marginalized and excluded segments of the population. Scholarly literature on world’s fairs discusses the responses of African Americans and women concerning their representations at world’s fairs, but leaves out the standpoint of American labor. Laborers erected the buildings, landscaped the grounds, worked the exhibits, and were represented by the fairs in a particular way, yet histories detailing the organization and management of the American elite who
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planned the fairs obscure labor both working and on display at the fair, even though labor tensions were common. The World’s Columbian Exposition, held in Chicago in 1893, was plagued with labor unrest. Strikes and threats of strikes by thirty different trade unions during construction of Fair buildings are an excellent example of labor tensions and World’s Fairs. Early April in 1893 was a particularly volatile moment in the employer/labor relationship at the Columbian fair. Carpenters walked off the job amid calls for an eight hour day and arbitration.\textsuperscript{92} Within a week, allied unions called for a strike supporting the Carpenters’ Union and 4,000 workers walked off the job.\textsuperscript{93} Fair administrators quickly brought in strikebreakers from nearby towns and cities. Concessions on both sides brought the strike to an end by 9 pm that evening.\textsuperscript{94} Corporate exhibits at the Chicago Century of Progress fair, including the Ford exhibit, also attempted to gloss over any labor tensions through a focus on progress and technology.

The 1934 world’s fair, although consciously designed to celebrate Chicago’s centennial, was also very much about technological and national progress. It made an argument for capitalism in a moment of crisis, which boiled down to selling consumerism, production, and control of labor. Corporations with exhibitions at the fair wanted to sell their products and capitalism itself. At the time, they believed the best way to accomplish that task was by selling progress to consumers. And the American public at the fair wanted to buy progress. But how could an intangible idea like progress be sold? The businesses involved in the fair determined that technology was the key. This fair shouted “We are Modern!” Americans believed they
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were modern because technological advances had profoundly shaped their everyday lives, whether urban or rural, rich or poor, or white or blue collar. In the short span of time since the turn of the 20th century, Americans had experienced the first airplane, motion pictures with sound, and affordable automobiles. But since progress at the fair was also about capitalism, it likewise meant the fair was about production and profits. And production, in order to produce profits, required labor. But labor was a problem. Real people suffering through economic catastrophe and workers enduring harsh factory conditions can be unruly and unwilling to be part of a narrative that works against their best interests, even if it is packaged as the answer to the problem of economic instability in the form of a glimmering world’s fair.

Ford was selling progress at the fair and visitors to his exhibition were quite receptive, as Mrs. Kopp noted in her letter:

Dear Mr. Ford:

My husband and I visited the Century of Progress and I want to congratulate you on your marvelous exhibit, the attraction of the Fair in every respect. We spent hours watching your skillful men, never realizing before that a factory could be so beautiful.

My husband and I bought a Ford in 1917 and the most enjoyable days were spent with our two children in riding and taking care of it, but it looks funny now. As soon as work picks up, we sure must have a new V-8.

My son went to mechanical school. He was only twenty-one years old when he finished and couldn’t get a job because he seemed so young so he went to work at a steel mill as a patent doubler and has been there ever since. At present he is only working two or three days a week, but if I can get enough money together, I want him to visit the Fair just to see your educational display.

I am going to sacrifice so I can run one of the attractive V-8’s some day. I talk so much of your display that my neighbors say I must have fallen in love with your factory and I did.

Hope you appreciate this little letter of congratulation as much
Mrs. Kopp’s enthusiasm bubbles through when she “congratulates” Ford for the “marvelous exhibit.” She found the prospect of progress exciting. For fairgoers like Mrs. Kopp, their personal vision of progress included the ability to purchase the latest technological marvel, such as the innovative Ford V-8; however, the Depression seriously impaired citizens’ ability to achieve their visions. Mrs. Kopp’s letter notes this tension when she points out that she and her family cannot engage in adequate consumption unless industrialists such as Ford produce work opportunities when she states, “As soon as work picks up, we sure must have a new V-8.” This letter also alludes to the working-classes’ concern of whether or not they can trust industrialists to stick it out with the workers during difficult economic times when she asks, in her post script, if the building – symbolizing work – will stay in Chicago once the fair closes. Although Mrs. Kopp had faith in the vision Ford was selling, it was difficult for her to reconcile that with her lived experience, as she calls attention in the story to her son’s inability to secure work utilizing his education. Her story does not fit with the model of progress being sold at the fair.

Yet Ford clung tightly to the idea that he, as an industrialist, did and would indeed continue to have a benevolent, if intrusive, relationship with employees. Ford’s vision of the employer/labor relationship was a carry-over from the previous decade. He wanted to adhere to a relationship that labor had not experienced since the 1920s.

The relationship with labor Ford desired to continue was that of welfare capitalism. 1920s welfare capitalism was the tendency of American corporations to offer incentives in order to convince workers to labor more “efficiently.” Thus, they raised workers' expectations of what employers had the ability to offer- that is, “job security, high wages, and benefits.” Since these benefits relied on company success, employers hoped workers would realize that their fortunes would rise with those of the company, making them more willing to keep efficiency and production high. Hence, through welfare capitalism, employers hoped to cultivate a relationship based, to some degree, on common interests. However, as the Great Depression began and extended into the next decade, employers determined it necessary to lower wages, drop benefits, and decrease the number of workers employed, thus changing their relationship with labor from one of shared goals, to one filled with opposition and struggle. Indeed, although Ford announced a wage increase following a meeting with President Herbert Hoover in November after the 1929 stock market crash, Ford Motor Company began laying-off workers in the fall of 1929. In the spring before the crash, Ford employed over 128,000 workers and by August of 1931, had only 37,000. Those who were still employed
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worked fewer than three days a week. Additionally, hourly wages had dropped from an average of 92 cents per hour in 1929 to 59 cents per hour by 1933. Workers quickly realized that, while their affluence was indeed attached to those of the company, employers felt no sense of loyalty to the labor that produced their products. Worker and employer interests were no longer closely tied and gains in wages and benefits now had to be fought for. Employers thus changed their attitude toward labor, away from welfare capitalism with a greater eye toward control over coercion. It is the tension of this relationship that Mrs. Kopp alludes to with her question and is reflected in the Ford exhibit.

Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, workers found themselves increasingly threatened by rampant unemployment. Several factors contributed to the large unemployed labor pool. First, employers concluded that machinery was more compliant than labor, so manufacturers increased their use of machines and technology in the workplace, creating growing technological unemployment. Second, the decade saw unprecedented numbers of farmers moving into urban areas looking for factory work as agricultural labor found itself displaced by increasing use of machines in farming. These two factors are an incipient example of disinvestment in labor and investment in technology that creates throwaway workers of deindustrialization. Finally, World War I had opened factory doors to black workers and women, especially unskilled black workers from the rural agricultural South. Demand for this

“class” of labor fell off by mid-decade, adding to the pool of unemployed workers.\textsuperscript{102} Not only did black and women workers become throwaway labor, but along with those whose jobs were replaced by machinery, they would also function as mobile labor, moving from factory to factory whenever possible. A scarcity of jobs and an excess of available labor created instability for the employed as well, who were constantly under pressure to perform or be let go to join the mobile workforce. Consequently, all labor felt the effects of the severe unemployment. As a result, the labor/employer relationship experienced further strain.

It is clear that both labor and employers were unsure about the place of labor in the changing manufacturing industry throughout the 1920s, thus they put the employer/labor relationship under constant scrutiny.\textsuperscript{103} Should workers be considered easily replaceable? Or would their value be greater if turnover was kept low and individual workers be retained for long periods? These questions continued to highlight the changing nature of the employer/labor relationship into the 1930s. The Ford exhibit at the Century of Progress Exposition displayed Ford Motor Company’s vision of that relationship, even though there was an ambivalence toward labor, along with expectations that technology was the path to national progress. Prior to the 1933/34 World’s Fair in Chicago, a different perspective on the labor/employer relationship was on display in Detroit as part of murals painted by Mexican muralist, Diego Rivera at the Detroit Institute of Arts. The murals are more complicated than the exhibit in some ways. They are more thoughtful about labor but they, like the exhibit, can not escape the central problem of how to understand and represent labor. Rivera worked to
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produce a vision of national progress through a deeply naturalized manufacturing and industrial economy where industrial muscle was the driving force and power behind progress – although in the end, his painting, and Ford’s vision were not so far apart.

The Detroit Industry Murals

Ford Motor Company’s investment in representing the promise of technology as progress did not begin at the Century of Progress Exposition but was on display even earlier in other venues. In 1932, one place where connections between technology, progress, and labor were on show for public viewing was at the Detroit Institute of Arts, in the Detroit Industry Murals, created by artist Diego Rivera. The murals pictured industrial uses of technology and revealed Rivera’s mixed feelings about technology. The murals produce an argument for a powerful racially inclusive working-class that largely excludes women. Finally, the Detroit Industry Murals lay bare labor-management tensions of the times; they practically sing with this tension.

The choice of Diego Rivera by William Valentiner, director of the Detroit Institute of Arts, and Edsel Ford, then president of the Arts Commission of the City of Detroit as well as of Ford Motor Company, at first seems rather odd. Detroit was a stronghold of capitalism and Rivera an avowed Communist. According to Rivera’s autobiography, he met Valentiner in San Francisco, where Rivera “mentioned a desire which I had to paint a series of murals about the industries of the United States...depicting in color and form the story of each industry and its
division of labor.” And later when Rivera and Edsel Ford met in 1932, they discovered they 
“shared an interest in American industrial design.” Also, Rivera had a “delight in machinery 
for its own sake and for its meaning to man-his self-fulfillment and liberation from drudgery 
and poverty.” Therefore the artist was “predisposed to view Ford’s technological 
achievements positively,” thus making him a more likely candidate for such a commission.

In 1931, William Valentiner was finally able to offer the commission to Rivera to paint 
murals representing the development of industry in Detroit. Valentiner hoped to make the 
Detroit Institute of Arts, along with the city of Detroit, into a “major cultural center” and the 
inclusion of work by Rivera would greatly assist in achieving that vision. Work on the murals 
did not begin until 1932. Rivera arrived in Detroit just one month after the Ford Hunger March, 
where 3,500 – 5,000 laid-off Ford workers had marched from Detroit to the Rouge only to be 
suppressed by Dearborn police and Ford security, which fired shots into the crowd, killing five 
workers. Work on the murals thus began at a time when Ford Motor Company “desperately 
needed to rebuild a positive relationship with the public.” The Detroit art museum was a key 
site for this recovery.
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Modern museums evolved out of princely collections from the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. These collections, arranged inside glass cases, hung on walls, and displayed in halls or galleries designed expressly for them, framed the figure of the prince as authoritative and powerful.¹¹¹ Art Historian, Carol Duncan explains that as they became public institutions, museums organize social rituals and cultural artifacts that are ideologically beneficial to modern states.¹¹² In other words, public museums frame the state and the nation in much the same way that princely galleries framed the monarchy, as a display of power.

Cultural historian Tony Bennett expands Duncan’s assertions and argues that museums and other institutions of exhibition form a “complex of disciplinary and power relations” where the “messages of power” were inscribed and broadcast into the public arena.¹¹³ Importantly, Bennett expands Foucault’s analysis of public spectacle moving into a private, enclosed carceral domain of surveillance into places of exhibition that combine the “functions of spectacle and surveillance.”¹¹⁴ He argues that “exhibitionary forms ... simultaneously [order] objects for public inspection and [order] the public that inspected.”¹¹⁵ They do so through “the arrangement of relations between the public and exhibits so that, while everyone could see, there were also vantage points from which everyone could be seen.”¹¹⁶ As a result, the
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functions of spectacle and surveillance are combined. Bennett calls this “the exhibitionary complex.” To put it another way, Bennett argues that institutions of exhibition have a twofold purpose in the construction of the public. First, since the public identifies with power in exhibitions, they then “become the subjects rather than the objects of knowledge.” At the same time, he points out that:

In seeing themselves from the side of power, both the subjects and the objects of knowledge, knowing power and what power knows, and knowing themselves as (ideally)known by power, interiorizing its gaze as a principle of self-surveillance and hence, self-regulation.

Here, Bennett explains how the exhibitionary complex regulates the public, through their emotional identification with power and as bodies able to be seen by power. In a context such as a museum, then, the public’s identity as part of the nation allows them to perceive themselves as owners of national objects displayed in museums; hence their interests align more closely to the interests of those who have control of power, achieving the type of relationship 1920s employers had sought to cultivate with labor. Accordingly, museums become sites of ideas about nationalism, power, and citizenship. Museums however, organize more than the viewing public.

As spaces of power, they also create meaning of objects displayed within. Historian Jan Golinski points out that as early as the eighteenth century, the power of museums shaped perceptions of their objects. He states, “Above all, order was displayed in the arrangement of individual specimens: Their rigorous placement in relation to one another made manifest the
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possibility of a classification that was thought to correspond to a ‘natural’ order in the
world.”  

Although Golinski specifically analyzed placement of scientific objects in museums,
his argument holds true for all museum artifacts whether they are paintings or laborers. The
ordering aspect of artifacts occurs as a result of the evolution of object display from chaotic and
cluttered cabinets to very specifically organized and orderly arrangements. The arrangement
of museum objects can “signal various conceptions of the order that is believed to exist in the
natural world and of the human relationship to it.”  

Not only do museums construct the
public through the exhibitionary complex, but they also naturalize and order displayed objects.
In the early 1930s, the Detroit Institute of Arts commissioning the Rivera mural sought not only
to bring new art and increased patronage to the museum but worked to form public
perceptions about their relationship with corporations, mass production, and labor through
Diego Rivera’s Detroit Industry Murals.

Located in an enormous and cavernous space, the Detroit Industry Murals fill the walls
from ceiling to floor with different sizes of panels. The largest panels, on the north and south
walls of the room pay tribute to industry with depictions of interior spaces of the Ford River
Rouge complex. Absorbed by their labor, workers’ bodies bend gracefully against the hard
surfaces of immense machinery winding around and towering over them. Molten steel bursts
into the scene from images of a blast furnace and foundry operations, backlighting workers and
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machines. Inserted here and there among the workers are stern images of their employer, Henry Ford, his son Edsel, and other employee supervisors. Smaller panels bordering the room acknowledge other advances in science and technology with representations of medicine and airplanes, among others. The paintings give a sense of human motion contrasting against the otherwise still museum environment. Yet like a museum, Rivera’s depiction of the factory is one of intense order and organization - each worker and each machine had their own job and place.

In contrast to the Rivera murals teeming with human bodies are photographs of the Ford River Rouge complex taken by modernist Charles Sheeler, whose iconic “Criss-Crossed Conveyors” of the Ford Rouge is emblematic of fascination with technology to the exclusion of the humans who build and labor with it. Thus, as art historian Terry Smith notes, “Sheeler and Rivera ... become representatives of two contending artistic, cultural, social, even political orders.”124 Smith’s point is that the works produced by these two artists are disparate in style, overall content, and message. Whereas Sheeler’s works celebrates the cathedral of industry
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without bodies, Rivera’s naturalizes the industrial order and the powerful bodies that drive it. The content of *The Detroit Industry Murals* painted by Diego Rivera in the Detroit Institute of Arts examines powerful bodies, but not necessarily in ways that we might expect.\(^{125}\)

The court where Rivera created his famous murals was once a garden space in the Detroit Institute of Arts, used by the art patrons of Detroit, described by Rivera as “Beautiful, well-dressed ladies” who later “complained about the loss of their peaceful, lovely garden, which had been an oasis in the industrial desert of Detroit.”\(^{126}\) In previous works, Rivera worked toward a harmony between the building’s architecture and his art, but felt doing so wasn’t possible in Detroit as he was painting “a new life which was characterized by masses, machines, and naked mechanical power,” which was not compatible with the baroque “refinements” of the museum’s architecture.\(^{127}\) Unlike the Century of Progress fair, Rivera did not conflate the past, present, and future. He preferred to represent the present as a break with the past, and he did not see industry as overcoming nature, but rather saw the two working together in concert.

Henry Ford shared Rivera’s harmonious view of nature and industry. Historian Greg Grandin states, Ford’s belief “that mechanization marked not the conquest but the realization of nature’s secrets and thus the attainment of the pastoral ideal that history is best understood as the progress of this realization, of the gradual liberation of humans from the soul-crushing toil; and that America has a providential role to play in world history in achieving this

\(^{125}\) It is important to note here that there are many different readings of the murals, which tend to change in tone over time. My interpretation often falls against received readings of the murals.\(^{126}\) Rivera, Diego. *My Art, My Life: an Autobiography*. New York: The Citadel Press, 1960. 194.\(^{127}\) Ibid. 190.
Of course, for Ford workers, such harmony would be achieved, not during the working day, but only after.

To support his belief in the accord of nature and technology, Rivera included geology and human history in the murals, themes not required by the commission, which clearly depict flows from nature ending in technology, a theme that the Ford Exhibition at the Chicago Century of Progress Exposition would repeat. In his autobiography, Rivera wrote that Edsel Ford and the Detroit Art Commission had only “one condition” regarding the artwork they were commissioning. That condition was that Rivera “should not limit [himself] to steel and automobiles but take in chemicals and pharmaceuticals, which were also important in the economy of the city.” Ford wanted to avoid potential charges of “partiality toward the industry served by his father and himself” and he desired a “full tableau of the industrial life of Detroit.” The inclusion of nature themes helped Rivera expand beyond the automobile industry. In order to paint a full portrait of Detroit, Rivera asked to increase the size of the commissioned murals from two walls as originally agreed, to all four of the garden walls.

Although the Detroit Industry Murals cover all four walls in the court and each wall contains elements contrasting workers with management or engineers, the North and South Walls, with their large center panels, best portray Rivera’s criticisms of differences between the working lives of labor and management. The charge leveled against industrial manufacturing by
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the murals concerns the relationship between labor and management, where management holds all the control and power over the technology and the workforce, which he portrays as strong, muscular, diverse, and working in harmony. Although Rivera was clearly taken with the technologies used at the Rouge complex, an additional critique put forth by the paintings is the manner in which technology overshadows labor. Together, these visual criticisms in the Detroit Industry Murals forcefully lay bare the true messiness of everyday work experienced by 1930s manufacturing labor.

The largest panel on the North Wall of the murals renders the processes of forging and manufacturing components of the interior aspects of Ford automobiles, most prominently, the 1932 Ford V8 engine. The new V8 and the technologies of mass production would later become crucial components of the Ford Exhibition at the Chicago Century of Progress Exposition.

Figure 2: The Detroit Industry Murals - North Wall
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When looking at the largest panel of the North Wall, titled “Production and Manufacture of Engine and Transmission,” the eye is immediately drawn to the enormous silver multiple spindle machines (used to ream engine blocks for valve parts) towering god-like over the workers. Although these and other machines and technologies at first appear to dominate the panel, it is actually the workers who are in the foreground, especially those performing the important motor assembly operations in the lower third of this panel section.

Rivera composed the workforce of many races on this panel, but particularly in the foreground. They are all male with strong, muscular bodies, working in concert with each other and with the surrounding, towering machines. Thinking about the representation of bodies, feminist scholars Ava Baron and Eileen Boris observe that, “There is a deep connection between particular kinds of work and the bodily characteristics of the workers required to perform that work. The class, gender, and racial characteristics of workers and the work they do have reinforced each other.”134 In painting strong, muscular physiques of these workers, Rivera demonstrates the strength of the working-class, through an affirmation of factory workers as powerfully constructed. However, his North Wall portrayal of labor excludes women both from the mural panel and from factory labor. No women are visible on the panel and the bodily characteristics Rivera used to portray the type of workers “required to perform that work” are brawny, male, and composed of multiple races.

Art historian Linda Bank Downs observes that “Rivera viewed Detroit’s multiracial workforce as the indigenous people of the city’s industrial culture and as such its link to the

civilization of the future.” In other words, Rivera was not simply painting workers of Detroit, but he was encompassing all potential industrial workers across the globe, united in their labors. Hence globalization was a pivotal piece of the murals. Despite Rivera’s optimism about global labor unity, even his murals disconnect the seemingly cohesive workers.

The reality of work in Detroit’s automotive industry was far from Rivera’s idealistic depiction of labor harmony. Ford’s workforce was diverse; however it was not unusual for jobs to be segregated by race, gender, or ethnicity. The practice of segregating jobs by race has strong roots in the northern migration of southern blacks during World War I, as historian Steve Babson puts it, “Detroit’s employers needed black workers – but only to fill those jobs so stigmatized by low wages or harsh working conditions that native-born whites generally avoided the work.” He continues, “In the past, employing newly arrived immigrants had often been cheaper. Now blacks would fill the same role.” Consequently, the type of work allowed for divisions of workers by race and ethnicity. But despite the apparently cohesive workforce painted by Rivera, even he segregated workers visually through beams, floors, ceilings, or conveyors, creating partitions between groups of workers in the North Wall panel mural.

An example of Rivera’s separation of workers is in his rendering of the blast furnace operations, work usually relegated to blacks and immigrants due to its unpleasant nature. Workers there were subjected to intense heat and thick clouds of soot-filled smoke. Although Ford’s Rouge plant was better integrated than most auto factories of the time, “nearly half of
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Ford’s black employees were still concentrated in the foundry.”137 Blast furnace processes, separated by conveyors and wall and floor beams, are pictured in the top third of the panel, distinctly apart from the motor assembly plant operations. Additionally, the perspective makes blast furnace workers appear much smaller than workers in the foreground, which contributes to a rendering of blast furnace workers as less vital to the assembly process than assembly line workers. Hence, blacks and immigrants who generally hold blast furnace jobs are also less than the while male workers that normally filled line work positions.

Yet the North Wall panel asserts that mass production workers nonetheless wielded strength together in their varied work positions and races, articulated through his portraits of physically powerful labor. It is a utopian vision of many races working together in social harmony, but a masculine world with a gendered exclusion of working women.

The North Wall panel represents a strong multiracial male working-class and a close reading of the South Wall continues this discussion. The large South Wall panel largely pictures
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assembly operations of the exterior aspects of an automobile, such as the body. Together, these two panels map out much of Rivera’s arguments regarding industrial manufacturing, labor, and management.

Although Rivera painted a racially diverse workforce working together, women workers were physically separated by the painter and in their day to day work. The only representations of female labor on the two largest panels are on the South Wall. Women sewing upholstery are on the upper right corner of the panel. There are also additional women workers painted into the lower right predella panel, shown leaving for the day, walking across the bridge over Miller Road. Such minimal rendering of women workers indicates that a) gender was a less important issue to Rivera than race and b) fewer women than men were employed at the Rouge complex as laborers in the early 1930s. The embodiment of women workers contrasts sharply with his depictions of male workers. Much like the blast furnace labor, he locates women workers in a small section in the right upper corner of the panel. They are further diminished against the size of the stamping press in the foreground. Their bodies are not strong and muscular, nor do they work in concert with the prominent technologies, but engage in the smaller, more detailed work of sewing. Instead, they are seated with their heads bent over their work. This is a more subdued representation of labor than his vibrant male workers, so his murals continue to reinforce identity of the laboring body as male, “represented by bulging biceps and prodigious strength,” thus excluding women as an important part of Rivera’s powerful working-class. Through his depictions of bodies, Rivera naturalized industrial order.

138 Ibid. Women workers are also featured in the smaller East and West Walls.
Like on the North Wall, conveyors, beams, and floors divide the South Wall panel into disparate sections, once again dividing the massive workforce into disparate parts. Not only are the South Wall workers divided, but they are also closely supervised. First, workers are supervised by their employer. Rivera included the image of Edsel Ford in the bottom, right-hand corner (as well as images of Henry Ford in the predella panels along the bottom of each mural). Edsel Ford is standing with his arms crossed and appears to be looking directly back at the viewer. A 1933 article from The New Republic indicated that he “looks scared,” hinting that somehow he feared the many workers laboring around him. Yet the look on Edsel Ford’s face could also be one of intensity, rather than fear, as if he is focused on something of importance, such as the production processes surrounding him. Second, Rivera included a portrait of Henry Ford’s assistant in charge of production, M.L. Bricker as a stern faced manager overlooking work on body panels in the left side of the South Wall panel. In life, Mr. Bricker held a reputation for speeding up the assembly line. The inclusion of his portrait as part of the mural substantiates the sense that the laboring of the workers was strictly controlled by Ford management. Third, a very large group of tourists stand and watch the assembly process in the center of the South Wall, indicating that even in the early 1930s tourists were guided into the factory to view the production process, which included viewing the workers. The final observers of the workers in the South Wall panel are the public at the Detroit Institute of Arts, who are as dwarfed by the panels as the represented workers are diminished by the towering technologies and constant surveillance.

140 Predella panels are usually found around the bottom of an alter.
Both North and South Wall depictions of labor show all the workers deeply engrossed in their particular part of the production process. None of them looks out of the panels, but are focused on the job at hand, giving the workers an industrious appearance. Contrary to the way he painted labor, Rivera pictured management boldly looking out of the panels at the viewers. Such a portrayal indicates the amount of control over their own “job” held by those in charge – they could look away from an individual operation in order to survey the entire process, which is deeply in contrast to that of the average worker who could not afford to look away from his or her job in a factory where the assembly line created constant motion and dictated the pace of the work. Thus, Rivera’s depictions comment on how labor has absolutely no say in the production process, let alone in performing their individual jobs.

Additionally, in the murals, not only are human managers overlooking labor’s efforts, but machines as well. Rivera was aware of the grinding pace for labor created by new technologies and machines employed in the factory. The North and South Wall panels both contain images of gigantic machines and multiple conveyors towering above and winding through the ranks of workers. On the right side of the South Wall panel Rivera painted a colossal stamping press nearly filling the panel from top to bottom, dominating the panel and the workers near the bottom. According to Downs:

Rivera saw the stamping press and its function as parallel to the cosmic function of Coatlicue [Aztec goddess of creation and war], who through her tremendous power creates humanity and in return demands human sacrifice to maintain universal order.\(^{143}\)

By modeling his image of the stamping press after an Aztec god, Rivera also imbued that piece of machinery with god-like qualities, elevating it above the humans tending it.

The sheer size and quantity of machines and technologies in the murals indicates an overshadowing of labor by machines, even though capitalism was built on the backs of labor. As Karl Marx put it, “Capitalist production, therefore, develops technology, and the combining together of various processes into a social whole, only by sapping the original sources of all wealth—the soil and the labourer.”144 To put it another way, the use of machines and technology obscures the value of labor in capitalist production. Although Rivera worked to foreground human labor in the Detroit Industry Murals, the finished effect puts labor at the feet of god-like machines and technologies run by the company.

The *Detroit Industry* murals did work to shine a spotlight on the unity of labor as the path to national progress and a workers’ utopia, in contrast to Ford’s exhibit during the summer of 1934 in Chicago at the Century of Progress Exposition, where the focus was on technology, instead of on labor, much like it was in the Sheeler photographs of the River Rouge complex. Rivera’s murals succeeded in materializing work and highlighting human bodies. It was a persuasive representation of a unified workforce, revealing their potential power to challenge the disciplined factory system and corporate power even as it worked to divide them. But in the end, the placement of Rivera’s murals inside the Detroit Institute of Arts instead displayed an ordered and obedient labor force to the public within parameters of a naturalized hierarchy with management at the top of the industrial order, then dominant machines, followed by a

physically strong, racially diverse male labor, with marginalized female labor at the bottom. Supervision by stern management of this naturalized and compliant labor force gave a sense of orderly labor, even though their represented unity and muscular bodies should have given them power. But Ford’s technology would ultimately work to discipline labor, rather than liberate them from toil, threatening to destroy their humanity and freedom. Messages of disciplined labor would be produced two years later at Ford’s exhibition at the Chicago Century of Progress Exposition.
World’s Fairs and the Century of Progress Exposition

The Ford Motor Company exhibit at the 1934 Century of Progress Exposition in Chicago displayed an industrial system, and its attending assembly line, as utopian. The Century of Progress exposition was not the first world’s fair to make an argument regarding the role of industry, labor, and technology in shaping society; it was the latest part of a succession of fairs that naturalized and ordered objects, including bodies, for public observation. The first world’s fair was in 1851 and they continue globally into the present and have been key sites for the articulation of the interests of the industrialists who have been the driving forces behind them.

London’s Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All Nations, often called the Crystal Palace Exposition of 1851, was arguably the first world’s fair.145 Organized by Prince Albert and “cultural reformer” Henry Cole, the Crystal Palace Exposition, so named after its enormous glass and iron building, was, according to Robert W. Rydell, notable historian of World’s Fairs, “in some ways a union of trade or industrial expositions … and art exhibitions.”146 In a time of rapid industrialization, technology and art came together at the Crystal Palace Exposition. In fact, social critic and philosopher Walter Benjamin suggests “industrial exhibitions [were] secret blueprint for museums.”147 He links industrial exhibitions to


the practice of museums displaying objects. Thus, he saw museums as complicit in promoting the consumption of “things” to the public. Indeed, as historian David Nye points out, “Since the Crystal Palace Exposition of 1851, fairs had served as focal points for new technologies, and they offered the most effective way to reach a large public.” In addition to selling to the public a desire to own objects, world’s fairs “have reflected profound concerns about the future and deflected criticism of the established political and social order.”

Rydell successfully argues that, “Like the Crystal Palace Exhibition, the fairs that were staged in its aftermath served to stave off political unrest at home and to build support for specific national imperial policies.” In the U.S. the 1876 Philadelphia Centennial International Exhibition and The World’s Columbian Exposition of 1893 in Chicago are only two of many excellent examples of world’s fairs whose meaning-making included optimistic visions of the future and while obfuscating present problems. Both were held during tumultuous times. The Philadelphia Centennial ran when the post-Civil War U.S. was still working to define a new national identity in the reunited Union and the World’s Columbian Exposition took place when intensified industrialization disordered social relations. These historical moments in time came with economic depressions and recessions that stirred up labor unrest, which emerged in strikes of all sorts - from shoemakers, to laundresses, to miners and rail workers.

151 Some examples are the New England Shoemakers’ Strike (1860); Troy New York, Collar Launderesses’ Strike (1869); Coal miners’ strikes (1875); Great Railroad Strike (1877); Union Pacific Railroad Strike (1884); and Buffalo Switchmen’s Strike (1892).
fairs would serve as a “shapely actualization of order, an order invested in a clearly demarcated race, gender, and class hierarchy.”

The 1876 Philadelphia Centennial, organized to celebrate the nation’s first 100 years, would work to define the nation through notions of race. Wealthy capitalists, the nation’s elite, and the U.S. government made up fair administrators and financiers. This group of people exercised authority over who would and would not be represented at the fair. Visual culture scholar Mabel O. Wilson demonstrates that “[racial] social order was evident in exhibition content, in pavilion placement, and in plans of the fairgrounds themselves,” as well as in “admission policies and who could move freely around the grounds and within the exhibition halls.” Only ten years after the abolition of slavery, attempts by black Philadelphians to include their contributions to the “founding of the nation” were “thwarted” by fair administrators, sending a message that “the freedoms and privileges guaranteed with citizenship were still inaccessible.” Rydell agrees, noting that the “more Anglo-Saxon” nations had preferential placement of their exhibits, especially within the Main Building and Machinery Hall, the two largest buildings at the fair. In short, black Americans were largely excluded from participation and non-white foreigners were relegated to less visible positions within the fairgrounds and buildings. Exclusion and poor exhibit placement by race built a racial hierarchy at the Philadelphia Centennial.
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Not only did this fair produce meanings regarding race, but likewise, meanings about gender. Women too were relegated to the sidelines. The Centennial Exhibition administrators did allow a Women’s Pavilion to be built, elevating women slightly above black citizens, but it was only included after a committee of women raised enough money to pay for it.\textsuperscript{156} This building put “women’s arts and inventions” on display, but only the works of white women, as black women were completely excluded.\textsuperscript{157} White women were allowed to participate, but not as equals to white men at the fair and black women were not represented at all. Not only were representations of race and gender unequal at the fair, but class representations were similarly included in the hierarchy of the fair.

The main attraction of the 1876 fair was the Corliss Engine, a marvelous technology that powered all of Machinery Hall. Although the engine itself was located in Machinery Hall, the steam used to power it came from a boiler housed in a separate building.\textsuperscript{158} By separating the steam operations from the engine itself, fair developers hid the labor necessary to run the engine from fairgoers’ eyes. The Corliss engine appeared to be tended by one lonely engineer, a professional, rather than a laborer.\textsuperscript{159} The sweaty, physical labor required to run the engine was hidden in ways comparable to the exclusion of black contributions. Only elite occupations such as inventor and engineers were seen to have furnished value to the nation, not the backs and
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hands of laborers who were relegated to such a low position in the hierarchy they were not even visible.

Similarly, the World’s Columbian Exposition of 1893 in Chicago, staged to celebrate the four hundredth anniversary of Columbus landing in the New World,\textsuperscript{160} continued building hierarchical distinctions between citizens and others living in the United States. Dubbed, the “White City,” this fair articulated a vision of the nation as one civilized and led by elite white men during a time of increasing U.S. economic expansion in foreign lands, massive immigration, continued efforts by African Americans for equal national inclusion, challenges by women to the cult of domesticity, and violent labor strikes.\textsuperscript{161} Its neoclassical architecture extended the roots of the nation to ancient civilization and its elevation of electrification as a technology of the future, was “placed quite consciously at the apex of an evolutionary framework.”\textsuperscript{162} In other words, this nation stood higher on the steps of the progress of civilization.

Much like at the 1876 Philadelphia Centennial, black Americans were denied their own Pavilion to display African American achievements. As a compromise, fair managers agreed to schedule a special day for black artists and musicians to perform, in what was called “Colored People’s Day.”\textsuperscript{163} Once again, African Americans were excluded from full participation in the fair. Wilson states that “black history (and presence at the various world’s fairs) would prove to

\textsuperscript{160} Note: Buildings from this fair were burned down at the height of the Pullman Strike. It is speculated that Pullman strikers set the fires. Rydell, Robert W., John E. Findling, and Kimberly D. Pelle, \textit{Fair America: World’s Fairs in the United States}. Washington and London: Smithsonian Institution Press, 2000.


be a rupture in the continuity of the nation’s narrative of freedom, liberty, and equality.”¹⁶⁴

Thus, the exclusion of black Americans from the fair kept the imagined national identity firmly embedded as white. Additional displays of the racist thinking of the day were prevalent all along the Midway, where mock villages of “primitive” and “savage” people “was intended to convince white fairgoers of their racial superiority.”¹⁶⁵ Women, on the other hand, had a somewhat expanded role in the Columbian Exposition, ranging from a Board of Lady Managers and an “impressive” Woman’s Building. But similar to the 1876 Fair, black women faced complete exclusion due to the racist policies of the Board.¹⁶⁶

An additional similarity between the two fairs was who could visit the fair. In his seminal work on electrification, David Nye points out that:

> While attendance at a world’s fair was open to all, the expense and considerable time required made a visit impossible for many working-class people. Those who traveled any distance to reach them were overwhelmingly middle- and upper-middle-class.¹⁶⁷

Not only would the imagined national identity be one of whiteness, it was also one of middle-classness. Yet many working-class citizens labored to construct the fairgrounds and operate fair infrastructure. In these ways, local working-class people were part of the fair while being excluded from the national imaginary.

The meaning-making of these two fairs had a strong focus on race, gender, and class. Citizens whose physical or economic characteristics did not fit into the national narrative desired by the white politicians, manufacturers, and social elites who “set the ideological tone for the expositions” faced battles for inclusion or near invisibility.\(^{168}\) Likewise, the 1934 Chicago Century of Progress Exposition worked to create a narrowly defined national identity, but unlike the previous fairs, this identity would rest more firmly on ideas of progress tightly intertwined with established ideas of industrialism.

The 1934 Chicago fair wanted to renew faith in a failing capitalism, as its organization by industrialists demonstrates. Rydell states, “Confronted once again with the problem of shoring up popular faith in both the American political and economic systems, leading political, business, and intellectual authorities pumped new life – and lots of money – into the world’s fair medium.”\(^{169}\) American industrialists and civic boosters built the fair on the premise that the achievement of progress would be through corporate technological innovation.\(^{170}\) The idea of progress produced through technology was not (and is not) a new one. Belief in technology as a major force in social progress materialized with the Enlightenment in the eighteenth century. Science and technology were perceived as “powerful agents of social change.” The Industrial Revolution brought concerns and enthusiasms over the possibilities of the uses of technology for national progress in the United States. Some, Thomas Jefferson included, believed that


technology should be used to improve the human condition, which would have the effect of giving the nation economic independence. Others, such as Alexander Hamilton and Tench Coxe, believed that in order to achieve economic autonomy, implementing technology in factories rather than in small shops would result in greater progress for the nation. 171 Thus, the Century of Progress assumption that technological innovation organized by corporations that celebrated technology is analogous to arguments put forth by industrial boosters during the early stages of the Industrial Revolution. Each of these arguments, one in the eighteenth century and the other in the twentieth, advocated less control of the production process for labor and greater control by employers, control that would be achieved through the application of machinery in the workplace. Similar to the employer/labor relationship, the connection between control of labor and technology was also on display at the Chicago exposition.

Industrial manufacturers of the era built extravagant buildings at the fair to house exhibits that put technology on display in the form of processes as well as products. 172 The role of corporations in planning and building world’s fairs changed since the Columbian Exposition of 1893, more individual corporations were involved, and therefore it was less a story of industrialists and more one of corporations, where private enterprises had built “only 9 of the approximately 137 exposition structures.” In contrast, during the run of the 1933 fair, twenty major corporations built more than simply twenty structures; they expanded their participation


to the point of having their own miniature museum/industrial complexes. Since the Crystal Palace Exposition in 1851, world’s fairs were spaces where innovators, inventors, and manufacturers exchanged technical knowledge, however by the 1930s, world’s fairs functions expanded as they became places for public consumption and corporate public relations. According to corporate public relations historian Roland Marchand, major American corporations “decisively altered the content and style of their displays.” Rydell asserts, “From the beginning, the century-of-progress expositions were conceived as festivals of American corporate power that would put breathtaking amounts of surplus capital to work in the field of cultural production and ideological representation.” The elaborate pavilions erected by industrialists told the stories of the companies just as they told the stories of processes and products. As Marchand put it, during nineteenth century fairs, corporations brought their products to world’s fairs; then it brought its factory to the fair with processes in early twentieth century fairs; and by the time of the 1934 fair, corporations “sought to display its corporate image.”

But the corporations, processes, and products were not the only entities on display. The industrial exhibits also featured live people as part of the production processes. By representing live people on display “working,” labor in the production process becomes a performance. The cultural work accomplished by public performance of labor at the exposition demonstrated a
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reflection of corporations as wielders of the technological key that would push the nation forward into better times. Displayed working bodies, along with science and technology assured visitors that corporations would be pivotal in the economic turn-around through employment. Bodies of labor thus gave tours necessary authenticity, with clear cut divisions of class, race, and gender. A closer look at the Ford exhibition space during the fair opens these themes to greater inspection.

The Beautiful Factory: Ford at the Fair

Ford Motor Company's exhibition was not part of the fair during the first season. Ford did not participate in the fair until 1934, as Henry Ford discovered before the 1933 opening that General Motors intended to include a working assembly line in their exhibit. Reportedly angry, Ford pulled out of the fair altogether since he had planned a similar exhibit. However, due to the astonishing success of the fair in 1933, Ford decided to take part the following year, entering a complicated and fraught representational field for labor. Fair exhibitors aimed to sell their industrial processes alongside their products by highlighting processes used in their manufacture. At the Ford exhibit, achieving this goal included replications of labor in the form of assembly line excerpts using locally hired people to perform as labor, demonstrating the "number of industries and the variety of people entering into the building of a motor car." Only Ford’s idea of labor was visible at the Ford exhibit in the exposition and this vision was very much about presenting the employer-labor relationship exclusively as Ford desired it to be – part of stable welfare capitalism, even though that relationship was part of the past, much

like the other relics included in the exhibit.\textsuperscript{180} In addition, the Ford Exhibit, through a contrast of historical artifacts and modern machines, trumpeted the value of manufacturing processes (and thus, the modern industrialist would make hold the power to make critical decisions for the nation) as the key element of the nation’s way out of the Great Depression.

Covering eleven acres, with an astonishing four acres of indoor floor space, the Ford exhibit at the fair included the grandiose Ford Rotunda.\textsuperscript{181} The notable Detroit architect Albert Kahn, who designed Ford’s River Rouge plant, the General Motors building, and many other industrial sites in Detroit, was the designer. By December 31 of 1935, Albert Kahn Inc. was paid $41,185.61, no small sum during the Depression, for work done in designing the Rotunda and its exhibits. Ford claimed The Rotunda, 900 feet long and 23 feet wide, to be the “largest single building” of the Chicago expo, with an overall cost of $2,000,000 to erect.\textsuperscript{182} The architectural design of the Rotunda had three parts that resembled several gears or cogs, rising twelve stories high at the center. The Rotunda gears were yet another indication of how machinery would bring the nation into a modern future. A souvenir guidebook for the Rotunda proclaims, “The structural design and interior decorations are in modern style. Predominant colors are deep blue and rustless steel.”\textsuperscript{183} The modern style evincing national belief in industrialism as the impetus behind national growth and power, while the global blue and “rustless” steel
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indicated a powerful worldwide economic presence of an American industry that would never again decay or break down as it had during the Great Depression.

The interior exhibits celebrated a modernity fueled by consumerism, imperialism, the expansion of industrialism and technological innovation contrasted with objects from the past. Rydell asserts that although Century of Progress Fair promoters valued “the marriage of science and technology to the modern corporation” as the framework for rebuilding America, visions of imperial expansion “were never far removed from the consciousness of America’s exposition organizers.” As fairgoers walked along the grounds from the main entrance toward the Ford building they passed many “villages” of what were considered less civilized countries, such as an Irish, Italian, or Tunisian village. Located next to the Ford Exhibit at the fair was the Maya Temple, resplendent in yellow, green, and red “symbolic sculptured ornaments.” It was a reproduced section of the Uxmal Nunnery from the Yucatan, filled with objects ranging from the Codex Tulane (a painted manuscript from Mexico) to shrunken heads and authentic Middle American women and girls in traditional costumes. The Official Guidebook for the Century of Progress Fair stated of the Maya Temple, “In its halls are relics of the artistic and engineering genius of the lost civilization of America.”184 Here, fair promoter’s claim the Yucatan’s artistic and scientific ability for “America,” common shorthand for the United States.

The juxtaposition of past and future highlighted business elites’ vision of progress as disinvestment in labor – it was a move away from the use of large numbers of physical laborers toward more machine-oriented work requiring fewer workers in America – burgeoning deindustrialization. Middle-class fairgoers, blinded by the “beauty” of assembly, overlooked of

the ways such progress would reduce the amount of labor necessary for mass produced products, thus paring down the necessary number of workers needed to run manufacturing facilities, a chilling notion in a time of severe unemployment.

Throughout the exhibit, plaques, labels, and signs explained each operation and its contribution to the finished product. One sign at the Motor Assembly Display read: “Ford v-8 engine assembly – Sound design and simplicity provide ease of servicing at low cost. Simplicity of design easily accessible – nothing complicated – rapidly assembled.”\(^{185}\) Some of the displays also contained a large letter referring back to scientific exhibits from the fair’s Hall of Science. Displays there had signs explaining how the demonstrated scientific principles also had commercial applications that could be found in the Ford exhibit with the corresponding letter.\(^{186}\)

![Figure 4: Quadricycle in the Henry Ford Room at Chicago](image)
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Across the Rotunda’s center space was a smaller wing holding a replica of Henry Ford’s garage workshop where he devised his first motor vehicle. This section, known as “The Henry Ford Century Room,” also included an early machine shop, along with then contemporary objects from the River Rouge Plant and historical objects from Henry Ford’s museum at Dearborn.

This display illustrated “progress” from tools and pulleys driven by the steam powered engines of the past to the modern Ford-Johanssen Gage Blocks. Lectures given by tour guides of this exhibit pronounced that the objects on display showed “the impressive advances in manufacturing precision and accuracy during the past century.” Nineteenth century machinery was disparagingly labeled crude and old-fashioned, while the lectures nudged visitors into the “modern” century with confirmations of contemporary superiority due to methods of “mechanical accuracy.”¹⁸⁷ This exhibit displayed advances in technology that were put to use in factories as process innovations and gave ideological support to the coming logics of globalization, as well as characterizing America as a nation with the capacity to invent and use modern technology.

Five of the exhibit’s eleven acres held gardens with an outdoor display called “Roads of the World.” This display presented a history of highway construction since the “dawn of civilization,” making a connection between Ford and the world. Like the rest of the displays contained in Ford’s exhibit, the “Roads of the World” was an indirect marketing tool that also served to entertain middle-class fairgoers. In a letter to Henry Ford, another fairgoer wrote, “I must not forget to thank you for the Ford Gardens and the ride in a new V-8 which I certainly liked. If I ever can afford a car, believe me, it will certainly be a V-8…” This letter, only one among many whose writing claimed to desire to purchase a new Ford vehicle, was a testament to the advertising power of fair exhibits.
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The central section of the Rotunda is where the “Drama of Transportation” display stood. This display told a story of the evolution of wheeled vehicles, ranging from a recreation of an Egyptian chariot to the twenty-millionth Ford. Vehicles from other nations, even though they were from the past, were shown to be primitive in comparison to the contemporary Ford automobile. This display once again held up American technological advances as superior to technologies around the world. Above the vehicles hung flags from many nations. To reinforce the global argument of the display, revolving in the center was a “mammoth terrestrial globe” highlighting Ford concerns around the world.

This portion of the exhibit forged a globalized connection between Ford and the rest of the world. Displays lined the walls of the building, demonstrating industrial processes and sub-assemblies used by automobile manufacturing facilities in the U.S. These displays introduced live performers into the exhibition. An exhibit of the motor assembly operation used
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at least two people who appeared as auto assembly workers. What sets this reproduction of an assembly operation apart from an authentic factory assembly is its isolation from a functional factory. An enactment of portions of the mass production process without the full assembly line does not adequately demonstrate the pressures and control exerted upon workers by the movement of the line itself, leaving fairgoers with a meretricious sense of the work as casual, clean, and comfortable. In her letter to Henry Ford, Mrs. Kopp noted, “We spent hours watching your skillful men, never realizing before that a factory could be so beautiful.” The message was not lost on those who viewed the exhibit.

Another aspect of the motor exhibit that gave a false sense of assembly work was the clothing worn by fair performers. “Workers” at the fair wore white pants and shirts with ties. Their appearance was more like scientists, whose intellectual contributions would keep their clothes and hands clean, rather than like industrial workers, whose physical labor usually involved a greasy, oily environment, which inevitably ended with dirty clothes and hands. Such displays established technological work as “progress” away from manual labor. However, work in actual factories of the time continued to be arduous and dirty.

Not only did Ford Motor Company “sell” progress and their process and product to the nation through the Century of Progress exhibit, but after, heeding the urging of fairgoers to “put [the Rotunda] into use... [as] a museum or something useful,” took these themes to new levels with the development of a tour through the authentic, functioning River Rouge industrial complex in Dearborn, Michigan.\footnote{La Gee, Shirley. “1934 Ford Exposition.” Accession 6. Subject Files Box 36. Ford Motor Company Non-serial Publications collection. Benson Ford Research Center. The Henry Ford.} After the closing of the fair in 1935, Ford dismantled and re-assembled the Rotunda across the street from the Rouge complex.\footnote{“A Visit to the Ford Rouge Plant.” 24. Folder 951: Box 52 – U-V-non-serial imprints: Accession 951. Ford Motor Company Non-serial Publications collection. Benson Ford Research Center. The Henry Ford., 1937.} As part of the Chicago Fair, Ford exhibited the River Rouge factory as an integral part of the forward push toward modernity at a time in the nation’s history when economic progress had faltered. At the authentic industrial complex, Ford continued exhibiting industrial progress, along with global power, as critical components of a strong nation. It continued to be a view forward, to a future aimed squarely at rationalism, science, and technology, through corporate industrialism.
Public Responses

But not everyone saw the exhibit as Mrs. Kopp did. The 1930s were filled with demonstrations expressing discontent with industry and government. From the beginning of the decade, where farmers and unemployed workers gathered in droves in protest, to the strikes of longshoremen in the middle, to industrial labor sit-down strikes toward the end, the thirties saw a nation beleaguered with frustrated, poverty ridden, often unemployed labor. By mid-decade, political and popular support appeared to be turning against the modernization of industrialists visions. Americans, deeply mired in the Great Depression, lashed back at capitalist institutions through popular culture forms such as print and film, reflecting their disillusionment with corporation. For these Americans, the Century of Progress Exposition illuminated national problems of the time. As a result, addressing it in their chosen format allowed them to enlighten the public on the plight of the worker in 1930s America.

Labor relations in industrial America were of course, quite volatile during the Great Depression. Massive unemployment caused labor to realize that their fortunes were not tied in with the fortunes of employers. Over thirty different labor strikes by auto workers, farm workers, miners, and many other categories of workers took place throughout the decade. Labor raised its voice and the federal government responded. President Roosevelt signed the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) on June 16, 1933 and the American Federation of Labor quickly worked to get unorganized labor to join trade unions “in order to secure the benefits of

the NIRA.”¹⁹⁶ Such an organizing push increased tensions between labor and employers, bringing the confrontation to the fore of the nation’s consciousness. Writers and filmmakers produced works to bring their criticisms of the Century of Progress Fair to the nation.

The Forum and Century, a literary magazine rivaling The Atlantic Monthly, Harper’s Magazine, and The Saturday Evening Post, also carried strong commentaries on the state of the economy, labor, and the nation, boasting such notable contributors as John Maynard Keynes, Charles A. Beard, Stuart Chase, and Walter Lippman.¹⁹⁷ This periodical included critical writing on the Chicago exposition and its larger implications. In an article for the June 1933 issue, regular contributing journalist Paul Hutchinson wrote disparagingly about the Chicago Century of Progress world’s fair.¹⁹⁸ This critique raises several important arguments. First, Hutchinson argued that the fair was really about selling consumers new products he made clear his opinion by calling it “ballyhoo,” that is, a “show” filled with blatant advertising. Letters written by fairgoers to Henry Ford support Hutchinson’s claims. One stated, “When I saw how your steel frame work was welded together and watched all the other parts actually made before my eyes and with what care they were inspected and tested, I could do nothing else but buy,” thus confirming Hutchinson’s assertion that exhibitions at the fair functioned as

enormous marketing tools.\textsuperscript{199} Nevertheless, he realized its importance as a potential cultural icon.

Secondly, he pointed out that the fair, even with all its sensationalism, is “the most gigantic experiment in adult education this country has known.” The question is, then, what lesson did the fair have to teach? Another letter to Ford declared, “I have seen others like myself learn things concerning iron, steel, wool, cotton, etc., through your wonderful exhibit. I feel as though I had attended a college and am very grateful.”\textsuperscript{200} This letter attests to the fair’s ability to “teach,” but not all of its lessons were of a concrete nature. “It is inconceivable,” Hutchinson continues, “that any person, however lacking in educational background, can walk through these miles of exhibits without taking away a definite idea of what is meant by those awesome symbols, ‘machine-age civilization.’”\textsuperscript{201} His third argument revolves around the idea of progress, a slippery notion at the time, yet one that the fair loudly proclaimed. Hutchinson pronounced that the "basis on which the modern claim to progress rests" then, is technological process.\textsuperscript{202} He asserted that "progress" as viewed at the fair, was all about "technique," by which he meant industrial processes, especially technological methods of production. Unlike at the 1851 Crystal Palace Exposition where products such as Colt rifles were showcased, the Chicago fair exhibited few completed goods. A Century of Progress, Hutchinson argued, instead displayed the how of a good; its production methods. What the exposition implied on a cultural level, however, was that human progress was what had really been achieved as a result of the
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human ability to invent and innovate. Hutchinson’s final argument was that the "showmanship" performed in fair exhibits distorted and obscured the reality of production, a reality of “drudgery” and “monotony.” In other words, the glamour exhibitors imbued in their displays obfuscated the negative impact of technological and industrial process on the people of the nation. He then continued on to question what the idea of “progress” meant for humans, who he claims were “the ultimate victim” without any power to influence either “factory or tenement.” Hutchinson argued that only the businessmen who have prospered from increased inventions and innovations in technology should look upon technical progress as a valuable improvement in living and working, an argument advanced by other labor sympathizers as well. He is in some way stating the obvious; the exhibit was not good for labor.

In addition to print critiques, film criticisms produced by labor sympathizers made their way into the social arena. The San Francisco Film & Photo League, a chapter of the Workers’ Film and Photo League, produced a film titled *A Century of Progress* during 1933-34 that contested corporate magnates’ vision of progress that Hutchinson commented on. According to documentary film maker Carla Leshne, this film, along with others produced by the Film & Photo League at the time, logically argued against the use of technology as a marker of national progress by showing economic disparities between fair goers and the suffering working-class. It intercut images of the Chicago Fair with “dialectical representation[s] of the Depression,”
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moving between shots of the Century of Progress exposition, closed factories, and “shots of labor organizing and Hunger Strikes.”\textsuperscript{205} These contrasts are striking.

The film begins with a long shot of American flags flying over the fair and then pans across the façade of a midway building with the words “Believe it or Not” displayed across the front, inviting film viewers to the ironies to come, thus setting the tone for the juxtapositions of class positions that follow. We see shots of costumed fair workers and then shots of well-dressed fairgoers. One scene of note moves from “Jinrikishas” occupied by fairgoers who paid the minimum fare of 60 cents for 30 minutes (and 30 cents for every 15 minutes thereafter) to be pulled by young men “throughout the grounds and Exposition buildings.”\textsuperscript{206} Although the exposition guidebook calls the young men “experienced guide[s],” their clothing, white t-shirts and shorts, sets them apart from the visitors and their suits, ties, and hats, marking the young men as working-class.

The film works to produce an America that includes respectful treatment of black men, which is contrary to their treatment at the fair. Another scene depicting class distinctions with racial undertones shows white fairgoers dressed in suits throwing balls at dunk-tanks. The dunkees – that is, the men who will fall into a tank of water if the ball hits the target - are black men dressed in white coveralls. Not only does their clothing distinguish the working-class fair labor from the middle-class fairgoer, but there is a racial component of implied violence against the working-class black men in the dunk-tanks. The film follows this scene with a shot of a fair sign reading “An American Show for American People,” which clearly indicates that according to
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the fair’s representation of them, the white working-class and working-class black people, while they are part of the show, are not included as part of the American people. In other words, only those who can afford to visit the Century of Progress are included as American citizens.

Subsequent titles carry forward the “A Hundred Years of Progress!” theme but change the wording to establish various arguments. Examples include: “In a Hundred Years ... we have built millions of homes...” which shows elegant houses and apartments and then cuts to hooverville shacks, demonstrating that not everyone enjoys the “progress” of the past hundred years. And “In a Hundred Years ... we have built factories but don’t use them,” shows a sculpture of a muscular working man at the fair, then cutting to factory smokestacks and panning down to an empty “Help Wanted” sign at a shuttered factory, confirming the unemployment problem. The film carries this argument forward with the title, “In a Hundred Years ... We developed the steam shovel,” while cutting between idle steam shovels and a labor force hand digging soil and moving it by wheelbarrow. This particular scene shows some confusion about technology. It demonstrates that technologies, while useful in some ways, such as making work less physically demanding, also contain negative impacts, such as requiring fewer workers. Additionally, the film makes the argument that owners of expensive machinery like steam shovels would rather leave it idle than employ workers. The overarching ill-effect of technology for the film makers was that automation allowed employers to significantly decrease the work force while keeping efficiency and productivity, and thus, profits, high. Therefore the film makes the argument that progress as envisioned at the fair was unequal.
The film aptly establishes the economic disparities between the visions of the nation displayed at the corporate exhibits at the fair and the reality of everyday existence for out-of-work labor, ultimately questioning who is included in American progress. The Film and Photo League visions of the nation are quite inclusive as the film critiques Century of Progress Fair’s racialized representations of the working-class. Such popular culture comments on of the Century of Progress and industrialism like the scathing article by Hutchinson and films by labor sympathizers were not able to combat the nation’s need for a patriotic symbol of solidarity. A Century of Progress still seized the American imagination and forged a bond between the nation’s citizens, despite its representation of class through displays of technology and labor.

**Conclusion**

Although Mrs. Kopp, the avid fairgoer who wrote the complimentary letter to Mr. Ford regarding his “marvelous” display at the fair, was able to fall in love with his factory, others, such as astute journalists, film makers, and displaced labor, did not find the progress being sold at the fair to be a realistic and potentially attainable dream. The vision of the employer/labor relationship on display at the fair continued to demonstrate the charged nature of the relationship, where employers such as Ford wanted to stop it from “progressing” away from the employer controlled 1920s paternalism. Yet the public dissent published in journals and shown on film established a contrasting view where labor held gainful employment alongside industrial technologies, as illustrated in the Rivera murals. The private letter, one among many, voiced approval for the hand of technological salvation held out by Ford and the other corporate exhibitions at the fair, even as it questioned the dependability of employers to stick
around. In contrast, the public vision of workers perceived an entirely different possibility for progress, one where organized labor regained some of the control employers had wrested through their implementation of industrial machines and technology.

Thus, there were limits of what the fair could do. For Ford Motor Company, it could keep the peace, maintain order with labor, and express a vision that housewives would fall in love with. But it could not actually alter the material tensions on the ground and therefore was just another part of a long public conversation Ford Motor Company has tried to have about the problem of technology and laboring bodies. The next step in this conversation was the move of the Rotunda back to headquarters in Dearborn.
Chapter 3
Gateway to the Rouge and the Logics of Deindustrialization and Globalization

“Industry does not support people – people support industry.”
Henry Ford

*****

Inspired by the success of the fair, FMC decided to bring the Rotunda home and dramatically redesign and expand its exhibits with beautiful visions of global Ford while adding tours of the River Rouge Complex, which may well have been a useful way to deflect the public eye from the company’s seeming disregard for the thousands of workers it had thrown into poverty through Depression layoffs. The Rotunda and its tour emphasized traditional values and a doctrine of mass production as a beginning of the articulation of the logics that support deindustrialization and globalization.

Legislating Labor Rights

After the Chicago Century of Progress fair closed in October of 1934, Ford Motor Company made plans to move the Rotunda to Dearborn, Michigan, the home of the River Rouge Industrial Complex. 1933 - 1934 had been an explosively tense year of labor/employer relations following the signing of the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) in June of 1933.
Historian Nelson Lichtenstein observes that the NIRA “was to be Franklin Roosevelt’s principal initiative designed to restore prosperity during the first two years of the New Deal.” The act sought to “put a floor under wages and prices, and a ceiling on hours and effort.”207 One way of achieving these goals was to establish a right of workers to organize. 7(a) spelled out this right.

That employees shall have the right to organize and bargain collectively through representatives of their own choosing, and shall be free from the interference restraint, or coercion of employers of labor, or their agents, in the designation of such representatives or in self-organization or in other concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid or protection.208

Labor Historian Irving Bernstein asserts that the NIRA opened “Pandora’s box,” as it was essentially “a broad policy of government intervention in collective bargaining.”209 And that intervention contributed to a shift in disposition for the American working-class. American Studies scholar Lizabeth Cohen supports this view when she states, “It is very possible that the New Deal’s impact should be measured less by the lasting accomplishments of its reforms and more by the attitudinal changes it produced in a generation of working-class Americans who now looked to Washington to deliver the American dream.”210 Indeed, Section 7(a) gave ideological support by the government to workers in their struggles against employer control of the workplace.

Lichtenstein persuasively argues that the problem of underconsumption, a significant feature of the Great Depression, lead to an understanding by the federal government that “A broad upward shift in working-class purchasing power was essential. This prescription made the economic and political interest of a new union movement, the only prospective institution then capable of policing an upward revision of industrywide wage standards, largely synonymous with that of the nation as a whole.”

Section 7(a), the collective bargaining provision of the NIRA, was particularly influential in sparking a flare-up of labor organizing efforts as workers endeavored to build “the idea of social solidarity” through labor organizing. From textile industry strikes in New England, to cotton industry strikes in the South, to automobile suppliers strike in Toledo, Ohio, to truck drivers strikes in Minneapolis, and to the longshoremen strike in San Francisco Bay (which became a city wide general strike), labor unions took advantage of the act to push for collective bargaining with employers across the nation. By November of 1934, the New York Times was reporting, “But essentially and typically, the strikes of 1933-1934 have been organizational strikes, to enforce the right to organize, and to obtain union recognition.” Labor, now officially recognized by the government as a vital participant in the nation, pushed back against the once all-powerful employers in order to assert their demands for democracy in the workplace – in other words, for an industrial democracy. The NIRA brought the contradiction between American democracy, that is, “free speech, democratic participation, and masterless autonomy,” and the dictatorship-like environment of the
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workplace where “workers had no statutory right to free speech, assembly or petition” to the fore of the national consciousness.215

Of course, employers resisted against organizing employees. After the NIRA went into effect, many companies, in an effort to resurrect welfare capital-style policies, installed company unions. But employees quickly realized the tendency of these unions to side with management and so they worked to join pro-labor unions.216 Additionally, employers continued to apply punitive measures against workers who joined or organized for unions, such as “discharge, layoff, demotion, transfer, forced resignation, and division of work.”217

Although the NIRA gave workers the legal right to organize, it had no teeth, hence continued company actions against unionization. President Roosevelt established the National Labor Board (NLB) as the enforcement arm of the act, however it was “without legally derived powers, and experimental in nature.”218 Its responsibilities included hearing employee complaints, determining union jurisdictions, and conduction of on-site elections.219 However, the NLB had no legal powers – its role was one of mediation rather than enforcement.220 What was needed was a law that would give workers “a voice, and sometimes a club, with which to resolve their grievances and organize themselves for economic struggle,” especially once the
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Supreme Court ruled that large sections of the NIRA were unconstitutional, resulting in many companies immediately lowering wages and increasing the length of the workweek.\textsuperscript{221}

The National Labor Relations Act of 1935 (NLRA), often called the Wagner Act, attempted to stem the backward slide. It worked to balance the power of organized employers by reinforcing the right of workers to organize with legally mandated enforcement.\textsuperscript{222} The NLRA sanctioned workers’ rights to join unions and participate in collective bargaining, once again establishing a limited industrial democracy for workers. It also proscribed company run unions while it defined election procedures for choosing union representation. Finally, it legitimated a revamped board to enforce the law designated the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB).\textsuperscript{223}

The logic supporting the NLRA was that “higher wages and industrial democracy could flow from agreements worked out between workers and managers at a \textit{single} firm or work site.” (Emphasis mine)\textsuperscript{224} An unanticipated consequence of this particular method of reasoning in the ruling was the division of labor, not by race or gender, but by the division of workers’ unions from one another, thus precluding labor unity on a national level and, at the end of the day, resulting in weaker labor unions.\textsuperscript{225}

Even with the newly legislated act, labor and employers carried on their struggle in the changing climate of work. The New York Times continued warning late in 1934 of “Danger Spots Ahead. More specifically, the big danger spots ahead are the same that have been in sight for many months: automobiles and iron and steel.”\textsuperscript{226} One of the company’s responses to this “danger” would be tours of the River Rouge Complex.

\textit{Ford’s Doctrine of Mass Production}

The story Ford Motor Company is telling, in this moment of crisis is, in part, a response to the explosion of labor organizing and work stoppages. The story they tell in this context turns out to be a global story of Ford. At the Rotunda, questions regarding Ford’s domestic responsibilities become clouded by a focus on Ford’s global reach. Careful readings of the Rotunda alongside publicly distributed pamphlets and internal company memos expose the public relations inclination to put a spotlight on globalization that belied Ford’s “constructive [domestic] social effort” and encouraged the seeds of deindustrialization to germinate.\textsuperscript{227} Ford Motor Company worked to persuade the public that “social responsibility” was an important company concern at the Rotunda and on its tours of the Rouge complex. In other words, contrary to the above quote, the industry was working hard to appear to support workers and community. A 1937 complimentary tour pamphlet proclaimed:

> And so the roll of Ford wage earners swells to the hundreds of thousands; the numbers who look to Ford for a part of their livelihood must total in the millions. All this implies a great social responsibility. How carefully that responsibility is

discharged is best illustrated by the plant itself-and the product.\textsuperscript{228}

The pamphlet points out how the company directly supported “hundreds of thousands,” through employment while it overlooks the plight of the many thousands treated with indifference earlier in the decade through lay-offs, wage cuts, and restrictions placed on the number of work hours. This pamphlet does not read as if it was written in the context of a global economic collapse. The reality was that in the spring of 1929, Ford Motor Company employed 128,142 workers but by August of 1931, had only 37,000. Those able to hold onto a job at Ford were working fewer than four days a week by 1931.\textsuperscript{229} Additionally, hourly wages dropped from the 1929 average of 92 cents per hour to 59 cents per hour by 1933, a stark contradiction to any claim of social responsibility.\textsuperscript{230} Ford was already disguising its disinvestment in the nation’s productive capacity, that is, the early logics of deindustrialization, while producing a narrative of employment and direct investment in social responsibility as defined by the company.

The logics were embedded in the installation of the Rotunda building from Ford’s exhibit at the Century of Progress fairgrounds to Dearborn in 1935, which transformed how the public would tour the complex, beginning an era of mass viewing of the Rouge and those who worked within its boundaries. Ford learned from its experiences at world’s fairs and expositions that this type of venue could powerfully influence the public both in sales and in ideology. FMC’s


understandings in the power of expositions and exhibits comes from not only their participation at Chicago, but also in preceding international expositions as Edsel Ford later expressed when he said “...the Ford Motor Company has been a big exhibitor in the country’s principal fairs – at St. Louis [1904], Chicago [1934], Dallas [1936], Cleveland [1936-1937], Miami [1937]; at the California Pacific International Exposition in San Diego in 1935 and 1936 and now at New York [1939], and, once more, San Francisco [1939].” Experience assisted Ford Motor Company in taking advantage of the meaning-making ability of the Rotunda to underscore hard work as a traditional value and at the same time, define the nature of that work and the workers who should perform it.

The essential character of work Ford Motor Company modeled through the Rotunda and its tour demonstrated a particular vision in which labor would be subservient to the needs of the assembly line and to the needs of mass production by both working at the point of production and by purchasing its product. This representation displayed what might be called a dogma of mass production. The roots of the expression of this doctrine began for Ford, not at the Rouge, but rather at the Highland Park factory, a critical site of production in its own right. Indeed, “many businessmen made special trips to Detroit as though to a shrine.” Additionally, the public toured the factory, as Highland Park “entertained” as many as 11,900 visitors “in a single month.”

---

The Highland Park plant drew so many visitors because it was where Henry Ford and his team of engineers first implemented the moving assembly line and integrated it into the process later called Fordism. Marxist theoretician Antonio Gramsci offered a relevant description of Fordism when he wrote,

“It was relatively easy to rationalise production and labour by a skillful combination of force (destruction of working-class trade unionism on a territorial basis) and persuasion (high wages, various social benefits, extremely subtle ideological and political propaganda) and thus succeed in making the whole life of the nation revolve around production.”

In short, Fordism is a system that subordinates work, labor, culture, and to some degree, consumption, in order to support production. As historian sociologist Ruth Milkman shows, Fordism organizes work through “deskilling, product standardization, use of interchangeable parts, mechanization, a moving assembly line, and high wages,” all features of the rationalization of mass production. Gramsci reflects on the effects of Fordism on labor when he writes, “In America rationalisation has determined the need to elaborate a new type of man suited to the new type of work and productive process.” In order for Fordism to thrive, according to Gramsci, Ford needed to develop workers with “automatic and mechanical attitudes.” In other words, mass assembly line workers would be required to learn to think and

behave more like machines. Thinking beyond the assembly line and toward culture, Gramsci states,

It seems possible to reply that the Ford method is rational, that is, that it should be generalised; but that a long process is needed for this, during which a change must take place in social conditions and in the way of life and the habits of individuals.  

Anthropologist David Harvey agrees, demonstrating that Henry Ford “believed that [a] new kind of society could be built simply through the proper application of corporate power,” where he looked to build a consuming public alongside a compliant mechanical workforce. Indeed, Ford began this process in earnest at the Highland Park plant. 

The Highland Park factory, designed by industrial architect Albert Kahn and produced the Model T, opened in 1910. The manufacturing process at Highland Park incorporated innovations of mass production including interchangeable parts, specialized machine tools, overhead conveyors, and time and motion studies. Additionally, Highland Park was a new type of factory building called a daylight factory, built with an “expanse of windows” to improve the conditions of work in order to reduce worker turnover. Also, this factory was the site of Ford’s infamous profit-sharing plan that included interventions by its new Sociological

Department where the largely immigrant work force was “incentivized” by the carrot of a five dollar day to integrate middle-class morals into their working-class lives – morals including showing up for work every day.\textsuperscript{242} By 1916 Ford looked to a large space next to the Rouge River in Dearborn, Michigan to begin building a new factory complex in order to expand production using mass production and moving assembly line methods, paralleling an industrial trend of moving factories away from city centers.

But as factories like Ford’s new River Rouge plant expanded in scale and moved to city outskirts and suburbs, according to historian William Littmann, they became “enigmatic worlds unto themselves,” and likewise, “work inside the factory became a mystery to many Americans, a thing apart from ordinary life.”\textsuperscript{243} Shrewd manufacturers understood the value of accommodating public desire to view the mysterious manufacturing process and established public tours such as the Hershey Chocolate Factory tour in 1904 and the Jack Daniels Distillery tour beginning in 1866.\textsuperscript{244} Making factories accessible to the public through tours was also in part a “response to muckraking journalists,” such as Upton Sinclair, who described the character of factory work as dirty and unsafe.\textsuperscript{245} Littmann explains that factory tours “offered visitors an idealized and often comforting vision of factory labor,” repudiating the “dangerous
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and decrepit environment described by muckrakers.\footnote{246} He also points out the “belief that the factory could represent the behavior of the corporation led many firms to make physical changes to the factory environment, adding lavish reception rooms and museums, and installing glass windows and platforms so that visitors could better see certain phases of factory production.”\footnote{247} Ford went one step further in constructing the public perception of Ford Motor Company at the Century of Progress fair with a clean and safe simulated factory environment filled with displays emulating the production process. Industrial displays like those found at the Chicago fair further aroused an already keen interest in Ford’s mass production process, especially as mass produced products, like the automobile, became part of everyday life. Intense public interest in Ford’s production technologies at the fair helped drive the Rotunda tour in Dearborn.

Historian David E. Nye describes this public fascination with technology as sublime. He defines the sublime as “an essentially religious feeling aroused by the confrontation with impressive objects” and that “the sublime underlies this enthusiasm for technology.”\footnote{248} But the technological sublime at the Rouge and at other industrial sites has gendered components. Nye points out, “works of the technological sublime were decidedly male creations.”\footnote{249} The Rouge was widely understood as Henry Ford’s invention and even the engineers who worked closely with him were also part of a largely male profession. Women laboring at the Rouge worked in areas not included on tour routes, keeping their technological contributions – and their female

\footnote{246}{Ibid.}
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bodies - invisible. But appreciation of the technological sublime was available to all as tourists – men and women were welcome to pay homage at the Rouge temple.

Indeed, the Rouge, remarkable in size and technologies, gave rise to religious-style glorification. Nye argues that industry became “sacred” and its factories “rivaled the religious architecture of antiquity.” Vanity Fair described the Rouge as sacred and sublime when it printed, “in a landscape where size, quantity and speed are the cardinal virtues, it is natural that the largest factory turning out the most cars in the least time should come to have the quality of America’s Mecca, toward which the pious journey for prayers.” Experiencing the sublime elicits “powerful human emotions” and according to Nye, “when experienced by large groups the sublime can weld society together.” Hence, experiencing the sublime at the Rouge or through representations of it brought the visiting public together as a nation.

Images of the Rouge, such as Charles Sheeler’s 1930 “American Landscape” painting and earlier photos of the interior, such as “Ladle Hooks, Open Hearth Building” and “Stamping Press” – taken in 1927 as part of a Ford promotional campaign - echo the sublime at the Rouge. Sheeler expresses Ford’s effort to be explicit about the relationship between technology and religious devotion. Karen Lucic agrees when she writes of Sheeler’s interior shots of the Rouge that they “present the massive enclosed spaces as soaring and cathedral-like, lit by a mysterious, glowing light... [that] endows these utilitarian spaces with a sanctifying
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aura. The Rouge appropriates power of the cathedral, a place where people come to worship in obedience and this is a useful strategy for Ford in the context of the Depression.

Not everybody, however, was ready to kneel before Ford’s sublime assembly line and its cultural meaning-making of the doctrine of mass production and technology. Those who labored on and in the service of the moving mass assembly line certainly did not. Workers faced daily discipline and surveillance at the Rouge, a place epitomizing Foucault’s argument:

The discipline of the workshop, while remaining a way of enforcing respect for the regulations and authorities, of preventing thefts or losses, tends to increase aptitudes, speeds, output and therefore profits; it still exerts a moral influence over behavior, but more and more it treats actions in terms of their results, introduces bodies into a machinery, forces into an economy.

Discipline enforced at the Rouge certainly attempted to compel workers to defer both to the rules and to those in charge, but was not always successful. The work was physically and psychologically exhausting and it was carried on in an atmosphere of utter contempt and

\[\text{Figure 8: Ladle Hooks in Open Hearth Building}\]
\[\text{Figure 9: Stamping Press}\]
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control of the worker. Historian Irving Bernstein wrote of conditions at the River Rouge, “as a gigantic concentration camp founded on fear and physical assault.” Workers resisted the conditions imposed against them at the Rouge and thus, resisted the doctrine of mass production.

Workers stopped supplicating at the altar of mass production, sat down on their jobs in the factories and stood up for themselves. The 1930s became a time of labor strikes, many of which were in the automotive industry and its satellite enterprises. Bernstein notes:

Man-days lost due to strikes, which had not exceeded 603,000 in any month in the first half of 1933, spurted to 1,375,000 in July and to 2,378,000 in August. In fact, the whole year 1933 (mainly its second half) witnessed the largest number of work stoppages since 1921.

Workers framed their own meanings about work and laborers with their actions against company dictatorships and for industrial democracy in the workplace.

By placing the Ford Motor Company Rotunda with its tour of the Rouge factory complex in the context of other cultural productions that reacted to and made meaning from the effects of industrialization, such as the strike waves of 1933 and 1934, this chapter will explain the ways in which Ford Motor Company formulated the cornerstones of deindustrialization and globalization. How “carefully” the company “discharged” its social responsibility as “illustrated by the plant itself - and the product” was contested by workers, writers, and filmmakers in their

---
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reactions to the relationship of capitalism and labor in a time of crisis and it was played out before a public audience at the Rouge.\textsuperscript{258}

\textit{Gateway to the Rouge}

![Figure 10: Rotunda in Dearborn, Michigan](image)

In the spring of 1936, the Ford Rotunda opened its doors in Dearborn, Michigan to crowds of people anxious to view the remodeled building and to go on a tour of the massive Ford River Rouge complex.\textsuperscript{259} These new tours were largely for the public and administered by company trained docents, although Henry Ford would occasionally escort dignitaries through the Rouge buildings himself, even though he kept a staff of guides since his Highland Park days.\textsuperscript{260} Some distinguished visitors who journeyed to the Rouge plant were Crown Prince Gustavus Adolphus and Crown Princess Louise of Sweden, President Louis Borno of the Haitian Republic and Prince Nicholas of Rumania.\textsuperscript{261}


\textsuperscript{259} The Ford Rotunda was opened to the public on May 14, 1936. http://dlxs.lib.wayne.edu/cgi/i/image/image-idx?id=S-VMC-X-7581-UND-1%5D7581_1


\textsuperscript{261} “Visitor’s List Large in 1926.” \textit{Ford News}, February 15 1927.
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The average public visitors to the River Rouge Complex began their tour at the Ford Rotunda or the “Gateway to the Rouge,” as it was dubbed. According to a complimentary pamphlet, “So numerous are visitors to the Rouge Plant of the Ford Motor Company that in 1934 plans were made for a hospitality building at Dearborn to be modeled after the Ford Rotunda visited by 12,000,000 people at the Chicago world’s Fair.” Thus the choice to move the Rotunda to Dearborn appeared to stem solely from enormous public demand for tours of the complex. The idea to move the Rotunda from Chicago to Dearborn was conceived by a Ford advertising and public relation advisor. Discussions regarding how to use the building once it was resurrected in Dearborn establish intentions over and above merely entertaining the public. An internal memo stated,

In the new building visitors to the Rouge Plant will be welcomed and entertained. It not only should make an impressive starting point for trips through the plant, but should furnish an excellent preparation and background for the things to be seen on the plant tour.

In short, what visitors would see when touring the Rouge would be framed in such a way as to inundate the public with Ford Motor Company’s vision of product, process, and global reach. The memo concludes, “Millions of dollars have been spent in the past to build exhibits to

attract the public. Why not spend a few thousand where it would be sure to attract as well as being practical and instructive?” Edsel Ford, as a trustee of the Detroit Museum of Arts, understood the value of “visual education,” when he argued that, “The public museum of tomorrow must prepare to give added services that will touch the community on many sides. It must be closely knit with the public school system and contribute its share to visual education.” Not only would Rotunda exhibits and tours structure visitors’ experience, but it would be a useful method of advertisement and educational to boot. This begs the question – how and about what would the public be educated?

![Figure 11: Dioramas inside Rotunda](image)

It turns out that they would be educated about the glories of globalization. The Rotunda presented a series of repeated arguments. They were about the emerging logics supporting globalization: the idea that less technologically advanced foreigners are better suited to hard physical labor; the contention that American corporations should organize and direct that
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labor, not the federal government or labor itself; the notion that Americans reserve the right of access to foreign resources; and finally, the assertion that American corporations should not be constrained by national boundaries. At the Rotunda, in the mid-1930s, these logics set the stage for future movement of U.S. jobs to developing nations.

As visitors entered the Rotunda they immediately encountered two revolving dioramas in chromium-plated hemispheres, one on the north side of the building and the other on the south. The north diorama shows “typical scenes from countries bordering on the Pacific Ocean,” while the south one illustrates “sources of raw materials used in Ford products.” Thus, as visitors entered the building, they came face to face with American industry’s colonial dynamics, along with the company’s claim to global resources, including labor. Both dioramas (Figure 2) demonstrate these dynamics. Complimentary pamphlets distributed at the Rotunda offer close-up images of two of the diorama scenes.

The first, from the south diorama, presents “cork being stripped from a tree.” In this image, as well as in the diorama itself, visitors view two men, dark skinned and muscular, using primitive hand tools, and much physical strength to remove bark from cork trees in a primordial forest. The tools, bodies, and forest all represent an undeveloped land needing direction and cultivation, just as the North American continent with its indigenous population first appeared to early American settlers.
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The second image titled: “Crude rubber with tropical plantation background” also delivers the same message, with an emphasis on the management of people. This image reveals a scene where a white skinned man in what would, at the time, be recognized as conventional colonial apparel – white jacket, white pants, white helmet – standing tall in an instructive pose over a man with dark skin, clothed only in shorts and turban. The native man, bent over a tub, lifts rubber up out of the tub with a paddle for inspection. Here, Ford’s colonizing aspirations come to the fore.

Another section of the diorama portraying the extraction of raw materials for the production of Ford vehicles is a scene titled: “Cotton,” which was located directly adjacent to “Rubber” (Figure 2). The scene depicts dark-skinned people using little or no sophisticated technology in what appears to be an American landscape. The placement of this scene in the diorama puts dark-skinned Americans on a level of civilization little higher than that of the tropical plantation workers. Therefore, the representation of the diorama potentially excludes African Americans from the technologically sophisticated nation.

Both dioramas representations characterize less technologically advanced, therefore “less modern,” people collecting raw and unfinished resources for the consumption of American industry in the production of products for the modern American consumer. Although the people shown have the ability to extract the raw products, they are apparently unable to “properly” manage themselves, the land, or the process and therefore need supervision. The diorama scenes provide viewers with a sense of American strength in the context of a racially

conceived local and global imperialism, where workers and materials from colonized countries and at home participate in the expansion of American industrialism and by association, the nation. It is an uneven unidirectional relationship where little to no technology transfers from U.S. industries to the apparently less civilized peoples. Rotunda visitors are thus “educated” as to what type of people are civilized enough to understand and wield technological inventions, people who look like themselves, usually white and middle-class. Visitors gain a greater sense of the nation itself when viewed against what it believes it is not – technologically backward, incompetent, and dark skinned.

Raw resource extraction operations, such as of rubber or bark from tropical trees and cotton from plants, required only the most rudimentary tools and physical labor. In contrast, the American nation, comprised of industrial “experts” and middle-class tour patrons, views itself as civilized, exceptional, and technologically savvy, as articulated in a tour pamphlet:

Within this plant men ply almost every industrial trade known. Here, too, are working examples of man’s most recent progress in science, engineering and industrial management. Many of these wonders are distinctive Ford achievements. All of them represent the Ford policy of never-ending progress. It is this principle that has made the Rouge one of the industrial wonders of the world.²⁷²

Rotunda visitors will soon witness technological expertise in many forms along the tour route, thus strengthening beliefs of white American middle-class superiority and exceptionalism.

An additional mechanism used to frame visitor’s understanding of the Rouge complex was the small theater. The reassembled Rotunda continued screening motion pictures for

²⁷² Ibid.
visitors as it had throughout the Chicago exposition. Located in the south wing, a theater that held 388 people was equipped to broadcast the Sunday afternoon Lincoln-Zephyr radio program. However, on weekdays, it was the “scene of a motion picture used to set the stage for visitors about to see the plant,” a framing device that would be repeated at the “reinvented” 2004 Ford Rouge Factory Tour.

The Rotunda offered even more displays for visitors to see before boarding tour buses that would take them into the Rouge complex. Between the two dioramas in the very center of the Rotunda stood the “huge, revolving, illuminated globe showing Ford industries all over the world that was displayed in Chicago.” A “Ford News” article describes the globe as:

A slowly revolving 20-foot globe, 12,000 pounds in weight, electrically driven and illuminated, its base well below floor-level, on which the size and extent of the Ford industrial empire are objectively depicted in miniature, even to the ocean lanes followed by the ships of the Ford fleet in their journeys to the far corners of the earth.

The central location of the globe, as well as its features, initially highlighted the re-growth of American industry following the economic crash, which translated into hope for Depression era America of leaving economic woes in the past. In Dearborn, the globe became a

---

symbol of American industry’s role, especially Ford Motor Company’s, in defining the nation as a world power and the company as an imperial power.

Indeed, by 1936, Ford Motor Company had spread across the planet. As historian Allan Nevins points out, “The planting of American branch factories in foreign lands [was] a necessary subsequent step for reducing transportation costs [and] avoiding tariffs or other restrictions on trade.”

Ford began its global expansion as early as 1904, with the creation of the Ford Motor Company of Canada, Ltd. (Ford-Canada). Both Ford-US and Ford-Canada soon exported automobiles to European countries such as England and Germany, which eventually became sites of Ford factories. Ford’s global reach did not restrict itself to Europe, but spread until the company could boast to have industrial concerns on six continents. Thus, marking Ford’s world concerns on the globe inside the Rotunda in 1936 lead to an impressive array of points.

Encircling the globe is fencing with the V8 logo along it, a constant reminder of the product being produced at the factory for sale to Rotunda visitors and a sort of bold statement of Ford’s global power (we own the world). Indeed, as a complimentary pamphlet from 1935 states:

A World-Wide Institution – Great as it is, the Rouge plant is only one unit in a world-wide plan of Ford production, distribution and service. In every portion of the globe, Ford is represented. Literally, the sun never sets on the Ford organization.

Here, Ford paternalistically watches over all, dwarfing the world with visions of vigilance. Through the globe display, Ford Motor Company shined a spotlight on globalization at the Rotunda.

Mirroring the fencing encompassing the globe, the Rotunda’s interior walls were covered with “600 feet of photographic murals surrounding the outer wall of the concourse depicting 32 scenes from the Rouge Plant,” a factory site long understood to be the center of technological and industrial innovation in the nation, if not the world. The murals total 98 panels, each one 20 feet long and 6 feet high. The murals were comprised of “enlarged photographs of striking scenes in the manufacture of Ford cars in the Rouge Plant,” both of the exterior as well as the interior of the complex. Sixteen of the scenes come from photos taken in 1936, while the others were “original panels used in the mural in the rotunda of the Ford Exposition at Chicago. Scenes replaced were those in which manufacturing processes have since

---
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changed.”

One panel was reminiscent of Sheeler’s “Criss-Crossed Conveyors,” while others showed work in the foundry. The focus of the photographic murals was on process.

Merging process with ideas, mounted on sixteen of the photographic panels were a “series of terse, epigrammatic” sayings by Henry Ford. Each letter was made of polished satin finished zinc five inches high, three quarters of an inch thick with bold vermilion sides, “the only bright color in the entire mural layout,” sure to stand out and not be missed by viewers. The topics covered by the epigrams range from advertising in nature (“ONE-THIRD OF A CENTURY OF PROGRESS PRODUCED THE FORD V-EIGHT”) to statements on national economic recovery (“THE RECOVERY WE NEED – AMERICAN SPIRIT OF ENERGY AND INDEPENDENCE”). Taken together, the sayings promote traditional values such as individualism (“IT IS INDIVIDUALISM THAT MAKES CO-OPERATION WORTH HAVING”), arguments against the charge that overproduction, like underconsumption, created the depression (“OVER-PRODUCTION IS A MONEY CRY, NOT A HUMAN CRY-PRODUCE EVER MORE”), and assertions that company labor was well paid (“WAGES FOR PRODUCERS-PROFITS TO MAKE GREATER VALUES FOR USERS”). Collectively, the sayings profess a paternalistic Ford who knows what is best for the nation, workers, and business.

---
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In essence, the placement of these sayings and scenes of the Rouge factory around the huge globe repeat the display of American industrial might in a global context, as the Rouge images visually embraced and surrounded the world within the walls of the Rotunda.

Figure 13: Rotunda interior showing mural panels.

Finally, between the globe and the murals, positioned around the interior were 34 current “Ford, Lincoln, and Lincoln-Zephyr products,” “displayed to the best advantage,” and described in a Ford Motor Company film as the “latest tangible shapes into which the Ford idea has been molded.” Some of these vehicles featured cut-away portions, allowing visitors to view the normally hidden working parts of the autos. The cut-aways mirrored the soon to be revealed hidden work of manufacturing, which had become an enigma to many Americans. Transparency of assembly and manufacturing processes, along with the world wide aspirations of American industry were the main features of Depression era tours as presented to the
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public, however visitors were not simply to observe all the Rouge had to offer in an unstructured way. The Rotunda was fully staffed with “knowledgeable” men “to act as guides and attendants,” trained to make the Rotunda an “impressive starting point for trips through the plant,” making it an “excellent preparation and background for the things to be seen on the plant tour.”

Rotunda personnel were organized and trained by N.W. Ayer and Son, an advertising firm employed by Ford Motor Company. Rotunda staff trainees were made up of “carefully selected young men,” chosen on the “basis of their education, apparent ability, enterprise and personality.” They would attend lectures “delivered by Ford officials and by heads of the departments involved,” which put Ford in the position to indoctrinate Rotunda staff in the dogma of mass production, as well as in Ford values. After the trainees completed a “limited period of duty on the Rotunda staff they would be eligible for transfer to other lines of work or their work with the company terminated.” Training staff for the Rotunda gave Ford Motor Company the opportunity to weed through the tremendous number of job seekers and keep only what they judged to be “considerable talent.”
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Motor Company’s idea of efficiency leads to a “means of spreading the results of scientific achievement more widely among mankind.”

Once visitors finished viewing the interior Rotunda displays, they boarded glass-topped buses outside the entrance that drove them into and through the River Rouge Complex where tour guides lead them around multiple sections of the grounds and buildings. Guides assigned to the bus tour were in their second month of training, after lectures on “the plant itself and the various departments and activities in it.” Visitors did not exit the buses on each stop, but at times merely viewed the object of the tour guides’ lecture through bus windows, which were extended onto bus roofs. At designated points along the bus tour, they would disembark and walk through buildings to observe the manufacturing processes – with a tour guide to point the way. They walked upon steel catwalks used by workers through the foundry, heard the slam of industrial stamping presses, smelled the oil covering body shop parts, and walked next to the assembly line. Workers in 1936, excluding women and most African American workers, whose processes and departments were not include on the tour route, were thus viewed in an up close and personal fashion in an intimate tour of labor. Viewed from the catwalks and walkways built for practical work purposes and only pipe railings separating labor from tourists, workers were framed as users of industrial knowledge, especially of the

technologies of moving mass production, a mystery to tourists. Workers’ actual expertise was, however, visible to the eye of the viewing public who were only a few feet away. Railings likely installed by plant workers, gave the impression of keeping visitors out of the workers’ way, just as much as they were objects installed for the visitors’ safety. Ford Motor Company records declared that a total of 132,507 visitors toured the Rouge complex in its first year at Dearborn. That year, the tour route had seven specific stops.

**Within an Industrial City**

The first stop for tour visitors at the “world’s largest single industrial development” was the Coal and Ore Bins. This stop introduced the public to the immense centralization of industrial manufacturing. An internal Ford memo states, “From that point, the Ford story ‘From Earth to Automobile’ would be told in logical and consecutive steps.” The coal and ore bins, towering over the bus, held raw materials shipped to the complex from around the world for use in the manufacture of consumer products. The memo continues, “Even the non-technical visitor will retain a clear picture of how raw materials are transformed into an automobile under the most efficient and advanced industrial practice in the world.” The company, through its tour guides, disseminates logics of globalization at this tour stop where foreign raw
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materials are naturally (an obviously) part of the American production process that, Ford argues, ultimately benefits the American consumer.

At the second stop, the Foundry-Machine Shop, visitors disembarked and walked on a “balcony walkway” high above blast furnaces located next to the foundry that are filled with molten metal, often showering the floor below with sparks as workers threw cold chunks of metal into the vat.\textsuperscript{300} Using an amplifier erected at the south entrance of the building, tour guides could expound on Ford’s role in innovation with an address on the “continuous pouring methods developed by Ford.”\textsuperscript{301} Many of the workers at this portion of the tour were African Americans, as they were routinely relegated to the hot and dirty foundry jobs.\textsuperscript{302} But for the tour visitor, making out the race of these workers would be difficult. Because of the intense heat and potential safety issues, visitors were on catwalks far above and away from the blazing furnaces, the distance causing workers to appear rather indistinct against the brightness, therefore visible markers of race, such as skin tone were obscured.\textsuperscript{303} And so, this stop on the tour route, where many dark skinned workers daily proved their inclusion as part of a technologically sophisticated nation, obscured racial differences.


Behind the blast furnaces, visitors would move to the foundry machine shop “for a
glimpse of parts nearing completion,” skipping the “foundry proper” because of safety
concerns, “due to the hazard from molten metal to those not familiar with foundry practice.”

At the machine shop they viewed skilled tradesmen at work, reinforcing the idea brought to
Dearborn from the Chicago Exposition that American industry was built on strong platforms of
science’s ability to manipulate technology and when directed by American companies, would
lead to American prosperity.

The third stop consisted of the Vocational School and Chemical Laboratory, which also
augmented the argument that science education was the path to modern progress. They
passed by a “glass-enclosed laboratory” touted as “one of the most modern industrial
laboratories in the world.” Once again, Ford is at the cutting-edge of technological innovation
– not just in the U.S., but globally. Guides were instructed to describe and explain the “Ford
system of testing for quality in raw materials, parts in fabrication, and finished units,”
reiterating Henry Ford’s epigram that “A CHEAPLY MADE PRODUCT IS TOO EXPENSIVE TO BE
PRICED CHEAPLY.” Ford was arguing that the company was only looking out for the best
interests of its customers through its applications of technologies.

The Motor Building, fourth stop on the tour was largely a public relations/marketing
maneuver. In 1936, Ford Motor Company was heavily invested in selling their redesigned V8
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Ford.
engines to consumers. This stop gave the company another opportunity to sell the value of purchasing a new Ford through an education on how well-made the engines were. They accomplished this goal with “the story of precision,” and “explanation of the apparatus used in testing,” once again using the tour stop to restate the company’s position as leader in science and technology.³⁰⁷

Next, tour visitors would enter the “B Building” where they saw “the plant’s famed final assembly line” as they were led along the 270 foot length of the moving assembly line. Here, workers assembled more than 6,000 automobiles a year during the mid-1930s.³⁰⁸ While this section of the tour was also a marketing tool demonstrating the “quality” of Ford products in the guise of nearly completed vehicles, it was this stop, more than anywhere else that put labor on display.

Assembly line workers, normally men, wore newsboy style caps, overalls, and work shirts, often with the sleeves rolled up and rags hanging out of back pockets. Workers’ apparel distinctly signaled their position as working-class. Their bodies were in near constant motion – arms reaching across and overhead toward either wielding tools such as wrenches to install small pieces or guiding larger parts into the proper position for installation and feet taking them around or alongside the moving line. Their eyes tended to focus on their work and there was
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little conversation between them. 309 At some points along the tour route, workers were sandwiched between the pipe railing and the automobile they were working on.

In comparison to the workers, tour visitors, squeezed between the pipe railing and walls, slowly walked along the length of the moving assembly line, sometimes stopping to watch workers perform a particular process, such as dropping the automobile body down onto the chassis. Their motion was quite still compared to the motion of the workers. Tour visitors were largely dressed in attire suggesting a more typically middle-class social position, with men wearing suits and ties with fedoras, while women were in dresses and fashionable hats.

Although this tour stop put labor on display, the company worked to minimize their contribution to the finished product. As the 1937 complimentary pamphlet explains, “Without the thousands of inspections, and close control of every operation which prevails throughout the plant, the final assembly line as seen here would be impossible.” To translate, without close supervision and control of labor, from the start of the process to the end, workers would not have the ability to produce vehicles, let alone quality vehicles. In other words, Ford was the appropriate manager of labor, an argument with particular disposition at a time when Ford Motor Company and its labor had a very contentious relationship.

After viewing the final line, visitors once again board buses, continuing their journey until stopping at a point just north of the gas reservoir, to the open hearth building “for an
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introduction to the story of steel.”\textsuperscript{310} Often the most memorable part of their journey, steel-making processes such as “ingot pouring, soaking pits, blooming mills and finally hot and cold strip mills” were a display of shock and awe, demonstrating the might of industrial manufacturing.\textsuperscript{311}

Finally, the last stop on the tour before returning to the Rotunda was the Drop Forge Plant, located north of the steel mills, another space where visitors were impressed with the power of industrial manufacturing. Drop Forge presses molded heated metals into automobile parts by placing red-hot metal ingots onto a lower die and using the weight of the top die, press the metal into the desired shape.

Each tour stop allowed visitors to absorb ideas about American industry’s position in the global world, take in examples of the value of science and technology to the nation, and learn who should do what jobs, thus continuing the work begun during the Chicago Century of Progress Fair. The bus tour put American progress toward modernity on display through a carefully designed exhibit of globalization (raw materials), science (skilled technicians in foundry-machine shop), and controlled labor.\textsuperscript{312}

\textsuperscript{311} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{312} Dearborn Ford Motor Company – Exhibits –Opening Rotunda, Box 19, Accession 554, Clarence W. Olmstead records series, Exhibition records subgroup, Ford Motor Company Public Relations records collection, Benson Ford Research Center, The Henry Ford. See also: “Suggested Visitors’ Trip” and from same folder; The Rotunda: Suggestions for its utilization - This gives detailed account of suggested tour route; Filed under – Rotunda – Staff.
Return to the Rotunda

Once visitors returned to the Rotunda, they were “directed to the new car exhibits” and then to the Roads of the World. Rotunda staff at the new car exhibits consisted of trainees in their third month of company instruction. Learning in this period was “devoted to sales presentation on the rotunda floor.” By now, visitors were completely immersed in Ford’s version of the story of production – a scientifically supervised cutting-edge technological process with a global reach, innovated, directed, and managed by Ford Motor Company with marginal subsidiary contributions by labor, leading to a quality product that they should be proud to own.

After their visit to the new car exhibits, but before leaving, visitors could feel what it was like to ride in new Ford automobiles outside at the “Roads of the World” exhibit, described as “A portion of the dramatic story of man’s growth ... graphically told in a group of reproduced highways, trails and roads which wind their circuitous way around the Rotunda,” which had also been moved to Dearborn to “afford means of giving demonstration rides to thousands of visitors weekly.” This display was 3,700 feet long, with sections “reproducing 19 famous highways of the world” that traced the “advance of civilization through one of its most revealing and characteristic channels, the roads man has built since he first invented the

Here visitors took rides over the road in new Ford vehicles while the driver told the “gripping story of their origin,” beginning with a replica of Avenida Rio Branco street in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, through reproductions of the Appian Way built by the Romans in 312 B.C. and historic roads throughout Europe, China, and Africa, and ending with historic and finally “modern” U.S. highways. By ending with U.S. roads, Ford placed the nation at the top of a hierarchical ladder based on technological expertise.

Drivers at the Roads of the World, one month into their training, learned the “exciting” tales of the historical road surface and also in the “general background material on the company and its founder,” as well as in the “methods, policies and ideals of the Ford Motor Company and prepare[d] ... for increasing usefulness and service with the company.” Their first month of training was through assigned readings and lectures such as “Henry Ford, his life and work” and “The Rouge Plant; its size organization and plan of operation,” among others. Additionally, trainees learned Ford’s logics of globalization, through lectures like “Ford the world over: foreign plants, exports, the Ford fleet, etc.,” and introduced to an early logic of deindustrialization – decentralization - with a lecture on “The decentralization of industry; smaller Ford plants in rural communities utilizing water power.” Ford put forth the argument that these rural “Little Industries” or “Village Industries” were designed for “cooperation” between industrial areas and agricultural areas so “in agricultural regions [there would be]
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useful work to do when the harvest has been gathered.”319 However, labor uprisings of 1933-34 taught Ford and other manufacturers that centralized production – where raw materials entered one side of a factory and the completed product came out the other – while giving manufacturers greater control over costs and resources also allowed for greater worker solidarity and therefore, more power for labor. Decentralizing manufacturing processes had the potential to divide workers, breaking their bonds of solidarity and the rural village industries were the first step in the process. The Roads of the World display gave Ford Motor Company the opportunity to cultivate a concurrence of opinions regarding future dismantling of centralized production, both with the Rotunda staff and the public they would enlighten while making a pronouncement of the nation’s place at the pinnacle of the modern world.

Such lineaments played a vital role in coalescing national identity. Those who visited the Rotunda, whether as part of the Chicago World’s Fair, around 12,000,000 people during the building’s display at the exposition, or as part of the Rouge tour in Detroit, compiled individual memories that became part of the collective imagination of a strong nation and a modern future where American industries lead the way to prosperity through technological innovation and global influence. Close readings of the Rotunda exhibits and its tour reveal an understanding of capital and labor that stands in sharp contrast to well-known representations of labor in this period, Charlie Chaplin’s well known film, Modern Times. In the film, Chaplin

challenges the idea that mass production should be glorified by showing the consequences of factory work on labor and corporate decision making on the nation.

**Back to Work! Modern Times and the Challenge to Ford’s Doctrine of Mass Production**

But of course, no matter how much sparkle and polish or how many shiny, spinning globes Ford Motor Company put on display, real people were daily experiencing a very different reality of progress and science and modernity. Ford was not the only one putting out ideas about what work is like at this moment. Film maker, Charlie Chaplin created, in 1936, a very different, also much loved vision of American manufacturing in his indelible “Modern Times,” which exposed the marginality of working-class existence during The Great Depression."\(^{320}\) Job security was virtually unknown at a time when factory jobs disappeared in the blink of an eye and workers faced intermittent employment if any could be had at all.

“Modern Times” tells the story of the destitute 1930s working-class through Chaplin’s infamous silent film character, the Tramp. Film Studies professor, Lawrence Howe reasoned, “[Chaplin’s] Tramp persona, informed by his own impoverished upbringing, represented class disadvantage to elicit the sympathy of audiences.”\(^{321}\) In the film, the Tramp works in a factory on the assembly line, which drives him temporarily insane. He spends some time in an asylum, after which he searches in vain for work. While looking for a job, he is mistaken for a communist agitator and is briefly arrested. Once released, he becomes romantically involved
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\(^{320}\) Opening date of “Modern Times” was February, 1936.

with an orphaned street urchin, who had recently escaped arrest herself, whom he tries to protect and support through various jobs that end in dismissal and usually more jail time. Finally, the police catch up with the gamin, who expresses the hopelessness often felt by the oppressed working-class. The film ends with the couple walking toward an unknown but hopeful future. A close reading of the factory scene argues against Ford’s vision of work and its emerging logics of globalization.

The film opens with a shot of a clock, a reminder that factories are ruled by time and then cuts to sheep being herded through gates then quickly cuts to depictions of working-class men traveling to work, with a large factory building in the background. The connection could not be clearer—workers, following orders like a herd of sheep like lambs to slaughter were no better than animals and were treated as such. As a child, Chaplin saw “sheep [that] would pass our house on their way to be butchered. I remember one escaped and ran down the street to the amusement of onlookers. Some tried to grab it and others tripped over themselves. I had giggled with delight at its lambent capering and panic, it seemed so comic. But when it was caught and carried back to the slaughter house, the reality of the tragedy came over me and I ran indoors, screaming and weeping.”

Much like in his creation of the Tramp character, Chaplin used his boyhood experience to make a visual argument in “Modern Times” that framed the working-class experience.

Using experience Chaplin gained as an adult, such as visits to factories, he created the fictional Electro Steel factory, a shortened version of centralized production.324 Inside are tremendously large machines dwarfing their human operators, styled much like the dynamo found behind Chaplin with Henry Ford and Edsel Ford in a 1923 photo.

![Figure 14: Edsel Ford, Charles Chaplin, and Henry Ford, 1923](image-url)

The sheer size of the machinery in the film, extra large and exaggerated, loudly shouts industrial might. At the same time, it also depicts humans as in the service of the machines, as if the machines are more important than the workers who tend them. Both images mirror the visual message of the Rivera mural as discussed in Chapter 2. The steel factory is spacious and very clean – an image inconsistent with actual steel mills, after which the fictional factory is named. The clean factory is an imaginary of actual factories. Real factories, like real life, are quite messy. Yet somehow the workers have oil, grease, and dirt on their skin and clothing. These images send contradictory messages.

But the screen factory has been cleaned up and sanitized, much like the topical cleaning actual factories tend to undergo before upper management visits, giving an impression of dirty

people laboring in a clean environment. Although the factory depicted in “Modern Times” is clean, somehow the working-class men laboring within it are not. This contradiction sends a message that working-class men do not take care of themselves according to a middle-class standard of cleanliness, especially when held against the president’s secretary who walks through the shop floor in some of the scenes. She is extremely neat and tidy – a stark contrast to the workers. Yet at the same time, it depicts the reality of factory work – sweating (due to the pace of work) and handling greasy, oily metal parts (one cannot stay clean when working with messy parts).

In stark contrast, is the factory president, seen sitting at his in an office, assembling a jigsaw puzzle and reading the newspaper. Behind him is a large screen that he can view at will, showing the factory floor, where he monitors production. Additionally, he has an audio connection that he uses to supervise and manage the shop floor.

Working on an assembly line is The Tramp. With a wrench in both hands, his job is to simultaneously tighten two nuts as the line speeds past. He is barely able to keep up with the line speed, when he takes a moment to acknowledge his bodily needs as he scratches an itch or bats away a flying insect. As this happens, we see The Tramp fall behind (in the hole) and get in the way of the next worker, who then also falls in the hole, interrupting the activity of the line worker immediately after him. This is how moving assembly lines work – they can only work as efficiently as the slowest worker. As the Tramp struggles to keep up, the line foreman, surveilling the situation, scolds him until he regains the proper pace. But the company president orders the line to be sped up several times, which increases the pace experienced by
workers. Line speed-ups, from both the movie viewer and worker perspectives appear to be quite arbitrary. The autocratic and unpredictable speed-ups in the film are a commentary regarding the capricious whims of capitalists – for more, more, more! More production! More profits!

At one point in the story, a relief man takes over the main character’s line job and The Tramp jerkily walks away as if his body cannot stop the mechanical movements required of humans working on the assembly line and enters the bathroom where he proceeds to light a cigarette and relax against a sink. Nearly the entire back wall of the bathroom is a large screen. Suddenly, the bathroom monitor lights up, displaying the annoyed company president who abruptly barks, “HEY! QUIT STALLING!! GET BACK TO WORK!” In this scene, Chaplin comments on the constant surveillance workers labor under in the factory by placing the fictional monitor in what is a very private space. He shows how workers are always visible to those in power (the company president or line foremen) even when workers cannot see those in power, as when the Tramp is focused on tightening the nuts on the line. Foucault states that the effects of surveillance are “permanent in its effects, even if it is discontinuous in its action.”325 In other words, workers in factories do not always know exactly when they are being observed, so they must behave as if they are at all times in order to avoid disciplinary action should surveillance occur. The bathroom scene illustrates this when the Tramp has his back to the bathroom monitor when it suddenly comes to life.

Chaplin continues his critique of factory work in a scene depicting the “Billows Feeding Machine.” As the line stops for the lunch break, the Tramp convulsively continues jerking in imitation of the motions he uses while working. The workers move to benches a few feet from the line, unable leave the factory floor to eat. The factory president allows salesmen to demonstrate, using the Tramp, a machine that allegedly would feed workers so production would not have to stop for a lunch break. Apparently, line workers do not need to see what their hands are doing in order to produce items on the assembly line, which harkens back to Henry Ford’s assertion that even a child could perform assembly work. The demonstration fails miserably; as the engineers adjusting the feeding machine treat the Tramp as if he were also a piece of machinery, ignoring his discomfort as the feeding machine mindlessly feeds him large steel nuts and repeatedly slaps his face. This scene is a comment on the perceived ability of technology to produce superior levels of efficiency over the ability of humans, as well as commenting on the idea of making humans into machines.

As the work day progresses, the line is sped up “to the limit” and the Tramp, pushed to his breaking point experiences a complete nervous collapse. In one of the film’s most well-known scenes, he follows his work onto the conveyor belt and is threaded into the gears running the assembly line. While he is not physically injured, Chaplin’s critique that as a worker, he is simply another part of the machinery, he is so mentally distraught that only a stay in an asylum can bring him back to normal.

326 Anecdote: During the first few weeks of assembly line work, I spent the nights dreaming about being on the line and how it wouldn’t stop no matter how dire the situation. In discussing my dreams with fellow workers, I discovered that this is a common phenomenon.
Overall, the message of this section of the film is: the working-class are treated like animals; they are only part of the machinery, not individuals; workers have no control over the pace of the line; workers labor so hard they get sweaty and dirty; bosses don’t even work and are capricious; labor needs constant monitoring by bosses/management/owners; working on moving assembly lines impacts workers not just physically, but mentally as well. These many notions about labor are indicative of the American viewpoint regarding industrial manufacturing at the time. People wanted and needed work and were especially desirous of stable work, even if, as the film neatly demonstrates, it meant working on assembly lines that were both physically and emotionally demanding.

“Modern Times” works to entertain even as it puts forth a social critique. That critique focuses largely on industrialism, but also, as the film progresses beyond the factory walls, on the relationship between production and consumption. This relationship between production and consumption in the film, according to Howe, “was central to both the experience of and
the attempts to understand the Great Depression." In short, the film was just as much of a response to the depression as it was a response to industrialization.

The film contrasts sharply with the Rotunda tour in that the tour works to uplift industrialism, rather than to criticize it. The Rotunda tour works to demonstrate how valuable industry, and especially Ford Motor Company, is to the nation. The relationship between production and consumption on the Rotunda tour is always visible - new cars are visible the public cannot immediately purchase them while at the Rotunda. The central message of the Rotunda tour is “Be a good consumer and buy a Ford automobile,” but also, “Look at what a good citizen Ford is – he and the company provide well paid jobs so you, the citizen consumer can purchase quality products.” In other words, the company is the best citizen because it provides through production. Without production first, there would be no consumption. The film, on the other hand, shows the capricious nature of industry, how the nation cannot count on industry to always be the “good citizen” and put aside its own needs and desires for the good of the nation. But in the film, the working-class are shown as being the truly good citizens because they want to buy products but since industry does not keep them employed, they are barred from performing their role as good citizens.

Another way the film and Rotunda tour are different is in their sympathies toward labor. The film shows the trials and tribulations of factory workers and the working-class. That is, it shows hardships endured by labor as a result of decisions made in industry, while the Rotunda tour shows the (then) more unusual version of working labor (and plenty of it!). Again, on the
Rotunda tour, the company makes the argument that it is a good citizen that creates jobs for the once jobless.

Rather than deflecting the public’s eye as Ford worked to do on the tour, “Modern Times” focused public attention on the arbitrary whims of factory owners. Overall, the Rotunda tour is quite optimistic about the future, whereas the film displays greater ambiguity regarding where and how the nation’s citizens will work. The popular film was not the only public medium contesting the industrial vision of industries, such as Ford Motor Company. Workers themselves began challenging the absolute authority of their employers in an effort to define for themselves how the workplace should be structured.

**Unionization, Ford Motor Company, and the Unseating of Labor**

In 1935, after President Roosevelt signed the Wagner Act, “Large corporate employers were so certain that the Wagner Act was unenforceable,” they disregarded the new act while opposing union organizing attempts. Lichtenstein confirms “…they hired labor spies, fired union activists, stocked upon guns and tear guns and financed a campaign in the press and on radio against the New Deal union idea.”328 But some union leaders believed the time was right to “unionize industrial workers and … seize this opportunity,” in order to increase its “membership, economic power, and political clout.”329 It was not an easy road, especially as “the repressive insularity of the factory regime – gestapo-like at the Rouge,” made it difficult for workers to grasp the potential of “the New Deal’s emancipatory message,“ which forced union
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organizing to be a secretive activity.\textsuperscript{330} Fear of job loss or worse often made factory workers hesitant in respect to active unionizing, even though they were generally willing to strike.\textsuperscript{331}

Not only was it challenging to organize fearful workers at factories, American unions faced divisions within themselves. The American Federation of Labor (AFL), “not a labor union per se, it was rather a federation of national and international unions, each of which represented workers in a discrete trade or industry,” was not willing to include semi- or unskilled workers.\textsuperscript{332} The AFL’s exclusionary stance toward mass production workers eventually lead to the formation of the Committee for Industrial Organization (CIO) in 1935, which provided the “national coordination and leadership that enabled … new unions to confront such multi-state corporations as U.S. Steel, General Motors, and Firestone Tire and Rubber.”\textsuperscript{333} The inclusion of unskilled labor under the umbrella of the CIO had a “certain radical, democratic potential,” often unrealized, to expand union protections for women and African American workers in mass production positions.\textsuperscript{334} One of those new unions chartered under the AFL-CIO in 1935 was the United Auto Workers (UAW).\textsuperscript{335}

\textsuperscript{330} Ibid. 48.
Henry Ford became fiercely defensive of his patriarchal style of controlling and policing labor in his factories as Wagner Act inspired outbreaks of union organizing roiled through the nation. Ford’s relationship with the UAW became violent as automotive supplier plants, General Motors (GM), and Chrysler agreed to collectively bargain with the union.

Trying to induce fearful workers to sign on, the UAW used muckraking author Upton Sinclair’s novel titled *The Flivver King*, in their drive to organize Ford Motor Company.336 This novel tells a story of three generations of one family and their connection to Ford Motor Company through their employment in Henry Ford’s factories, including the Rouge River plant. It demonstrates how their fortunes were intimately connected to the cyclical rise and fall of automotive manufacturing in the 1930s. Sinclair artfully intercuts experiences of the factory workers with moments out of Henry Ford’s life, giving a stark contrast between the lives of Ford labor and that of the wealthy industrialist. It also illustrates the changing nature of the labor-employer relationship of the time – where once the worker and employer worked toward more similar goals, as Abner Shutt, the first generation Ford worker in the novel did – to the later corporate relationship where paternalistic relations no longer held sway in keeping labor in line, particularly when wages at Ford were lower than either GM or Chrysler and model change layoffs resulted in lower wages when “rehired.”337 The novel was a harsh criticism of Henry Ford and his treatment of unskilled laborers in his factories.
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Ultimately it was Henry Ford’s actions through his executive thug, Harry Bennett with his 3,000 man “para-military” Service Department and their “engagement in systematic intimidation” that turned the tide toward unionization.\textsuperscript{338} Worker control at the Rouge complex was “founded on fear and physical assault,” as epitomized in Bennett’s 1937 assault the Battle of the Overpass where he and forty of his men brutally attacked UAW leaders in a bloody assault.\textsuperscript{339} Ford’s reputation fell after the attack and soon after, the UAW distributed two hundred thousand copies of \textit{The Flivver King}.\textsuperscript{340} Although it took three more years before Ford and the UAW signed a contract, the Battle of the Overpass is often attributed to Ford’s failure to keep unionization out of the Rouge.

As the unsettled 1930s became the 1940s, labor gains, such union organizations and collective bargaining agreements, legally achieved through the Wagner Act, ruled constitutional by the Supreme Court in 1937, would face the persistent resolve of American companies to dismantle legislation that was favorable toward workers. The growth of unions had leveled out as the U.S. entered World War II. Although labor’s political power grew during the war though “labor’s mobilization in elections and participation on the war boards,” the end of the war witnessed a “split in Congress and in the Democratic Party on labor issues.”\textsuperscript{341} This split would lead to legislation curbing labor’s power.

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{338} Ibid. 740.}  
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{340} Ibid. 86.}  
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{341} Roof, Tracy. \textit{American Labor, Congress, and the Welfare State, 1935-2010.} Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2011. 27.}
By the end of World War II, labor seemed stronger than ever, but the war’s sudden end lead to cancellations of military contracts and retooling of manufacturing plants, leaving many manufacturing laborers without steady work. Fears of post-war inflation pushed unions to “seek substantial wage gains,” resulting in a strike wave in 1945-1946, threatening the postwar program for an “orderly transition to peacetime production” of the Truman administration.\textsuperscript{342} Employers grudgingly came to terms with the striking unions, but turned their own political clout toward legislating against union powers.

The National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) worked with legislatures to forge together “proposals circulating since the introduction of the Wagner Act into comprehensive legislation” that would curb the power of unions in what became the Labor-Management Relations Act of 1947, better known as the Taft-Hartley Act. This act established restrictions that would weaken union organizing, put limits on the right to strike, exclude foremen and supervisors from joining unions, and require union officials sign affidavits stating they were not Communists, among others.\textsuperscript{343} Specifically, “Section 8(b) established a number of unfair labor practices for which unions could be held legally accountable, including sympathy strikes and ‘secondary boycotts’.”\textsuperscript{344} Additionally, the act “gave employers the opportunity to sue any union that called a strike in violation of a no-strike clause in the labor-management

agreement.” Taft-Hartley restrictions severely weakened labor’s ability to shape the workplace, giving more influence to Ford’s illusory vision of factory work as seen at the Rotunda and its tour in the eyes of the public.

**Conclusion**

After the violently unstable year of employer/employee relations that coincided with the Chicago Century of Progress Exposition, Ford moved the Rotunda to Dearborn where it endeavored to shape the public’s understanding of work, workers, and the production process. This move occurred against the backdrop of legislated underpinning of labor’s rights and questions about employer obligations to labor.

At the Rotunda, public attention was focused away from Ford’s disinvestment in workers and the community and toward global aspirations through a tour and displays revealing a dogma of mass production established through the massive and complex technologies of production. Additionally, the Rotunda taught the logics supporting globalization; the moral appropriateness of ascribing physical labor to technologically unsophisticated global workers; that business is best suited to determine what work looks like and how labor should be controlled; and finally, that national borders should not check the growth of American corporation or their claims to foreign resources. But those who labored in factories did not accept Ford’s bright and happy vision. Workers contested the daily discipline and surveillance of the factory system with continued work stoppages and union memberships. Workers were not the only nonbelievers of the religion of mass production. Charlie Chaplin’s

---

Ibid.
“Modern Times” offered a biting representation of laboring in American factories closely aligning to the reality of everyday factory work and contradicting Ford’s fantasy at the Rotunda.

As Detroit became the “Arsenal of Democracy” during World War II, Rotunda tours of the Rouge complex ceased on January 28, 1942.\textsuperscript{346} Ford Motor Company used the Rotunda as additional office space. Although Ford began producing civilian vehicles again in 1945, the Rotunda was not re-opened to the public until 1953 in a celebration of Ford Motor Company’s fiftieth anniversary.\textsuperscript{347} The building was refurbished both inside and out, with a radical addition of a geodesic dome over the open air center court. The first year after re-opening, the Rotunda had over 1,500,000 visitors, with 169,000 who took the tour of the Rouge factory complex.\textsuperscript{348}

Unfortunately, in November of 1962, the Rotunda succumbed to a fire that began as workmen were preparing the building for winter by waterproofing the roof. Although firefighters fought the blaze, drafts created through the building’s design kept it from being saved. Less than an hour after the fire began, the building collapsed.\textsuperscript{349} After the fire, tours of the Rouge continued intermittently until 1980 when, as the Wall Street Journal proclaimed, “Auto Production Cuts Kill Tour of Ford Plant.”\textsuperscript{350} Tours of the Rouge stopped for another twenty years until Ford Motor Company and The Henry Ford teamed up, creating a new, polished Ford Factory Tour, once again offering a specific conception of factory work in America and the corporate obligation to workers, the community, and the nation.

\textsuperscript{347} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{348} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{349} Ibid.
Chapter 4
Ford Rouge Factory Tour: Obscuring Deindustrialization and Globalization

"The farther you look back, the farther you can look ahead."
Henry Ford

*****

Seventy years after the Chicago Century of Progress Exposition and Rotunda tours put moving assembly line processes on display, Ford Motor Company (FMC) decided to once again allow the public into its “wonder of modern engineering,” the Ford River Rouge complex. In a partnership with The Henry Ford: America’s Greatest History Attraction, FMC created a flashy new Ford Rouge Factory Tour. The Henry Ford’s mission, to “provide unique educational experiences based on authentic objects, stories, and lives from America’s traditions of ingenuity, resourcefulness, and innovation,” echoes the desire Henry Ford exposed about

---

educating the public in the previous tours, as well as at The Henry Ford itself, and shines through at the newest incarnation of Rouge factory tours.\footnote{The Henry Ford. \textit{The Henry Ford Visitor Guide}. 2005.}

On the surface, the contemporary Ford Rouge tour allows tourists the opportunity to see inside the closed world of manufacturing as it occurs at a historical site. Although the Ford River Rouge Complex is historical and has many old (and often crumbling) factory buildings, the section housing the tour was refurbished into a modern American factory where images of technology dominate. Below the surface, however, are many hidden layers of meaning not mentioned in tour exhibits. Ford Motor Company’s sensational 2004 reinvention of the Rouge tour responds to the crisis of its moment, a dramatic movement of manufacturing jobs out of the United States, with another polished celebration of technology that works to obscure globalization and the disappearance of the laboring body it puts on display in sharp contrast to the rhetoric of globalization previous exhibits loudly declared.

\textit{Sentimental Matter}

Henry Ford collected objects he believed exhibited the essential characteristics of America. He held a firm conviction that the materials he collected represented American cleverness in technological innovation. To house this collection of Americana, Ford created a complex that he named \textit{The Edison Institute and Greenfield Village}. Here he assembled buildings and everyday objects from his past and placed them together, creating a fictional “village” and museum. Public History scholar Steven Conn argues that the village is fictional in two ways. First, it is a village of historical buildings that were never actually located together in
the same space during their heyday and second, the pastoral past they represent never actually existed either. He states “Both the village and the past which it purports to represent sprang from the sentimental longings of an industrial giant,” who played a role in the rise of modern industrialism and in the decline of rural life.\(^{353}\) Indeed, Henry Ford’s “automobiles and factories, perhaps more than anything else,” caused the past he was collecting to disappear.\(^{354}\) In a 1931 interview, Ford stated, “Improvements have been coming so quickly that the past is being lost to the rising generation, and it can be preserved only by putting it in a form where it may be seen and felt. That is the reason behind this collection.”\(^{355}\) Ford’s sentiment addressed his concerns of losing the past social order as a result the public’s embrace of the automobile. The new Rouge tour presents its own fictions with an image of a nostalgic past, yet rather than stopping with the past as Ford had with his museum and village, it offers an optimistic vision of an industrial future where American labor engages in postindustrial work in advanced technological settings and hides the deindustrialized reality of globalized manufacturing.

Conn also argues that Henry Ford wanted his museum to be an “object-based, scientifically arranged presentation of American technological progress, and in so doing he borrowed the object-centered museum techniques of the late nineteenth century.”\(^{356}\) Ford believed that as the focal point, objects could communicate historical meaning more powerfully than words, where historical objects are “significant to the present, [and] demonstrate a

---


\(^{354}\) Ibid. 152.


seamlessness between past and present.″

Extending the object-based display method to include a live display, the Rouge tour incorporates a similar sense of seamlessness between past, present and additionally, the future.

Late-nineteenth century museums that featured objects, such as ethnographic or natural history museums, consisted of long, well lit halls filled with glass cases containing objects for visitors to study. That is also the interior arrangement of The Edison Institute, now The Henry Ford Museum, and part of The Henry Ford. But Ford was not content with the static display of objects. He created spaces in Greenfield Village where objects were in use in their proper setting; this style of exhibits is called in-situ. In-situ exhibits attempt to replicate, at least in external features, the authenticity, and knowledge of the exhibited culture. For example, Ford included blacksmith shops where blacksmiths actually performed their craft, often dressed in historic apparel as a reenactment of the past, using anvils and hammers like ones he collected, to recreate a specific time period – the pre-industrial past. Ford himself stated, "When we are through, we shall have reproduced American life as lived; and that, I think, is the best way of preserving at least a part of our history and tradition." Ford looked to use the authenticity of processes and tools and technologies to teach history to the public in a living museum. By displaying objects in the museum and people using them in the village, he joined the village and museum as two linked parts of a single enterprise to preserve his vision of
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America and educate the public with his conception of the historical past. Tours of the River Rouge plant expanded Ford’s living museum beyond artisans performing as historical everyday people to genuine workers laboring for wages.

From the late 1930s until World War Two and again from 1953 through 1962, tours began at a unique site, the Ford Rotunda and Hospitality Building. The building, reassembled in Dearborn, Michigan from Ford’s exhibit at the Chicago World Fair of 1934, housed additional exhibits including photographic murals, an illuminated, revolving globe, diorama displays, and a motion picture theater. Buses equipped with company trained guides left the Rotunda every thirty minutes to arrive at the Rouge factory. But as Detroit became the Arsenal of Democracy during World War II, Ford Motor Company suspended tours of the Rouge. Tours began again in 1953 in honor of Ford Motor Company’s fiftieth anniversary from a refurbished Rotunda and ran from there until 1962 when a roof fire destroyed the building. In 1975, Ford began more tours starting from the Ford Guest Center, located on Ford Motor Company property, across the street from the Henry Ford Museum and Greenfield Village. These tours did not have the polish or publicity of prior tours and this incarnation of the tour ended in 1980 as a result of “cutbacks in auto production.” A Ford spokesman told The Wall Street Journal that “recent production halts have made the tours less spectacular” and additionally, “suspension of bus shuttles, brochures, and tour guides will save Ford about $1.5 million a year,” justifying closure.
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because the popular tours were supposedly no longer interesting for visitors and ending them would benefit the company.  

Visitors of past tours used steel catwalks in the foundry, experienced the deafening sound of industrial stamping presses, smelled the stink of oily parts, and walked alongside workers on the assembly line. These past tours covered the working factory built for the production process, an authentic functioning industrial complex, while the contemporary tour shows visitors an assembly line built as part of a museum exhibit – a functional, yet fabricated, display of manufacturing.

The twenty first century assembly plant tour, like a nineteenth century museum, is a large, well lit space where the display of production workers performing their jobs with technologically advanced objects tells the story of assembly work, as defined by the company and the museum. The assembly plant portion of the tour is, like the Henry Ford Museum and Greenfield Village, a combination of a static museum and living museum, honoring Ford’s sentimental vision of the past while conflating it with the present and adding displays of futuristic state of the art technologies that meld the present and the future together.

Job Loss and Public Anxiety

Just as a master plan was in the works for a new in-situ exhibit at the Rouge factory, the U.S. entered an economic recession and by 2004, when the tour opened, it put labor on display at a time when the nation was in the midst of a jobs crisis. Newspapers and

magazines were claiming economic gains for the nation, but it was a “jobless” recovery.\textsuperscript{367} Newspapers gave U.S. workers much to worry about, with headlines like “Manufacturing Jobs Dwindling - Changing Times Are Making It Difficult for U.S. Factories to Stay Open” and “Two Consecutive Years of Job Losses - The First in State since 1930s.”\textsuperscript{368} Not only did the U.S. public need to worry over job security, but also about overall falling wages when they read articles such as “U.S. Conference Of Mayors Releases Report Showing Economy Surges, But With Lower Paying Jobs; Economic Summit Nov. 12 In New York” and “Wage Winners and Losers; Most Paychecks Fell in 2004 But U.S. Survey Finds Pilots, Doctors Came Out Ahead.”\textsuperscript{369} New and continuing jobs were increasingly located in the service sector where wages tend to be significantly lower than in the manufacturing sector.\textsuperscript{370} On top of all these woes, Americans’ fears of a declining nation were validated when they read stories like “Loss Of Manufacturing Base May Mean Loss Of U.S. Power” or “Battling Imports: Surviving the Onslaught; U.S. Companies Customize, Rethink Strategies to Compete With Products From Abroad” and “U.S. Auto Makers Lose Market Share to Rivals;”


Foreign Competitors Gain On GM, Chrysler and Ford; Overall December Sales Fell." In short, the early years in the twenty first century U.S. saw job losses in manufacturing, sinking wages, and declining national standing in an increasingly global economy, signaling strong forces from globalizing and deindustrializing corporations. One factor leading to the expanding globalization of manufacturing, as well as to increased deindustrialization, was the implementation of trade agreements.

**Industrial Mobility**

Favorable public policies, such as trade agreements, aided in the globalized expansion of U.S. corporations. Economists Barry Bluestone and Bennett Harrison argue that “public policies reinforced corporate decisions that were based on more important factors: markets, labor costs, and political security” in that “managers who invested abroad were rewarded with windfall profits from the IRS.”[emphasis in original] In other words, it was financially advantageous for companies to move part of their operations outside of the U.S. and companies did indeed take advantage of such policies as global trade increased “fivefold during the 1970s and 1980s.” The upsurge in the globalization of American companies continued into the 1990s, leading to the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in 1994.

---


NAFTA, a free trade agreement between the U.S., Canada, and Mexico lifted many tariff restrictions. Two dominant criticisms of the agreement quickly surfaced – one from environmentalists and one from labor and its supporters. Each criticism stemmed from a shared concern. Environmental scientist Tom Wathen explained in 1993, “As companies seek to reduce production costs, industries may shift production to countries with weak environmental laws or lax enforcement.” Each group raised its concerns in the public sphere, resulting in two side agreements to NAFTA in order to address, even if only partially, public concerns. These two criticisms of NAFTA demonstrate the close relationship between production, intimately intertwined with labor, and the environment. This relationship materializes again on the 2004 Rouge tour.

Indeed, apprehension in the matter of moving production became a substantial talking point in the nation. U.S. Rep. William O. Lipinski wrote on the potential in the agreement toward deindustrialization in the Chicago Tribune:

> In 1991, the average hourly wage for American manufacturing workers was $15.45, while for Mexican manufacturing workers it was $2.17. Wages are even lower in the American-owned plants in the maquiladora region—which is a virtual free trade zone on the Mexican side of the border—aver only $1.25 per hour.
> Common sense says that the huge difference in wages will give American companies an incentive to move their plants to Mexico. And why wouldn’t they move? The lower wages allow companies to quickly recoup the cost of moving, and then reap huge profits thereafter.

---

375 The two side agreements are the North American Agreement on Environmental Cooperation and the North American Agreement on Labor Cooperation.
Twenty years after NAFTA’s signing, assessing its damage or benefits is complex and depends upon which variables are measured.\textsuperscript{377} NAFTA may have reinforced company decisions to move outside of the U.S., but U.S. companies were already engaged in deindustrialization as they moved production away from traditional union strongholds, like Michigan, to regions within the U.S., often in Sun Belt states, where labor organization was either weak or non-existent and wages could be lower, like Kentucky.\textsuperscript{378}

The national discourse created by the movement of production inside the U.S., along with NAFTA encouraged job losses to places outside the borders, increased the national anxiety over job security. Ten years after NAFTA, public concerns over job losses continued to mount.\textsuperscript{379} Ford Motor Company, by then a large multinational corporation, responded to the public anxiety with its shiny new tour celebrating technology, diverting the public’s focus away from jobs lost as a result of deindustrialization and globalization.

\textit{Tour Narratives Reimagine the Rouge}

In 2000, FMC hired sustainable architectural designer William McDonough to create a five-year master plan to overhaul the Dearborn Assembly Plant. Urban designer and Architecture scholar Constance Bodurow stated that “The project has a clear


\textsuperscript{378} For a detailed account of only one company’s movement of production both inside and outside the U.S., see Cowie, Jefferson. \textit{Capital Moves: RCA’s Seventy-Year Quest for Cheap Labor.} New York: The New Press, 1999.

environmental agenda, with improvement of the site’s natural and work environments taking precedence over the Rouge’s nationally significant cultural resources.”

Additionally, as Timothy O’Brien, vice president of corporate relations for Ford Motor Company, in an interview with Bodurow, insists the “The Rouge is not a museum, but a functioning manufacturing plant.” Yet, against FMC’s insistence that their primary goals are improved environmental works and restored productive capacity, Bodurow points out that “Adaptive re-use and interpretation of the historic buildings and infrastructure of the Rouge has been secondary to the development of FRFT (Ford Rouge Factory Tour).” These conflicting assertions are the backdrop against which visitors tour the contemporary Rouge.

The 2004 tour moves museum patrons away from the more personal experience of production that defined Ford’s past labor exhibits, but like the former tours, visitors must pass through several exhibit spaces and view a series of films before finally entering the actual assembly line portion of the tour. The museum-style displays and films set the upcoming assembly portion of the tour firmly within a singularly framed history – a great man narrative where the virtues of Henry Ford and his technologies improved the world and employees barely played a role. The current tour preserves images of the past in particular ways, such that the industrial past becomes a tale of current and future prosperity. Tour narratives stress the factory’s revitalization, thus assuaging collective anxieties of declining prosperity due to the
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public perception of slumping American manufacturing productivity. A 2004 souvenir pamphlet states:

The Ford Rouge Center returns to its roots as a model of innovation, bringing it proudly into the 21st century to serve as a living laboratory for ecologically intelligent manufacturing ideas that meet the needs of a new generation.383

Here, the revitalized factory connects to its past through its “roots” while establishing aims for the present through contemporary technical innovation of “ecologically intelligent manufacturing.” Consideration of present concerns takes precedence over the past, yet the two join in their quest for “innovation.” Such tour narratives constantly bring to light a continuity of the Rouge of the past and present, even though the experience of taking the Rouge tour in 1936 differed considerably from today.

Ford Motor Company teamed up with The Henry Ford in designing the 2004 tour and decided to have it begin at The Henry Ford, although further from the Rouge complex than the Rotunda location. Museum patrons purchase tour tickets and board buses at the Henry Ford Museum, a replica of Philadelphia’s Independence Hall. Unable to move Independence Hall itself, Ford decided to reproduce it at his museum. In a sense, Ford included the nation as part of his fictional village. Ford’s copy of the building makes a cultural connection through the erection of a facsimile of the seat of the nation at the center of American industry. In other words, Ford was in essence, symbolically moving the power of the nation away from government and into the hands of industry.

The Henry Ford Museum, where twenty first century tours begin, evokes the past by housing Ford’s collection of Americana. As Conn argues, the Henry Ford Museum was “conceived as a way of rescuing a disappearing past,” disappearing in part because of Ford. Just as the Greenfield Village and the Henry Ford Museum preserve a particular past, the Rouge tour attempts to save a specific part of American life from vanishing into the annals of history, or so it seems.

**The Legacy Theater and Ford Motor Company’s Story of the Rouge**

Once visitors arrive at the Rouge complex, visitors enter The Legacy Theater, under the watchful eye of Henry himself from an illuminated, larger than life portrait hanging next to, and overwhelming, a montage of worker images just above the theater entrance.

![Figure 16: Portraits hanging above the Legacy Theater](image)

After visitors are seated, a black and white film narrates the history of the Rouge Complex and the success of Henry Ford’s innovations. It begins by informing the audience that “[t]his is the epic story of the mighty Rouge Industrial Complex and the generations that came

---

before us that made it an industrial icon.” Couched in terms such as “epic,” “mighty,” and “iconic,” the film immerses the audience in a version of the historical past as constructed by the company and the museum. The film’s narrative continues telling the tale, beginning “over 100 years back” with Henry Ford’s determination to “make a reliable car that everybody could afford.” This interpretation of Ford’s motives assigns considerable altruism without any mention of a profit motive. The film moves to descriptions of Henry’s quest for quality through experiments with assembly processes where “Instead of the men moving to the work, what happened was the work moved to the men” – and in the film, the moving assembly line comes into being. The story then declares, “With his moving assembly line, Henry revolutionized the manufacturing process. But he hadn’t only changed the way he made his cars. Henry changed the lives of the people who made them.” From this momentous achievement, the film’s narrator informs the audience of Henry Ford’s continued benevolence of offering five dollars a day wages, resulting in “new members of the American middle class.” But what this film does not relate to the audience is the physical and emotional cost of the moving assembly line to workers or the restrictions placed on receiving the higher wage. The history this theater shows narrowly focuses on Henry Ford, Ford Motor Company, the Rouge, and the invention of mass production while it downplays worker/company tensions in a brief narration of the infamous “Battle of the Overpass.”
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The Battle of the Overpass was a 1937 confrontation between key United Auto Workers (UAW) organizers, including Walter Reuther, and Ford’s militant security force led by Harry Bennett. The melee ended with the UAW organizers being severely beaten. Rather than stopping union organizing, this altercation resulted in sympathy and greater support for the UAW. This particular confrontation is routinely invoked as the iconic encounter between the UAW and Ford Motor Company, when Henry Ford worked to keep his labor force from unionizing. The film reveals labor issues at the Rouge as consequences of the Great Depression, rather than Ford repression where “Rouge workers faced wage cuts and lay-offs as the world slipped into poverty.”391 The Legacy film concludes the story with a declaration that “the union lost the battle, but they won the war,” and a glorious vision of a “partnership” of labor and management, calling it “one of the company’s greatest assets,” leaving viewers with a dichotomy of company/labor relations where in the past relations were “bad” and now are “good.”392 The Battle of the Overpass as shown in this film is a scripted vision of how the bodies of workers disappear into the union, where individuals are represented by a small cohort of union officials. It serves the purpose of characterizing the history of the relationship between Ford Motor Company and the UAW as one with a rocky start, but ultimately ending in a contented partnership. Calling the relationship a partnership thus obscures the unequal power relations between the company and the union and the correspondingly unequal affiliation of workers and the UAW.
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While the film briefly relates one small story of unionization at Ford Motor Company and Henry Ford’s fight to stop it, bringing workers into the narrative, it is still largely a story of the determination and success of Henry Ford and the building of industry. Thus, it tells a story of a fairy tale rise to power by one man, who then “generously” spreads the forthcoming wealth of that rise among Americans by providing them with work and an important consumer product. As anthropologist Michel-Rolph Trouillot argues, “Each historical narrative renews a claim to truth,” and the story told by the film appears as the one true story of the past, and those same claims may inhere as part of the collective memory of the audience. Through its “great man narrative,” the Legacy Theater film leaves the audience with the impression that Henry Ford was the sole originator of innovation in the automotive industry, erasing the collaboration of multiple generations of engineers and, of course, the hard work of hourly laborers. And with the film’s final question, “What about the future?” visitors are moved directly from the past to the future as they reassemble in the Art of Manufacturing Theater.

*The Art of Manufacturing: Disney Style*

The second theater, The Art of Manufacturing, has no narration, only music. It is heralded as a “multisensory” virtual reality experience, as visitors sit in seats that swivel 180° to view the eight screens covering the walls of this octagonal room, while, in concert with the images on the screens, they experience virtual factory smells, are spritzed with water drops and bombarded by heat. It is a highly romanticized depiction of manufacturing work, with a noticeable focus on the robotics and technologies used in the process, and a minimum

portrayal of workers. Those workers shown in the movie are in areas of the plant which are exceptionally clean and computerized for an assembly environment, thus once again focusing the imagination of the observer on the exception and not the rule of industrial labor, making blue collar work appear nearly white collar. This film displays the future, where technology functions as Disneyfied, dancing images and workers are few and engage in technologically advanced computer monitoring rather than physical labor.

The film shown in the second theater on the tour is a futuristic display that works with the Legacy Theater film to elide the past with the future while ignoring the present. This conception of past and future side by side without the present in between fails to make connections with the current conditions of workers in America. Through these films, manufacturing labor simply jumps from hard physical labor to computerized technological work without showing the present fusion of physical and technological work. It is this film’s depiction of technological work as the only future of manufacturing that lifts technology to its zenith. The massive casualties of industrial labor jobs from deindustrialization and globalization and the corresponding repercussions of ruined communities within the nation as a result of those losses disappear in the theater.

There is no mention anywhere on the tour of the movement of industrial manufacturing jobs to other countries globally, or of the difficulties faced by American workers, their families, and the communities where disinvestment by industrial corporations in unionized states leads to shuttered factories and lower paid service work. As cultural geographer Kevin Robin has argued, a “close and necessary” relation exists between “the modernizing ambitions of
enterprise culture and the retrospective nostalgia of heritage culture” This tour is heritage work. 395 The tour does not simply buttress traditional identities of physical laborers, but with its emphasis on the future, it forges new identities of white collar technological workers while evading the truth that in fact, few manufacturing workers achieve this celebrated status. From here, the tour continues to the Observation Deck, where Ford Motor Company’s attempt to be “green” is on display.

For Ford Motor Company, efforts to be in harmony with nature stem back to Henry Ford’s own vision and desire for efficiency. He is often quoted as saying, “With one foot on the land & one in industry America is safe. Industry is mind using nature to make human life more free.” 396 He clearly saw a connection between man, machine, and nature. As much as he was concerned with nature, Henry Ford implemented waste-reduction programs at the complex in order to improve efficiency, not as efforts to be environmentally friendly. 397 Environmental historian Tom McCarthy argues that “One of the principal goals of industrial ecology – the design of raw material and energy glows to minimize waste in manufacturing – was probably carried further [at the Rouge] than at any other industrial site in the world” in the 1920s and 1930s. 398 The fact that the recycling and waste reduction programs were environmentally sound was incidental. Unfortunately, many of the recycling and waste reduction programs instituted by the company’s founder were discontinued during the reorganization of the
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According to McCarthy, “In fact, there was a period between 1945 and the 1980s – a lengthy hiatus – during which Ford managers deemphasized, if not actually repudiated, the commitment to waste reduction, as the company narrowed its postwar focus to making cars and money.” McCarthy points out that it was not until the late 1980s and 1990s that the company recognized that “a connection between waste reduction and the environment ... could be used in its public-relations efforts. Indeed, Ford’s contemporary public relations campaign wrapped up as environmental consciousness is clearly displayed at the Rouge tour on the Observation Deck.

Informational panels along the windows of the Observation Deck reiterate the history of the Rouge and give explanations about the “world’s largest living roof.” The living roof, layers of vegetation matting and sedum plants allow phytoremediation, which is the use of natural plants to deplete soil of contaminants, to occur. Ford Motor Company’s phytoremediation center plans, plants, and maintains all of the vegetation installed on the complex grounds and on the living roof in an effort to regenerate the Ford Rouge Complex, much of which falls under the definition of a brownfield site. From this point, visitors leave the docents, who have been leading them from the different sections of the tour, behind and proceed to the “Walking Tour” above the final assembly line.
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401 Ibid. Ford is also embarking on additional practices of environmental responsibility, such as the production of hybrid vehicles.
402 The living roof is a result of work of the Phytoremediation Center. Phytoremediation is the use of natural plants to deplete soil of contaminants. Ford’s phytoremediation center plans, plants and maintains all of the plants installed on the complex grounds and the living roof in an effort to regenerate the brownfield site.
403 Brownfield sites are industrial facilities, either abandoned or under-used, that are available to be re-used.
Constructing Labor on the Walking Tour

Figure 17: Last stop before the Walking Tour of the final assembly line

Up to this point on the tour, the ongoing narrative is an accolade of the achievements of Henry Ford and the company. It is an intense focus on the local that hides the global. Rarely are the accomplishments and contributions of the workers mentioned. The final leg of the tour is self-guided, giving the indication that the work of the assembly line below is so simple and insignificant that a guided tour is unnecessary.

After viewing a brief safety video, tour visitors walk onto the wide catwalk surrounding the final assembly line where they view contemporary manufacturing workers engaged in labor on an assembly line. Computerized kiosks and video monitors take over the docents’ task of interpreting the assembly activities occurring below, thus further removing the human element in the exhibit. Past tours allowed visitors a personal exposure to factory work. Only a pipe railing a few feet away from the assembly line separated visitors and worker, thus giving visitors up-close exposure to automobile assembly work. Since visitors were down in the assembly area, they would walk along the line, eye to eye with workers; close enough to permit comments to pass from either side of the railing. Such immediate proximity to the line allowed
visitors realistic experience, where the loud sounds and often offensive smells of manufacturing would assault their ears and noses, along with extreme heat from blast furnaces. In contrast, current tours move museum patrons away from such a personal experience of production.

Figure 18: Pre 2004 tour visitors experience an up-close and personal Rouge

With World’s Fairs as antecedents, the Rouge tour displays the eventual extinction of American manufacturing workers and the perceived promotion of industrial technologies as the wave of the future. Much like in the Centennial Exposition of 1876, where Native Americans and Native American artifacts were displayed, as if they were extinct, so too are the manufacturing workers of the tour displayed as if they are already obsolete. And, just as Laura Wexler describes the 1904 St. Louis World’s Fair as “...a vision not only of the fruits of the past hundred years of expansion and conquest but also of the promising connection between that past and future acquisitions,” the Rouge tour also exhibits the connection between past
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abundance and future prosperity. Past abundance, as displayed throughout the tour in videos and photographs, depicts the golden age of American automobile production, while the introduction of state-of-the-art technologies proclaims future prosperity. The present is only discernible through the actual view of the assembly line floor on the walking tour. The separation of visitors from the line and the use of labeling and interactive kiosks results in the current tour substituting a closed formality and a structured exhibition for the open intimacy of the earlier tours. The structure and formality point to a more concentrated form of surveillance than found on previous tours.

The walking tour examined here allows museum patrons to walk along a catwalk raised over the assembly line and view workers assembling the F-150 pickup truck, Ford’s top selling vehicle. The raised catwalk encircling the assembly line is eerily suggestive of Foucault’s formulation of the panopticon, not only in its physical composition, but in its surveillance function as well. He states, “The theme of the Panopticon – at once surveillance and observation, security and knowledge, individualization and totalization, isolation and transparency – found in the prison its privileged locus of realization.” Although not a prison, the industrial factory has often been compared to one by workers, where its panoptic process is felt. Indeed, surveillance of workers in industry, one part of the panopticon’s theme, became “an integral part of the production process” carried out by foremen and supervisors who
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408 Author’s own experience working with others in industrial factories.
observed the work and behavior of workers in order to keep them on task, in essence, to discipline them to the rigors of industrial work. Another mode of discipline in factories is the moving assembly line itself, as it moves forward, workers are forced to work at the line’s pace, and thus it disciplines them to continuously work. The assembly line is therefore an indirect form of surveillance.

Foucault’s theorization of the unequal power relations imbued in panoptic institutions, argues that those inside the panopticon will censor their activities as a result of constant or perceived constant surveillance. Workers on the line in this part of the tour, during the hours the tour runs, are also under constant observation. However, the power relations on the tour are not as certain as those Foucault discussed.

The arrangement of the catwalk high over the assembly line precludes familiarity between those working below and those viewing above. Communication is strictly prohibited between museum patrons and workers. As a result of the ban on communication between the catwalk and the shop floor, a power relation occurs.

Museum and Performance Studies scholar Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett calls this particular power relation that occurs during the display of live people, “the museum effect.” The power relations of museum effect are unequal, where those doing the viewing have more
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411 This prohibition comes from the safety video and is repeated by docents as they leave museum patrons on their own to complete the self-guided section of the tour.
power than those who are observed. She calls this an “asymmetrical reciprocity,” that is, the effect is unequal because museum patrons openly watch the workers, walking the fine line between looking and staring, which places them in a position of power.\footnote{Ibid.} At least one previous Rouge employee keenly experienced the asymmetry, stating, “As a worker, I felt like a circus animal [performing] for the audiences’ entertainment.”\footnote{“Rouge Memories.” The Detroit News. http://info.detnews.com/autostalk/rougeletters.cfm. April 11, 2004} Kirshenblatt-Gimblett agrees, stating, “To make people going about their ordinary business objects of visual interest and available to total scrutiny is dehumanizing.”\footnote{Kirshenblatt-Gimblet, Barbara. Destination Culture: Tourism, Museums, and Heritage. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998.} Not every worker viewed on the tour feels dehumanized. One Rouge employee stated, “I feel like a pro football player on Sunday. I perform better when there’s a crowd.”\footnote{Provenzano, Frank. Detroit Free Press. Sunday, April 11, 2004. 2G.} This man no longer considers himself to be a worker, but a performer, thus re-imagining his everyday life, changing his own history from that of a worker to one of a more valued occupation (a professional football player) in the United States.

In order for the viewers to retain their position of power however, those on display must perform and not acknowledge the presence of the viewers – in other words, they must perform what is, in actuality, their ordinary daily acts and “go about their business as if no one were paying attention to them.”\footnote{Ibid.} But, the open arrangement of the assembly line and the catwalk above does not deter workers from looking up and making eye contact with patrons. When such contact occurs, the museum effect shatters and the power relations between museum patrons and workers become uncertain. When the museum effect breaks, tour visitors

\footnote{Provenzano, Frank. Detroit Free Press. Sunday, April 11, 2004. 2G.}
compare themselves to the workers, while at the same time; workers, looking up, compare themselves to the onlookers.

Further defining the characteristics of the museum effect Kirshenblatt-Gimblett states, “The museum effect works both ways. Not only do ordinary things become special when placed in museum settings, but the museum experience itself becomes a model for experiencing life outside its walls.” In the case of the Rouge tour, an in-situ museum exhibit, ordinary factory work, and factory workers themselves become exceptional, while at the same time, they are an example of a universal experience of work in a capitalist system, where the majority of museum patrons are workers too – although not necessarily industrial workers. Patrons can imagine how the outside world might view their own everyday existence, just as they are viewing the quotidian experiences of the workers. According to Kirshenblatt-Gimblett the museum effect “brings the distinctions between the exotic and the familiar closer to home.”418 The museum effect on the Rouge tour turns the workers into the exotic other and blurs the distinction between the global other and what is, in actuality, the working citizen.

The construction of labor on the walking tour is multi-layered as workers become the exotic other and at the same time, they become cultural artifacts. Interactive displays set along the catwalk for museum patrons highlight the high-tech equipment used below creating a hybridity between worker and technology, where the machinery blurs workers, who appear to be as much a part of the technology, as they are separate human beings.419

418 Ibid.
Sociologist Tony Bennett also extends Foucault’s theory to include the viewing tourists. He argues that institutions of exhibition form a “complex of disciplinary and power relations” where the “messages of power” are inscribed and broadcast into the public arena. He sees social indoctrination in the state through public admittance to museums and argues the public is transformed into “subjects of knowledge” who regulate themselves due to the cultural knowledge they gain from exhibits and the activity of seeing and being seen while attending exhibits. In other words, attending museum exhibits involves a combination of spectacle and surveillance.

The design of the tour catwalk allows visitors to not only look down upon workers, but to view other patrons as well, thus subjecting each other to a regulating gaze. Bennett also argues that museums and related institutions are a place where citizens are able to identify with power, where they are both its subject and beneficiary. The contemporary Rouge tour is such a place. Visitors, from their museological and panoptic position of power over the workers can identify as a higher class of Americans than those subject to working on the doomed automobile assembly line. At the same time, they become the subject of the gaze from both fellow tourists and the workers through the openness of the catwalk.

At seven places along the catwalk are viewing platforms featuring printed placards explaining the manufacturing steps occurring below on the assembly floor. Each viewing platform also includes an interactive kiosk with a video screen. Facts, data, and images
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describing the manufacturing process are accessible to the visitor. Although the videos feature what appear to be workers explaining the process below, they are essentially virtual workers - talking heads on monitors. Technology is the subject of the videos, not the workers manipulating the tools and machinery. In this way, the institutions direct the audience’s attention to the technology and the process, rather than on the workers. Earlier tours did not use museum exhibition techniques such as placard labeling; therefore, museum patrons viewed a more authentic world of assembly line work, even though it was an edited version, but not a museumized construction like the contemporary tour.

The tour allows audiences, through a comprehensive presentation of the production process as an exhibit, to view the industrial past, as it becomes one with the technological future and the present is as transparent as the workers appear. On this tour, the past (history) and sites of innovation (the future) are highlighted, while the significance of the present is minimized; locating the factory at the intersection of the industrial and postindustrial, where manual labor meets technical skill.

**The Tour Frames Labor**

On the Rouge tour, workers are shown using cutting edge technologies, such as large computer consoles. This type of display blurs the distinction between traditional manual labor and modern mental labor, as it is a common assumption that in the U.S. white collar jobs generally employ computer equipment, perceived against work with industrial machinery, as high tech. Therefore, it seems as if Rouge tour workers are performing work that is closer to white collar work than blue collar. Here, the tour makes visible the unity between mental and
manual labor. This then appears to transform these blue collar workers into white collar workers, confusing the division between the two types of labor and creating a new imaginary of a worker who is nearly white collar.

This imaginary is of an American work force that is educated and performs white collar work. Historian Michael Denning argues that one “invisible” social movement of the 1960’s, a “wave of union organizing by white collar, service, and public sector employees, particularly women,” resulted in an increased perception that the collective American work force is overwhelmingly white collar. The representation of assembly line workers on the Rouge tour supports this assumption. However, this imaginary excludes all other working class people, both within and outside U.S. borders. The current tour erases all hints of the global context of labor, including its effect on the shrinking number of manufacturing workers employed in America. Therefore, the master narrative produced by the museumization of the tour is a memory of past industrial power linked to contemporary innovation, creating a fiction of stability in American manufacturing.

But high paying industrial jobs continue moving outside the U.S. and those workers who had entered the ranks of the middle-class through good wages and benefits must now compete for “scarce resources,” thus generating “new racial enmities and antagonisms.” Labor historian George Lipsitz argues, “The mere existence of national borders enables differential rates of pay for the same work and creates artificial divisions among workers.”
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Denning’s conception of a two-tier working class is useful here. The first tier is composed of unionized white collar and professional workers who are “better educated than most of the population and likely to see work as a ‘career’.” The second tier is made up of mostly black, Latino, and Asian Americans “laboring in non-union sweatshops.”

Middle-class workers who once held jobs in disappearing industrial work sites are not generally educated enough to enter the first tier and reluctantly become part of the second tier. The racial tension comes from the fact that unionized industrial work in the United States has traditionally been a white male strong-hold. Although some resistance within the Union Ranks allowed minorities and women to participate, they are routinely concentrated in production rather than skilled trades positions. The greatest amount of racial tensions would therefore come from the level of laid-off skilled trades workers forced to enter the second tier rank. By moving assembly production outside of the U.S., American manufacturers have been able to break this stronghold down, therefore participating in the feminization of industrial work. Confusing the boundaries between these two tiers, workers viewed on the tour are basically a mixture of white males, African Americans, a few other people of various races, and women. It displays to the public a seemingly unified work force with stable jobs which will remain in the United States.

The Rouge tour also hides the connections between American industrial workers and foreign industrial workers. They are linked through a common product, the automobile, and a common employer, the corporation. They are interacting with each other in their competition
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for production jobs. But these workers are often unaware of those connections. It also hides the connection between American consumers and foreign production workers. One way this connection is hidden is through the company’s use of foreign built parts that are used to construct the trucks built on the tour. Those consumers who go on the tour are shown a vehicle produced largely in the United States, thus obscuring the enormous amount of vehicles that are produced outside the U.S. Thus the boundaries between what is American and what is foreign become blurred.

Many large corporations, once thought to be quintessentially American are now so large and globally active, that I argue it is increasingly difficult to call them simply American. Ford Motor Company, the site of the Rouge tour, is one such corporation. Since the blurring of the nationality of corporations occurred, so have loyalties to national boundaries. Tensions surrounding secure national boundaries revolve around the political economies of work, as seen in the ongoing national debate on immigration.427 The blurring of corporate identity coincides with the strengthening of the demarcation and competition between American and non-American workers.

Aihwa Ong argues, “Modern nation-states routinely regulate social life, promoting certain norms, practices, and identities while marginalizing others.”428 The norms, practices, and identities promoted by the Rouge tour are parallel to those promoted by the nation-state. The interactive displays along the catwalk emphasize the image of the workers below as white collar technicians. The norms, practices, and identities advanced by the tour are visions of the

embodiment of the educated white collar individual as the average worker. The tour marginalizes manual labor of all sorts, along with collective activities, blurring the boundaries between what is American and what is foreign.

The Virtual Display: Touring the Rouge from the Internet

Walter Benjamin wrote about the phantasmagoric in his *Arcades Project.* As philosopher Susan Buck-Morss argues, “Benjamin’s central argument in the [Arcades Project] was that under conditions of capitalism, industrialization had brought about a re-enchantment of the social world, and through it, a ‘reactivation of mythic powers’.” The Rouge tour offers a revival of the “mythic power” of the Rouge complex as the site of modernity and allows visitors to once again be captivated with what appears to be simultaneously an industrial and postindustrial world.

In *The Arcades Project,* Benjamin examines the Arcades of Paris, where the buildings’ architectural forms of glass and steel symbolized modernity and constituted the ruins of the dreams of the nineteenth century. It was a space filled with commodities for public consumption, displayed in the same fashion as museums, long, brightly lit halls with objects displayed in the glass cases of shop windows. But by 1927, when Benjamin arrived, the Paris Arcades, having only been built less than a decade before, were no longer frequented by society, as it had already moved on to some other, newer distraction. Benjamin’s message: that which is modern is often fleeting.

The Rouge complex has become part of the ruins of the dreams of twentieth century modernity. Industrial might fueled the ideals of twentieth century America, but the spotlight on American manufacturing began to weaken as cheaper commodities became readily available from new global sources. However, the tour takes the old and dresses it up as something new, which is the substance of the concept of progress. 431 At base, the tour redefines the meaning of progress.

The manner in which The Henry Ford presents the tour to the public offers vital clues to how the public perceives American industrial workers. The marketing tool used by The Henry Ford to reach the widest possible audience is a section of their website that is devoted to the Ford Rouge Factory Tour. Most of the website offers information to lure prospective visitors into attending the tour. Several of these webpages deserve detailed scrutiny.

The website devoted to the Ford Rouge Factory Tour by The Henry Ford illustrates and describes the factory as a city. At the top of the front page is a dramatic photo depicting an unformed auto body in the foreground with welding sparks and machinery in the background.

Figure 19: Image from Rouge Tour Website

The background of the photo looks very much like a cityscape. This optical effect draws an image of a city in the mind of the audience. The unformed auto body with the welding sparks implies the creation or birth of the automobile. Graeme Gilloch states that Benjamin saw the “metropolis as the principle site of the phantasmagoria of modernity, the new manifestation of the myth.” So, described as a city, the Ford Rouge Plant is also a phantasmagoria of the modern.

The first two paragraphs under this image invite the audience to come to hallowed ground, a sacred center, the “birthplace” of the automobile (the birth as viewed again in the image on the top of the page) and participate in an event that is simultaneously spiritual and scientific, representing both myth and modernity.

The first paragraph begins “Witness the celebration of the innovation of manufacturing in America.” This statement introduces the industrial site as a spectacle. The words, “Witness” and “Celebration” have subtle spiritual and religious undertones intended to inspire awe toward the Rouge in the website user and potential audience member for the factory tour. By including “America,” this statement puts the Ford Rouge Factory in a context similar to that of National Monuments, claiming respectful admiration from the audience.

The next statement is “- where history and the future merge.” The tour exhibits the labor of blue collars workers as something akin to white collar employment, celebrating the transformation of manual labor from dirty, grimy, physically exhausting work to technically
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skilled work that utilizes more mental than physical labor. It is here where the industrial and postindustrial meet. The boundaries between the technology and the workers are unstable, blurring which is man and which is machine. The workers are nearly cyborgs.

The blurred distinction between humans and machine occurs here for two reasons. The first reason it is so difficult to see the workers on this assembly line is the visual perspective from the elevated catwalk. Scale is distorted; machinery appears large and prominent, while workers appear smaller than life size, dwarfed by the technology surrounding them. In this context it is easy to confuse whether machinery is assisting workers or workers are assisting machinery. To the visitor, it appears as if the worker and the machinery are one. The second is that the assembly line is in constant motion, which also distorts the distinction between worker and machine. Both are moving together in rhythm, human dwarfed by machine, in an industrial dance. It is difficult to view the physically smaller human as anything more than part of the machinery.

Much like an exhibit in a Natural History Museum, the tour subordinates culture to technology rather than to nature. The cyborg weakens the basic opposition between nature and culture, allowing boundary spaces to open up. It is in these spaces where the “arbitrariness and constructed nature of what is considered the norm” is open to view. The norm is now popularly perceived as white collar work. The reality is that many more workers are employed in service sector and industrial occupations. Through the boundary space created by the cyborg
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workers, tour patrons are thus confronted with an image of themselves as reflected in the workers below.

Donna Haraway argues that cyborgs are hard to see, both politically and materially just as the workers are hard to “see” on the webpage.\(^{436}\) Materially, they are not present on the webpage in either the photos or the text. Politically, workers have been a vital ingredient in the forging of this monument; but the marginalization of their role has pushed their contributions aside, even made them out to be hostile toward the creation of American industry, therefore antagonistic to American might and progress.

The next paragraph highlights certain words:

GO behind the scenes inside one of the world’s largest automotive complexes. EXPERIENCE a virtual reality theater adventure. SEE the world’s largest living roof. WITNESS the new factory where the Ford F-150 is made.\(^{437}\)

The capitalized words suggest to the prospective audience not to take their (The Henry Ford) word for it, but just as any rational scientist would, replicate the experience of industry themselves by observing it with their own eyes. Each of the capitalized words implies that the viewer should apply the scientific method of experiencing an event to prove its validity. Dean MacCannell argues, “Scientific experiments are designed to control bias, especially that produced by human beings, out of the result, but cultural experiences are designed to build it


Historically, the Rouge factory is based on technological rationality, a condition where technological fact is weighted with authority over human consideration, yet the terminology of the website extends an offer to the potential visitors to combine their own human tendencies with scientific authority through a pilgrimage to the Rouge.

Another significant page on the Ford Rouge Factory tour website is titled “History of the Rouge.” The first section of this page describes the complex by giving detailed information to express the vast size of the complex.

It was a city without residents. At its peak in the 1930s, more than 100,000 people worked at the Rouge. To accommodate them required a multi-station fire department, a modern police force, a fully staffed hospital and a maintenance crew 5,000 strong. One new car rolled off the line every 49 seconds. Each day, workers smelted more than 1,500 tons of iron and made 500 tons of glass, and every month 3,500 mop heads had to be replaced to keep the complex clean.

It is in this section of the website where the marginalization of workers occurs most overtly. First, the claim that the complex was a city without residents immediately erases the worth of the workers. Their invisibility in the production process promotes the importance of the place and of the machinery, not the value of the humans who occupied it. Secondly, the statement, “To accommodate [the workers] required a multi-station fire department, a modern police force, a fully staffed hospital and a maintenance crew 5,000 strong,” begs several questions. What was the purpose of the police force? If the work was so amendable to workers, why is a hospital needed? Is the fire department for the protection of the workers or for the protection of capital? Why would a work force need a maintenance crew?
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According to this account, employees had to be “accommodated,” implying that workers and their needs were an imposition on the company. However, much of the need for these services was not for the workers. A compliant work force would not require a police force. The type of services offered by a police force would better serve the needs of a company that had to control its labor. The police force therefore existed mainly to protect the company from workers or even from each other. While any fire is surely hazardous to the workers, quick response by a fire department would benefit the company in minimizing damage to company property just as much, if not more, than it would assist workers. Additionally, a fully staffed hospital would be necessary to treat workers injured on the job, indicating that worker injuries were so often and/or severe that immediate medical care was necessitated. Caring for injured workers protected the company politically, even as it was beneficial to the workers. Finally, a maintenance crew would only be an asset to the smooth operation of production, an item of immediate concern to the company, but not workers. Either the services listed on this portion of the webpage indirectly define workers as a group the company needed to control or they explicitly express the benevolence of the company. Further down the page the text states “Henry Ford’s ultimate goal was to achieve total self-sufficiency by owning, operating and coordinating all the resources needed to produce complete automobiles.” 441 Workers fall under the category of “resources needed,” something to be controlled by the company in its effort to realize Ford’s goal.

A short paragraph titled “Unionization” briefly mentions one way in which Ford’s actions made work difficult for employees and then it goes on to once again tell the romanticized story

of Walter Reuther and the United Auto Worker’s (UAW) clash with Ford servicemen on what has come to be known as “The Battle of the Overpass.” Although this is a significant event in the UAW’s efforts to organize the Rouge, it in effect marginalizes the workers themselves in the face of the UAW and the public. The story is no longer about the challenges faced by individual workers in the plant. It is now a story of the challenges faced by the UAW, one single entity, comprised of many workers. Workers represented by the UAW are no longer discerned as discrete individuals, not only are they a cog in the industrial machine, but they became a member of the mighty union. A study to discover the loss of individualism and how it contributes to worker invisibility within the dimensions of a large union is an important consideration, but one outside the scope of this paper.

By the end of the marketing of the Rouge’s history on this webpage, the UAW and the company are comfortably working together in the reinvention of the Rouge. Disagreements between workers and the company have yielded to the greater good of capital and to a desire by labor to keep the factory (and their standard of living) from becoming another deindustrialized ruin. At the contemporary Rouge tour, the company and the museum produce a story of the past and a vision of the future that symbolizes a factory where labor contentedly works with technologies that ease their laboring. Mass marketing of the tour on the website facilitates that revision. Close readings of the Rouge tour and its accompanying website reveal a representation of work and workers that diverge from tours of manufacturing plants run by Ford Motor Company competitors, General Motors and Toyota, whose factory tours tell different stories of globalization and deindustrialization in the U.S.
General Motors Bowling Green Assembly Plant Tour

The General Motors Bowling Green Assembly Plant tour displays authentic GM labor working on an authentic assembly line. Unlike the Rouge tour, this tour displays a factory that sprang up out of deindustrialization. The focus is on the product, GM’s high-end sports car, the Corvette. It is somewhat reminiscent of Rouge tours before the reinvention as a museum exhibit, as visitors walk alongside the assembly line on the shop floor. This tour does not profess a doctrine of mass production. If anything, it confessed to a potential decline – an entire section of the factory where the Cadillac XLR luxury roadster was assembled had recently been dismantled due to “GM restructuring.” Of course, this was not the first time GM restructured a Corvette facility. Production of the Corvette was moved twice before settling in Kentucky.

Just one year after the start of the Corvette line, where GM began pilot production at “Chevrolet’s old customer delivery garage, Plant Number 35 in Flint, Michigan, it was moved to Saint Louis, Missouri in 1954. The initial production in Flint was planned to be temporary while the St. Louis plant retooled in preparation for the Corvette. But this move proved to be only temporary as well. In 1979, GM announced the closing of the aged St. Louis plant, slated to occur in 1981. Corvette production would move into a newly transformed factory in Bowling Green, Kentucky. Workers, somewhat protected by UAW contract had the option of moving with production. The St. Louis plant closed and nearly 1,000 workers followed the Corvette to
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442 My 2009 visit followed on the heels of what came to be called the “Great Recession of 2008,” much like the original Rotunda tours occurred during the Great Depression. Author’s GM Bowling Green Assembly Plant Tour. July 9, 2009. About the Cadillac XLR. http://www.cadillac.com/discontinued-vehicle-xlr.html.
Bowling Green, a move causing its own set of difficulties for the laid-off workers, including tensions with workers at new facilities.\textsuperscript{444}

![Figure 20: Image from Corvette Factory Tour website](image)

Rather than beginning at the museum, visitors to the Corvette tour must drive themselves directly to the factory and use the same walkway from the parking lot and entrance into the plant used by workers themselves.\textsuperscript{445} A check-in booth is located directly inside the door for those who made reservations, which must be done at least two weeks in advance. Visitors who did not or were not able to do so are directed to a small office further down the hallway. After paying the small seven dollar admission fee, visitors follow footprint decals on the floor to the main waiting room.

At the waiting room door, a young tour guide gives each visitor a ticket with their designated group number and instructs them to be seated until their group is called. Decorated in the signature Corvette colors of red, white, and black, the room is filled with red plastic chairs. In one corner are vending machines with snacks and drinks for purchase. Another corner holds a small glass counter containing Corvette Assembly Plant merchandise. The walls behind

\textsuperscript{444} The topic of tensions between laid-off workers and the unwelcoming workforce at other plants where they are assigned is a huge under-researched subject that needs to be addressed elsewhere. Giegerich, Steve. “Vette’s loss looms in hindsight; 1981; Writing off of Corvette plant here began mass migration of manufacturing jobs.; 2011; Bowling Green, Ky., mayor calls Corvette ‘best new company our community has ever had.’; CORVETTE PLANT.” St. Louis Post - Dispatch, July 10, 2011: A.1.

\textsuperscript{445} Descriptions of the GM Corvette tour are from the author’s own experience on the tour. 2009.
and beside it are lined with shelves holding t-shirts for sale. “Feel free to browse this area,” tour guides periodically announce, “as the profits of sales from these souvenirs are donated to a local charity.” Additionally, they explain, this is the only place where Corvette Assembly Plant souvenirs of any type can be purchased. Manning the souvenir booth are GM and United Autoworker’s Local 2164 retiree volunteers.446

Similarly to the Rouge tour, videos set the tone. There is a large screen in the front of the waiting room playing videos from popular television shows featuring the Corvette for visitors to watch while waiting to depart on the tour. Unlike the Rouge tour films; these videos put a spotlight on the product rather than on the process.447 Of course, a mandatory safety video plays as well. The framing of what visitors will see once the tour begins is minimal in comparison to the Rouge tour and it does not target labor.

As tour guide call out numbers, the designated groups congregate just outside large double-doors leading into the assembly area. The guide gives some quick safety reminders, but they, unlike the Rouge tour docents, instruct visitors not to make contact with the workers and explain that due to the elimination of the Cadillac XLR, visitors will notice some empty spaces.448 Piling through more double-doors, they immediately see the assembly line as well as a large open space where the discontinued Cadillac production was once located. Visitors’ first view is of deindustrialization.

446 Author’s GM Bowling Green Assembly Plant Tour. July 9, 2009.
447 One of the videos is from National Geographic Channel’s show “Ultimate Factories,” which gives the impression that the video would be mostly about the factory, but it is, in fact, mostly about the Corvette. http://channel.nationalgeographic.com/channel/ultimate-factories/episodes/corvette1/
448 Although communicating with workers was not discouraged, no one in my tour group attempted to speak with workers, including our tour guide.
Visitors follow their guide alongside the line, while s/he explains some feature of the Corvette and occasionally, an assembly operation. The dialogue strongly focuses on the product itself, much more than on the production process—how fast the Corvette is, what types of wheels a performance vehicle like the Corvette needs, etc. The assembly line next to the visitors moves slowly and workers appear relaxed and unhurried. Noticeably, like the interior of the factory itself, they tended to be older (40s, 50s, plus). This plant, explains the guide, has many high seniority workers. One possible explanation for the concentration of higher seniority workers would be that the factory is only running one shift, so lower seniority labor was either laid-off or moved elsewhere, as well as the fact that the factory has been running for nearly thirty years. Just as in Chaplin’s film, 

*Modern Times*, break areas are dotted throughout the shop floor, right next to the assembly line. Unlike in the film, break areas contain picnic tables gaily covered with vinyl tablecloths and flat screen televisions. But these break areas, while giving a semblance of a relaxing space, do not allow workers to move out of visitors’ gaze during tour hours.

Although the tour has a dedicated website, it is quite basic, especially compared to the that of the Rouge tour. It is has few images and gives only basic information regarding the tour, such as the length, cost of the tour, what to wear when taking the tour, and what not to bring into the building, along with a reservation page.449

There is no evidence of the museum on the assembly line floor - there are no displays or kiosks in the shop floor area, like the ones on the catwalk on the current Rouge tour. Both the

449 “About our Tours.” *GM Bowling Green Assembly Plant*. https://www.bowlinggreenassemblyplant.com/. Visitors may not bring “cameras, backpacks, purses, fanny packs or other containers” into the plant.
Corvette museum and the factory made a point that there was no partnership between the two, although the tour guides suggest a visit to the museum and tour tickets may also be purchased through the museum’s website. Therefore, this tour does not experience the museumization that takes place at the Rouge tour, but it is designed for Corvette enthusiasts rather than for explaining neoliberalism.

Of course, the GM Corvette tour is not the only other factory tour putting automotive assembly on display. Among others is a tour of Toyota’s factory, which in many ways is, similar to the Rouge tour. The Toyota tour makes an argument for the company and its place in the nation while still showcasing its popular products. Unlike the Rouge tour, Toyota emphasizes the role played by labor in producing its vehicles.

**Local Toyota and Valued Labor**

The Toyota factory tour is another unique representation of industry and labor. Unlike the GM tour, it is not a tour of deindustrialization. And also differing from the Rouge tour, it highlights its globalized connections rather than obscuring them. It makes an argument that globalization can be good for U.S. communities (and that Toyota, in contrast to U.S. industries, believes in investing in American communities, rather than decimating them). Additionally, the Toyota tour loudly affirms that workers at this factory have a voice in the production process, alongside technological innovation and, of course, a global company.
This tour begins at the Toyota Motor Manufacturing, Kentucky (TMMK) visitor center in Georgetown, Kentucky. TMMK opened in 1988, a time in the U.S. when automotive companies like Ford were also teaming up with foreign competitors to open a few manufacturing factories in the U.S. to build, generally Japanese corporations’ products, in what were dubbed, transplant factories. Like the GM Corvette factory tour, visitors must find their own way to the TMMK factory tour. The visitor center is a cross between an exhibit space, a car dealership space, and a corporate lobby. Inside, TMMK produces product advertisements and displays of plant history, and community involvement. A well produced website is a polished augmentation to the tour and visitor center. The website declares, visitors can see “firsthand the beginnings of a global automaker” and “Toyota’s first wholly owned manufacturing facility in the United States” at the visitor center. This same declaration is included in the displays inside the visitor center, immediately announcing TMMK’s global identity.

450 Description of the TMMK tour are from the author’s experience on the tour. 2009.
451 The Mazda Motor America plant where I worked was one such collaborative transplant factory.
452 “Tour TMMK: Plant Tour.” The Official Website of Toyota Motor Manufacturing, Kentucky, Inc.
http://www.toyotageorgetown.com/tour.asp
At the visitor center, a large display taking up an entire wall works to, as the website reiterates, “prove its commitment to the community, as well as to the state.”453 This display consisted of a map Georgetown surrounded by photos of TMMK team members and community member taken at various local community building events. The website expands on the theme of “corporate citizenship” with an entire page dedicated to it, defining the corporation’s beliefs in this statement:

It is an important aspect of our company’s philosophy and operating principles that TMMK, be deeply committed to good corporate citizenship, striving to benefit the community where it operates and where its team members and customers live.

To fulfill this commitment, we believe it is our responsibility to support various organizations which improve the quality of life across the Commonwealth.454

Looking to build goodwill in the local, state, and national community with this statement and the display, TMMK forcefully makes the argument that this corporation is a good citizen, no matter what national borders its factories reside within. This argument also implicitly points out that American corporations that have moved production away from American communities are not the good corporate citizens that global Toyota is. As more visitors fill the center, tour guides direct them into a large room where they distribute headsets to all. Guides then load the visitors onto awaiting trams to begin the tour.

Trams begin in the stamping area, where the guide’s voice comes through visitors’ headsets and explains the “just in time” Toyota manufacturing system, where few parts are stored along the assembly line, but are brought to workers just as they are needed. The trams smoothly glide past the stamping presses, whose sound is muffled by the headset, and on toward the assembly line floor. Tour guide statements regarding assembly frequently included assertions that Toyota team members have an important role in the production process. This assertion is re-emphasized on a virtual tour video available on the website with statements such as “Robots and team members work together,” and “[in] assembly innovative solutions that assist team members with those awkward, hard to reach installation.” On the surface, these statements regarding workers and technology are, at times, similar to those on the Rouge tour. The difference resides in emphasis – at TMMK, technology assists whereas at the Rouge, technology improves. Assisting puts technology into a secondary position, where improving makes technology appear more in control. Additionally, TMMK guides point out that team members are rewarded for suggestions that improve the production process, defining workers firmly as valuable to the company. The Rouge tour catwalk kiosks do not tell the story of who works to improve production processes, making it look like technology practically innovates itself, without human intervention. On several occasions throughout the TMMK tour, the tram stops and a team member comes over to talk to the tour guide, while addressing the people on the tram as well. This spotlight on worker contributions to the process and even on workers themselves starkly contrasts with the GM tour’s focus on the product and the Rouge tour’s attention on technology over labor.

The TMMK tour ends with a return to the room where headsets were distributed. Rather than framing the tour with videos as at the GM and Rouge tours, visitors view a video after the tour ends. This video details TMMK’s commitment to environmentally sustainable manufacturing. TMMK thus bookends the tour with visual statements pledging a commitment to the local and global through community and environmental involvement. Although the Rouge also underscores its environmental endeavors at the Observation Deck, the museum structure of display cases and a diorama type view of the living roof through glass windows give the appearance of past commitment rather than current or future commitment to environmental sustainability.

The comparison of the three factory tours demonstrates how differently the production process, labor, and technology are put on display. Additionally, these three tours send distinct messages regarding globalization and deindustrialization. GM’s focus on the product ignores the plant’s deindustrialized history even as it puts deindustrialization on display in an authentic factory without any museum displays. The TMMK tour also occurs in an authentic factory, but it frames its tour with a museum style format. TMMK’s message pointedly places the global corporation in a position of beneficence where it engages in industrialization rather than in deindustrialization of the U.S., along with its strong commitment to the local through community service and environmental stewardship in a globalized context. The Rouge tour, on the other hand, is of a functional assembly line built as part of the factory tour, although it is surrounded by authentic factories, tour visitors only experience a museumized version of factory work that glosses over both deindustrialization and globalization.
Conclusion

What people saw in 2004 on the Rouge tour was a masked celebration of industrial global expansion and of the deindustrialization of American manufacturing that marginalized the living bodies of workers viewed along the tour while it revered industrial technology. In 1934, Ford Motor Company worked to win the hearts and minds of its public at the Chicago Century of Progress Exposition, while erasing traces of authentic labor in its exhibit. By 1936, Ford visions of a powerful and beneficent global corporation moved from the fair to the home of its already iconic the River Rouge complex. Here, Ford Motor Company diverted public attention away from the emerging logics of deindustrialization and Ford’s disinvestment in American labor while it lauded technology and globalization as the way to national progress.

Labor strikes, unionization, and legislative struggles over labor rights lent a greater urgency to Ford Motor Company’s public relations campaign to promote a doctrine of mass assembly. Ford Rotunda exhibits and displays helped frame the corporation as labor friendly by also including tours of the Rouge complex, even as the workers there labored under structures of discipline and surveillance that were not visible to the eye of the viewing public.

In the end, twenty first century tours of the Rouge demonstrate a shift in the meaning of globalization, from an admirable quality of nation building to a pejorative idea linked to deindustrialization and sinking social status for labor. 1990s trade agreements, such as NAFTA, contributed to the debasing of globalization. The contemporary tour ignores globalization in its museumized displays. Additionally, the nation also drops out of the twenty first century Rouge
tour. Ford Motor Company no longer looks to uplift national power, but rather to boost its own corporate power.
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